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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Phoenix SPI was commissioned by Health Canada to conduct research to explore the 
knowledge, attitudes and behaviours of smokers in Quebec and Ontario with respect to 
discount cigarettes. This was exploratory research to better understand issues related to 
smoking discount cigarettes. The target audience was Quebec and Ontario smokers aged 
18-60 years who recently purchased (within the previous six months) one or more of the 
following types of discount cigarettes: 1) a discount brand produced by major tobacco 
companies and sold in retail stores, 2) cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise 
originating in a First Nations community, and 3) contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that 
may have been smuggled.  
 
A mixed-mode research program was undertaken, involving a set of focus groups and a 
telephone survey. In total, eight focus groups were held (two in each city) in Sherbrooke 
(French), Montreal (French and English), Toronto (English) and Peterborough (English) 
from February 27 to March 1, 2007. The telephone survey was completed by 861 
respondents: 401 interviews in Ontario and 460 in Quebec. Based on a sample of this size, 
the survey results can be considered to be accurate to within +/- 3.34%, 19 times out of 20. 
The fieldwork for the survey took place March 14-27, 2007.  
 
The focus group research was qualitative in nature not quantitative. As such, the 
results provide an indication of participants’ views about the issues explored, but 
cannot be generalized to the full population of smokers in Ontario and Quebec that 
purchase discount cigarettes. In addition, survey results are not generalizable to the 
general population, to Canadian smokers, or to smokers in Quebec and Ontario. 
 

Overview 

Results from the survey and focus groups were very similar and tended to support one 
another in key areas. Subgroup differences among survey respondents, as well as 
differences between survey respondents and focus group participants are identified where 
pertinent.  
 
Profile of Discount Cigarette Smokers 

Surveyed smokers tended to be between 35 and 54 years of age (50%), and the majority 
were women (57%). Over half have a high school education or less, and they were most 
likely to be employed full time (44%) with household incomes of under $60,000 (60%). In 
addition, nearly everyone is a daily smoker (93%), and two-thirds smoke more than 10 
cigarettes daily (27% smoke more than 20 cigarettes per day).  The focus groups included a 
mix of participants by age and gender. While there was a mix by education, most had a 
high school education or less. As was the case in the survey, nearly all of the participants 
in the focus groups identified themselves as daily smokers, and the large majority said they 
smoke 10 cigarettes a day or more.  
 
Discount Cigarettes – Purchasing & Smoking Behaviour 

The vast majority of survey respondents (91%) had purchased discount cigarettes from a 
regular retail outlet in the six months preceding the research, while a smaller but still 
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substantial proportion (40%) reported purchasing cigarettes from a First Nations 
community. Few (5% or 46 respondents) said they purchased smuggled cigarettes during 
this period of time. Most respondents (64%) only buy discount cigarettes (i.e. do not buy 
premium brands), and one retail discount brand stood out among the brands purchased: 
Peter Jackson cigarettes (31% smoked this brand vs. 12% or fewer who smoked other 
brands). For most surveyed smokers, buying discount cigarettes is a fairly recent habit – 
79% have been purchasing these kinds of cigarettes for five years or less. Ontarians were 
more likely to have been buying discount cigarettes for two years or less (66%), while 
Quebeckers were more likely to have been doing so for more than three years (54%) 
 
Whereas most survey participants (67%) purchased only one type of discount cigarette (i.e. 
retail or First Nations or smuggled cigarettes), nearly all focus group participants had 
purchased two types in the six months preceding the research (usually discounted brands in 
retail stores and cigarettes from a First Nations community). A substantial number of 
participants also said they purchased or think they may have purchased contraband or 
smuggled cigarettes during this period. Participants in Toronto were most likely to say this, 
while participants in Montreal and Sherbrooke were least likely to. Many focus group 
participants said they began purchasing discount cigarettes around the time the price of 
premium brand cigarettes increased significantly in the early 1990s. Beyond this, the 
length of time participants have been buying discount cigarettes varied from as recently as 
the past six months to as long ago as 15-20 years. 
 
Most survey respondents and most focus group participants do not think they smoke more 
as a result of buying discount cigarettes. Over three-quarters of surveyed smokers (79%) 
think they smoke the same amount they would smoke if they only smoked brand name 
cigarettes. Moreover, most of the rest (15%) think they smoke less primarily because of the 
harsher/stronger effect of discount cigarettes on the throat and because these cigarettes do 
not taste as good as regular ones. Only 5% think they smoke more as a result of smoking 
discount cigarettes. Focus group participants who think they smoke more because they buy 
discount cigarettes linked this primarily to the fact that such cigarettes cost less. 
 

Knowledge of Discount Cigarettes 

Most survey respondents think that discount cigarettes, regardless of the type, pose the 
same health threat as regular premium brands. That said, the size of the majority who 
believe this varies by type of discount cigarette. A large majority (85%) think that discount 
cigarettes purchased in a retail store pose the same health risk as regular-priced cigarettes. 
Much smaller and almost identical majorities (58-59%) think the same about smuggled 
cigarettes and cigarettes sold on First Nations reserves. By contrast, one-quarter (25-27%) 
think smuggled and First Nations cigarettes might be more dangerous than regular ones, 
compared to only 7% who said the same of retail discount brands.  
 
Results from the focus groups tended to be similar. The widespread assumption was that 
the health risks are basically the same for all types of cigarettes. To the extent that there 
was uncertainty or disagreement about this, it concerned discount cigarettes sold in First 
Nations communities. Some think that First Nations cigarettes may be more harmful 
because their content is not regulated or tested so there is no way to know what they 
contain. Others think they may be more harmful because of their effect (i.e. sore throats, 
coughing). On the other hand, some participants think these cigarettes may be less 
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dangerous to health than premium brand cigarettes because the content may be more 
natural or organic (i.e. contain fewer additives). These mixed views about cigarettes sold 
on reserves were evident in the survey as well. While the largest proportion (41%) 
disagreed that such cigarettes are more natural or organic than regular ones, 17% thought 
they were, and 19% were uncertain, neither agreeing nor disagreeing. 
 
In both the survey and the focus groups, there was considerable difference of opinion and 
uncertainty about the legality of buying cigarettes on First Nations reserves. Survey 
respondents were almost equally likely to say it is legal (38%) or illegal (37%) for the 
general population to buy such cigarettes. The rest (25%) were unsure. That said, regional 
differences were evident, with 51% of Ontario residents thinking it is legal versus 26% of 
Quebeckers. While a majority of focus group participants thought it is legal to purchase 
such cigarettes, many others disagreed, and were relatively confident that it is not legal. 
Participants in Peterborough were most likely to think it is legal, while those in Sherbrooke 
were most likely to think it is illegal. In the focus groups, there was also considerable 
uncertainty about whether or not First Nations cigarettes are tested for their ingredients and 
emissions.  
 
Attitudes Towards Discount Cigarettes 

Fully 92% of survey respondents pointed to price as the main benefit of buying discount 
cigarettes, with 82% identifying price as the only reason they buy them. Focus group 
participants also pointed to price as the main reason, by far, for buying discount cigarettes. 
As well, almost two-thirds (63%) of survey respondents agreed that one of the reasons they 
buy discount cigarettes is because the government charges too much tax on regular 
cigarettes. This combination of price and ‘principle’ may help explain, in part, why over 
half of those surveyed said they would buy First Nations cigarettes even if it were against 
the law (53%), and that they do not buy premium brand cigarettes even as a treat or when 
they have extra money (51%). While most said they did not buy smuggled cigarettes in the 
early 1990s when the government significantly raised taxes on cigarettes, one-quarter 
(26%) indicated that they did. Many focus group participants said they started buying 
smuggled cigarettes in the early 1990s when the price of cigarettes increased significantly. 
 
The large majority of survey respondents believe that the health risks are about the same 
for all types of cigarettes (86%), do not try to disguise the fact that they've bought discount 
cigarettes (82%), and indicated that they have not felt physically ill after smoking discount 
cigarettes (79%). While exactly half said it did not take them long to get used to smoking 
discount cigarettes, 30% said that it did.  
 
The level of concern about issues related to cigarettes bought on First Nations reserves was 
mixed. Approximately half of survey respondents (51%) expressed at least moderate 
concern that this type of cigarette might not be tested for emissions or ingredients, but over 
one-quarter (29%) expressed little or no concern, and the rest were in between (indicating a 
low level of concern). Respondents were even more divided on other issues. While 39% 
expressed concern that they might be breaking the law when buying First Nations 
cigarettes, 43% did not. Finally, nearly half (48%) expressed little or no concern that the 
taxes on First Nations cigarettes may not have been paid, while only one-third (34%) 
expressed concern about this. The focus group results were highly consistent with this, 
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with relatively few participants expressing concern in these areas, particularly with respect 
to the legality and taxation issues. 
 
Survey respondents who only buy retail discount brands pointed to three main reasons to 
explain why they do not also purchase cigarettes in First Nations communities or smuggled 
cigarettes: legal concerns (36%), lack of access (25%), and convenience (23%). Ontario 
respondents were much more likely than Quebeckers to mention convenience/accessibility. 
Moreover, three-quarters of these smokers said that if given the chance, they would 
definitely not (55%) or probably not (20%) buy First Nations or smuggled cigarettes 
(compared to one-quarter who would.) Focus group participants who only purchase retail 
discount cigarettes said they do this mainly because they do not like the taste of First 
Nations cigarettes, and because they do not know where to buy smuggled cigarettes. 
 
First Nations Cigarettes1

Most survey respondents who buy First Nations cigarettes said they first learned about 
them through a friend (41%) or word of mouth (23%). In terms of buying habits, two-
thirds (67%) usually buy them loose in bags, while one-quarter (26%) by them in packs. 
As well, three-quarters (74%) always or frequently buy from the same source, and over 
half (52%) buy in bulk. However, most never use or act as an intermediary. For example, 
just over three-quarters (77% each) said they never get money from others to buy them 
cigarettes or have someone deliver cigarettes to them, and over half (56%) said they never 
give money to someone else to buy them cigarettes. Respondents reported paying a range 
of prices for a purchase of 200 cigarettes, although the clear majority (61%) said it usually 
costs $20 or less. Price differences were evident by province. Respondents in Quebec were 
more likely to say it costs $11-20 for this many cigarettes (53% vs. 36% in Ontario), while 
those in Ontario were much more likely to pay more than $20 (43% vs. 17%).  
 
The large majority of focus group participants also learned about First Nations cigarettes 
through friends and word of mouth. When it comes to buying habits, however, many use 
intermediaries. Most of those who purchase cigarettes from First Nations communities buy 
them in bulk, but often for different reasons (i.e. purchasing for others as well as 
themselves, use intermediaries who only make occasional trips, inconvenience of making 
many trips). Some participants, most notably in Toronto, have cigarettes delivered to them 
– sometimes to their home, but most often to their place of work. Most of those who buy 
cigarettes from First Nations communities do so on ‘as needed’ basis, but this varies as do 
the amounts purchased (e.g. 3-4 cartons every few weeks, 4-5 bags once or twice a month, 
30-40 bags every few months, etc.). 
 
Smuggled Cigarettes 

Most of the 46 survey respondents who reported buying contraband or smuggles cigarettes 
were at least relatively certain that the cigarettes they bought were smuggled, most often 
because they know the seller or origin of the cigarettes. Sources included individual 
smugglers, friends or family, First Nations communities and various local sources, among 
others. Approximately one-quarter of the focus group participants said they purchased or 

                                                 
1 The results presented within this report reflect participants’ understanding of First Nations cigarettes and 
are consistent with the exploratory nature of the project. It is important to recognize that the research 
identified numerous misconceptions about related issues, including with respect to First Nations cigarettes.  
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think they may have purchased smuggled cigarettes in the six months preceding the 
research. While some were sure that the cigarettes they bought were actually smuggled, 
others were uncertain about this. Reasons offered by participants who said they were 
certain that the cigarettes had been smuggled included buying the cigarettes out of the 
trunk of a car, and knowing the person who sold them the cigarettes. Some of those 
participants who think they may have purchased such cigarettes but were unsure about this 
attributed their uncertainty to the cigarettes being purchased in a First Nations community, 
so they were not sure about the origin or status of the cigarettes. Others were simply unsure 
about where the low-cost cigarettes they purchased came from.   
 

Conclusion & Implications 

The purpose of this research was to provide Health Canada with a starting point to 
understand the knowledge, attitudes and behaviours of smokers in Ontario and Quebec 
who buy discount cigarettes. Simply put, this research represented an exploratory analysis 
only. As noted at the beginning of the executive summary, results from both phases of the 
research were similar, if not identical, and tended to support one another in key areas. 
 
One of the main findings to emerge from this research is the centrality of price as a 
motivating factor in buying and smoking discount cigarettes. Not only was it the main 
factor for the vast majority of participants, for most it was the only motivating factor. The 
clear implication, articulated explicitly by some in the focus groups, was that if the price of 
premium brand cigarettes were to decrease, participants would switch back to them. In 
other words, there is little if any ‘loyalty’ to discount cigarettes.  
 
Another key finding to emerge from this research is the lack of awareness or knowledge 
about discount cigarettes, primarily regarding First Nations and smuggled cigarettes. For 
example, while there is widespread agreement among participants that discount cigarettes 
are of lower or inferior quality, especially those bought on First Nations reserves, no 
significant health-related implications are drawn from this by most participants. The 
widespread assumption in both the focus groups and the survey was that ‘a cigarette is a 
cigarette’ and that the health risks are basically the same regardless of the type of cigarette. 
Moreover, some think that First Nations cigarettes may even be safer than brand name 
cigarettes sold by the major manufacturers because they may be more natural/organic (i.e. 
not contain additives). 
 
Other issues on which there is limited knowledge and widespread uncertainty include the 
regulation and testing of First Nations and smuggled cigarettes, where cigarettes sold on 
reserves are actually manufactured, the legality of purchasing First Nations cigarettes, and 
the laws and sanctions that apply to the purchase of such cigarettes. To the extent that there 
is certainty or knowledge about discount cigarettes, it tends to be limited to discount 
brands sold in retail stores.   
 
The perception that it is legal for members of the public to purchase cigarettes on First 
Nations reserves is perhaps the most widespread misconception among survey and focus 
group participants. That said, participants provided reasons that help make such a 
misconception understandable. This includes the open advertising of discount cigarettes on 
highways, the lack of police presence and enforcement, the lack of publicity/information 
about this being illegal, and the health warnings included on packs of native cigarettes. 
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Taken together, these things contribute to a sense among many that buying and smoking 
First Nations cigarettes is not against the law. Perhaps not surprisingly, most participants 
did not appear to give this issue much if any thought.  
 
There was also a widespread and evident lack of concern about these issues, underscored 
in the focus groups by the fact that not one participant has ever looked for information 
about discount cigarettes – except where to buy them. Moreover, in the focus groups this 
lack of concern persisted even after participants were informed about these issues. For 
instance, after being informed that some First Nations cigarettes may not have been 
regulated or tested for ingredients and emissions, most participants in the focus groups 
maintained that they were no more concerned about the health effects of such cigarettes 
than they were about premium brands. Similarly, after being told, that in most cases, it is 
not legal to buy cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise originating in a First 
Nations community, as well as contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that have been smuggled 
into Canada, most participants expressed little if any concern about the possibility that they 
might be breaking the law when doing this. Moreover, a majority think it should be legal to 
buy/sell cigarettes on reserves. 
 
In trying to understand this lack of concern, and what might be done to help address it, it is 
worth recalling two of the main reasons provided by focus group participants to explain 
their lack of concern. This included lack of enforcement of the law and lack of awareness 
raising of related issues. Both give the impression or send a signal that this is not a serious 
problem or issue. To the extent that people take their cues from government or what they 
perceive to be government priorities, this may warrant consideration. 
 
More Information: 
 
To obtain a PDF version of the complete report (available in English only), please contact the 
Tobacco Control Programme:  
 
Mail: 
Tobacco Control Programme, Health Canada 
P.L. 3507A1 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada 
K1A OK9 
 
Telephone:   
1-866-318-1116  
 
Fax: 
(613) 954-2284 
 
E-mail:   
TCP-PLT-questions@hc-sc.gc.ca 
 
Supplier Name: Phoenix Strategic Perspectives Inc. 
PWGSC Contract Number: H4133-061776-001-CY 
Award Date: 09-02-2007 
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RÉSUMÉ 
Santé Canada a confié à Phoenix SPI le mandat d’effectuer une étude visant à explorer les 
connaissances, les attitudes et les comportements des fumeurs du Québec et de l’Ontario 
concernant les cigarettes de marque moins chère. Il s’agit d’une analyse préliminaire dont 
le but est de mieux comprendre les enjeux relatifs aux cigarettes de marque moins chère. 
L’étude ciblait les fumeurs de 18 à 60 ans habitant au Québec et en Ontario qui avaient 
récemment acheté (au cours des 6 mois précédents) l’un des types suivants de cigarettes de 
marque moins chère : 1) des cigarettes vendues au rabais, dans les magasins de détail 
ordinaires, que produisent les grandes sociétés de tabac, 2) des cigarettes qui ont été 
fabriquées ou vendues dans une collectivité des Premières nations ou qui en proviennent et 
3) des cigarettes de contrebande ou des cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en 
fraude. 
 
Pour ce faire, une étude multimode comprenant des groupes de discussion et un sondage 
téléphonique a été retenue. En tout, huit groupes de discussion ont eu lieu du 27 février au 
1er mars 2007 (deux dans chaque ville) à Sherbrooke (en français), à Montréal (en français 
et en anglais), à Toronto (en anglais) et à Peterborough (en anglais). 861 répondants ont 
participé au sondage téléphonique : 401 en Ontario et 460 au Québec. Un échantillon de 
cette taille produit des résultats précis à ± 3,34 %, 19 fois sur 20. Le sondage téléphonique 
s’est déroulé du 14 au 27 mars 2007. 
 
Dans le cadre de cette étude, les groupes de discussion étaient de nature qualitative et 
non quantitative. Les résultats révèlent donc l’opinion des participants sur les enjeux 
étudiés, mais ne peuvent être extrapolés à l’ensemble des fumeurs de l’Ontario ou du 
Québec qui ont acheté des cigarettes de marque moins chère. De surcroît, les résultats 
du sondage ne peuvent être généralisés à l’ensemble de la population, à l’ensemble 
des fumeurs du Canada ou à l’ensemble des fumeurs du Québec et de l’Ontario. 
 

Aperçu 

Les résultats du sondage et des groupes de discussion sont très similaires et tendent à 
abonder dans le même sens sur plusieurs points importants. Les différences par sous-
groupes pour le sondage téléphonique ainsi que les différences entre les répondants au 
sondage et les participants aux groupes de discussion sont précisées lorsque requis. 
 
Profil des fumeurs de cigarettes de marque moins chère 

Les fumeurs sondés ont en moyenne de 35 à 54 ans (50 %) et sont en majorité des femmes 
(57 %). Près de la moitié ont tout au plus terminé leurs études secondaires, la majorité 
travaillent à temps plein (44 %) et ont un revenu familial inférieur à 60 000 $ (60 %). Par 
ailleurs, la quasi-totalité des personnes sondées fument tous les jours (93 %), les deux tiers 
d’entre elles fument plus de 10 cigarettes par jour (et 27 %, plus de 20 cigarettes par jour). 
Les groupes de discussion réunissaient une bonne diversité d’hommes et de femmes d’âges 
et de niveaux de scolarité variés. Bien que les groupes ont réuni des gens de divers niveaux 
de scolarité, la majorité d’entre eux ont tout au plus terminé leurs études secondaires. 
Comme pour le sondage téléphonique, la quasi-totalité des participants aux groupes de 
discussion s’identifiaient comme des fumeurs quotidiens et la grande majorité d’entre eux 
disent fumer 10 cigarettes ou plus par jour. 
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Achat de cigarettes de marque moins chère et habitudes liées au tabagisme 

La vaste majorité des répondants au sondage téléphonique (91 %) ont acheté des cigarettes 
de marque moins chère dans les magasins de détail dans les six mois précédant l’étude et 
une proportion inférieure, quoique substantielle (40 %), ont acheté des cigarettes auprès 
d’une collectivité des Premières nations. Durant cette période, peu de répondants (5 %, soit 
46 répondants) ont acheté des cigarettes introduites en fraude. La plupart des répondants 
(64 %) achètent uniquement des cigarettes de marque moins chère (c’est-à-dire qu’ils 
n’achètent pas de cigarettes haut de gamme) et une seule marque de cigarettes de détail 
ressort des marques achetées : Peter Jackson (le choix de 31 % des fumeurs 
comparativement à 12 % ou moins pour les autres marques). Pour la plupart des fumeurs 
sondés, l’achat de cigarettes de marque moins chère est une habitude assez récente. En 
effet, 79 % des fumeurs achètent ce type de cigarettes depuis cinq ans ou moins. Les 
Ontariens sont plus nombreux à acheter ce type de cigarettes depuis deux ans ou moins 
(66 %), alors que les Québécois sont plus nombreux à en acheter depuis plus de trois ans 
(54 %). 
 
Alors que la plupart des répondants au sondage (67 %) ont acheté un seul type de cigarettes 
de marque moins chère (c’est-à-dire des cigarettes achetées dans un magasin de détail 
ordinaire, d’une collectivité des Premières nations ou introduites en fraude), la quasi-
totalité des participants aux groupes de discussion ont acheté deux types de cigarettes dans 
les six mois précédant l’étude (généralement des cigarettes vendues à rabais dans des 
magasins de détail ordinaires et des cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations). Un 
nombre substantiel de participants ont également indiqué qu’ils avaient acheté ou qu’ils 
pensaient avoir acheté des cigarettes de contrebande ou introduites en fraude pendant cette 
même période. Les participants aux groupes de Toronto étaient plus nombreux à l’affirmer 
que ceux de Montréal et de Sherbrooke. La plupart des participants aux groupes de 
discussion ont dit avoir commencé à acheter des cigarettes de marque moins chère lorsque 
le prix des cigarettes haut de gamme a sensiblement augmenté au début des années 1990. 
Ceci étant dit, les participants achètent des cigarettes de marque moins chère depuis aussi 
récemment qu’au cours des six derniers mois et depuis aussi longtemps qu’il y a de 15 à 20 
ans. 
 
La plupart des répondants au sondage et la plupart des participants aux groupes de 
discussion ne croient pas qu’ils fument plus parce qu’ils achètent des cigarettes de marque 
moins chère. Plus des trois quarts des fumeurs sondés (79 %) croient qu’ils fument le 
même nombre de cigarettes que s’ils achetaient seulement des cigarettes de marque. En 
outre, la plupart des autres fumeurs (15 %) croient qu’ils fument moins principalement 
parce que les cigarettes de marque moins chère sont plus fortes et plus dures pour la gorge 
et à cause de leur goût moins agréable que celui des cigarettes régulières. Seuls 5 % des 
répondants croient qu’ils fument plus de cigarettes parce qu’ils fument des cigarettes de 
marque moins chère. Les participants aux groupes de discussion qui croient fumer 
davantage de cigarettes de marque moins chère pensent que c’est surtout en raison de leur 
bas prix. 
 

Connaissances sur les cigarettes de marque moins chère 

La plupart des répondants au sondage croient que les cigarettes de marque moins chère, 
peu importe leur type, posent les mêmes risques pour la santé que les cigarettes haut de 
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gamme. Ceci étant dit, l’ampleur de cette majorité varie en fonction du type de cigarettes 
de marque moins chère. Une grande majorité des répondants (85 %) croient que les 
cigarettes vendues à rabais dans les magasins de détail ordinaires posent les mêmes risques 
pour la santé que les cigarettes à prix régulier. Des majorités beaucoup plus faibles et quasi 
identiques (58 % et 59 %) croient qu’il s’agit de la même chose pour les cigarettes 
introduites en fraude ou celles vendues par les collectivités des Premières nations. En 
comparaison, le quart des répondants (25 % et 27 %) croient que les cigarettes introduites 
en fraude et celles vendues par les collectivités des Premières nations pourraient être plus 
dangereuses que les cigarettes régulières, alors que seuls 7 % des répondants croient la 
même chose pour les cigarettes vendues à rabais dans les magasins de détail ordinaires. 
 
Les résultats des groupes de discussion abondent dans le même sens. Il est généralement 
tenu pour acquis que les risques pour la santé sont à peu près les mêmes pour tous les types 
de cigarettes. Seules les cigarettes vendues par les collectivités des Premières nations ont 
fait l’objet d’une certaine incertitude ou d’un désaccord. Certains croient que ces cigarettes 
pourraient être plus dangereuses puisque leur contenu n’est pas règlementé ou contrôlé et 
qu’il est impossible de savoir ce qu’elles contiennent. D’autres croient qu’elles pourraient 
être plus dangereuses en raison de leurs effets (c’est-à-dire maux de gorge, toux). D’un 
autre côté, certains participants croient que ces cigarettes seraient plutôt moins dangereuses 
que les cigarettes haut de gamme parce qu’elles contiendraient des éléments plus naturels 
ou biologiques (c’est-à-dire moins d’additifs). Cette dualité à l’égard des cigarettes 
vendues par des collectivités des Premières nations ressort également de l’analyse des 
résultats du sondage. Alors que la plus grande partie des répondants (41 %) sont en 
désaccord pour dire que ces cigarettes sont plus naturelles ou biologiques que les cigarettes 
régulières, 17 % d’entre eux croient néanmoins qu’elles le sont et 19 % des répondants ne 
sont ni en accord, ni en désaccord avec cet énoncé. 
 
Tant chez les répondants au sondage que chez les participants aux groupes de discussion, 
les opinions et l’incertitude concernant la légalité d’acheter des cigarettes vendues par des 
collectivités des Premières nations varient grandement. Le nombre de répondants au 
sondage qui affirment que c’est légal d’en acheter (38 %) est presque le même que ceux 
qui croient que c’est illégal (37 %). Les autres répondants (25 %) étaient incertains. Ceci 
étant dit, les différences régionales sont évidentes : 51 % des Ontariens croient que c’est 
légal, comparativement à 26 % des Québécois. Alors que la majorité des participants aux 
groupes de discussion croient qu’il est légal d’acheter des cigarettes des collectivités des 
Premières nations, bon nombre d’entre eux sont en désaccord et sont assez certains que ce 
n’est pas légal. Les participants des groupes de Peterborough sont les plus nombreux à 
croire que c’est légal et ceux de Sherbrooke sont les plus nombreux à croire que c’est 
illégal. De plus, le degré d’incertitude des participants aux groupes de discussion était 
élevé à savoir si les ingrédients et les émissions des cigarettes des collectivités des 
Premières nations sont contrôlés. 
 
Attitudes à l’égard des cigarettes de marque moins chère 

Au moins 92 % des répondants au sondage indiquent que le prix est le principal avantage 
d’acheter des cigarettes de marque moins chère et 82 % d’entre eux indiquent que le prix 
est la seule raison pour laquelle ils les achètent. Les participants aux groupes de discussion 
abondent dans le même sens et indiquent que le prix est la principale raison, et de loin, 
pour laquelle ils achètent ces cigarettes. En outre, près des deux tiers (63 %) des 
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répondants au sondage sont d’accord pour dire que l’une des raisons pour lesquelles ils 
achètent des cigarettes de marque moins chère s’explique par le fait que le gouvernement 
impose trop de taxes sur les cigarettes régulières. Cette combinaison de prix et de 
« principe » pourrait expliquer, en partie, pourquoi plus de la moitié des personnes sondées 
achèteraient des cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations même si c’était illégal 
(53 %) et qu’elles n’achèteraient pas de cigarettes haut de gamme, même pour se gâter ou 
lorsqu’elles ont l’argent pour le faire (51 %). Alors que la plupart des répondants disent ne 
pas avoir acheté de cigarettes introduites en fraude lorsque le gouvernement a 
considérablement haussé les taxes sur les cigarettes au début des années 1990, le quart 
(26 %) des répondants ont indiqué l’avoir fait. Un grand nombre de participants aux 
groupes de discussion avouent avoir commencé à acheter des cigarettes de marque moins 
chère au début des années 1990 lorsque le prix a considérablement augmenté. 
 
La vaste majorité des répondants au sondage croient que les risques pour la santé sont à 
peu près les mêmes pour tous les types de cigarettes (86 %), ne cherchent pas à cacher le 
fait qu’ils ont acheté des cigarettes de marque moins chère (82 %) et indiquent ne pas 
s’être sentis malades après avoir fumé des cigarettes de marque moins chère (79 %). Alors 
que la moitié des répondants affirment qu’il ne leur a pas fallu beaucoup de temps pour 
s’habituer à fumer des cigarettes de marque moins chère, 30 % disent le contraire. 
 
Le niveau de préoccupation concernant les enjeux relatifs aux cigarettes achetées des 
collectivités des Premières nations est varié. Environ la moitié des répondants au sondage 
(51 %) manifestent à tout le moins un niveau de préoccupation modéré à savoir si les 
ingrédients et les émissions de ces cigarettes ont fait l’objet de contrôles. D’un autre côté, 
plus du quart (29 %) d’entre eux s’en préoccupent peu ou pas. Les autres se trouvent entre 
les deux (faible niveau de préoccupation). Les répondants étaient encore plus divisés 
concernant d’autres enjeux. Alors que 39 % d’entre eux croient qu’ils contreviennent à la 
loi s’ils achètent des cigarettes des Premières nations, 43 % croient le contraire. 
Finalement, près de la moitié (48 %) des répondants se préoccupent peu ou pas du fait que 
les taxes sur les cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations n’aient peut-être pas été 
payées, alors que seulement le tiers d’entre eux (34 %) s’en préoccupent. Les résultats des 
groupes de discussion corroborent ces résultats; peu de participants soulèvent des 
préoccupations ici, notamment concernant la légalité d’acheter des cigarettes et les taxes 
qui ne sont peut-être pas payées. 
 
Les répondants au sondage qui n’achètent que des cigarettes de marque moins chère dans 
des magasins de détail donnent trois grandes raisons pour lesquelles ils n’achètent pas de 
cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations ou introduites en fraude : des 
préoccupations concernant la légalité (36 %), l’accessibilité (25 %) et la commodité 
(23 %). Les répondants de l’Ontario sont beaucoup plus nombreux que ceux du Québec à 
mentionner la commodité et l’accessibilité. En outre, les trois quarts de ces fumeurs disent 
que si l’occasion se présentait, ils n’achèteraient certainement pas (55 %) ou probablement 
pas (20 %) de cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations ou introduites en fraude 
(comparativement au quart de ces fumeurs qui le feraient.) Les participants aux groupes de 
discussion qui n’achètent que des cigarettes de marque moins chère dans les magasins de 
détail indiquent qu’ils le font parce qu’ils n’aiment pas le goût des cigarettes des 
collectivités des Premières nations et parce qu’ils ne savent pas où acheter des cigarettes 
introduites en fraude. 
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Cigarettes des Premières nations2

La plupart des répondants au sondage qui achètent des cigarettes des collectivités des 
Premières nations disent qu’ils en ont d’abord entendu parler par un ami (41 %) ou par le 
bouche-à-oreille (23 %). Concernant les habitudes d’achat, les deux tiers (67 %) des 
répondants les achètent en sacs, alors que le quart (26 %) d’entre eux les achètent en 
paquets. De plus, les trois quarts (74 %) les achètent toujours ou souvent de la même 
source et plus de la moitié d’entre eux (52 %) les achètent en vrac. Cependant, la plupart 
des répondants ne font jamais appel à un intermédiaire et n’agissent jamais comme 
intermédiaire. Par exemple, un peu plus des trois quarts (77 % chacun) des répondants 
n’achètent jamais de cigarettes pour quelqu’un d’autre ou ne font jamais livrer leurs 
cigarettes et plus de la moitié des répondants (56 %) ne donnent jamais d’argent à 
quelqu’un d’autre pour qu’il en achète pour eux. Pour 200 cigarettes, les prix varient d’un 
répondant à l’autre, mais la grande majorité (61 %) paie 20 $ ou moins. Les différences de 
prix sont évidentes selon la province. Les résidents du Québec sont plus nombreux à 
indiquer payer de 11 $ à 20 $ pour cette quantité de cigarettes (53 % comparativement à 
36 % en Ontario), alors que les résidents de l’Ontario sont plus nombreux à indiquer payer 
plus de 20 $ (43 % comparativement à 17 %) pour cette quantité. 
 
La grande majorité des participants aux groupes de discussion ont également entendu 
parler des cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations par un ami ou par le bouche-à-
oreille. Concernant les habitudes d’achat, plusieurs d’entre eux font cependant appel à un 
intermédiaire. La plupart de ceux qui achètent des cigarettes des collectivités des Premières 
nations les achètent en vrac, mais souvent pour différentes raisons (c’est-à-dire qu’ils en 
achètent à la fois pour les autres et pour eux-mêmes, qu’ils font appel à un intermédiaire 
qui ne se déplace qu’à l’occasion, qu’il est embêtant de se déplacer souvent). Certains 
participants, plus particulièrement à Toronto, se font livrer leurs cigarettes, parfois à la 
maison, mais plus souvent à leur lieu de travail. La plupart de ceux qui achètent des 
cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations le font « au besoin », ce qui varie, tout 
comme la quantité achetée (par exemple, 3 ou 4 cartouches par intervalle de quelques 
semaines, 4 ou 5 sacs une ou deux fois par mois, 30 à 40 sacs par intervalle de quelques 
mois, etc.). 
 
Cigarettes introduites en fraude 

La plupart des 46 répondants au sondage qui ont indiqué avoir acheté des cigarettes de 
contrebande ou introduites en fraude étaient à tout le moins relativement certains que les 
cigarettes avaient été introduites en fraude, la plupart du temps parce qu’ils connaissaient 
le vendeur ou l’origine des cigarettes. Parmi les sources mentionnées, notons les 
contrebandiers, les parents, les amis, les collectivités des Premières nations et diverses 
sources locales. Environ le quart des participants aux groupes de discussion ont avoué 
avoir acheté ou croire avoir peut-être acheté des cigarettes introduites en fraude au cours 
des six mois précédant l’étude. Alors que certains étaient absolument certains que les 
cigarettes qu’ils ont achetées avaient été introduites en fraude, d’autres en étaient 
incertains. Parmi les raisons qui appuient les dires de ceux qui croient avoir acheté des 

                                                 
2 Les résultats présentés dans le rapport reflètent la compréhension des participants à l’égard des cigarettes 
des collectivités des Premières nations et cadrent avec la nature préliminaire du projet. Il importe de noter 
que l’étude a relevé une grande méconnaissance des enjeux connexes, dont les cigarettes des collectivités des 
Premières nations. 
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cigarettes introduites en fraude, notons l’achat de cigarettes placées dans le coffre arrière 
d’une voiture et l’achat de cigarettes auprès d’une personne qu’ils connaissent. Certains 
des participants qui croient avoir peut-être acheté de telles cigarettes, mais qui n’en sont 
pas certains, indiquent les avoir achetées dans les collectivités des Premières nations, sans 
connaître l’origine ou l’état des cigarettes. Les autres ne savaient tout simplement pas d’où 
provenaient les cigarettes de marque moins chère qu’ils ont achetées. 
 

Conclusion et implications 

L’objectif de cette étude est de fournir à Santé Canada un point de départ afin de 
comprendre les connaissances, les attitudes et les comportements des fumeurs du Québec 
et de l’Ontario qui achètent des cigarettes de marque moins chère. Bref, il ne s’agit que 
d’une analyse préliminaire. Tel qu’indiqué au début du résumé, les résultats des deux 
volets de l’étude sont similaires, voire quasi identiques, et tendent à abonder dans le même 
sens sur plusieurs points importants. 
 
L’un des faits saillants de l’étude est le caractère central du prix comme incitatif à acheter 
et à fumer des cigarettes de marque moins chère. Il s’agit non seulement du principal 
facteur pour la grande majorité des participants, mais pour la plupart d’entre eux, il s’agit 
du seul facteur. Ces données impliquent clairement, comme l’ont dit de nombreux 
participants durant les groupes de discussion, que si le prix des cigarettes haut de gamme 
diminuait, ils recommenceraient à en acheter. En d’autres termes, les cigarettes de marque 
moins chère jouissent de peu de fidélité ou même d’aucune fidélité. 
 
Un autre fait saillant de l’étude est le manque de connaissances à l’endroit des cigarettes de 
marque moins chère, principalement concernant les cigarettes des collectivités des 
Premières nations et des cigarettes introduites en fraude. Par exemple, alors que les 
participants s’entendent généralement pour dire que les cigarettes de marque moins chère 
sont de qualité inférieure, particulièrement celles des collectivités des Premières nations, la 
plupart d’entre eux n’y voient aucun impact sur la santé. Les répondants au sondage et les 
participants aux groupes de discussion croient généralement « qu’une cigarette est une 
cigarette » et que les risques pour la santé sont les mêmes, peu importe le type de cigarette. 
En outre, certains croient que les cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations 
présenteraient moins de risques que les cigarettes vendues par les grands fabricants, car 
elles seraient plus naturelles ou biologiques (c’est-à-dire qu’elles ne contiendraient pas 
d’additifs). 
 
Les autres points que les répondants connaissent moins ou dont la plupart sont incertains 
comprennent la règlementation et les contrôles effectués sur les cigarettes des collectivités 
des Premières nations et introduites en fraude, l’endroit où elles sont fabriquées, la légalité 
d’acheter des cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations et les lois et les sanctions 
applicables lorsqu’une personne achète de telles cigarettes. Ceux qui croient bien connaître 
les cigarettes de marque moins chère et n’avoir aucun doute à leur sujet font généralement 
référence aux cigarettes vendues à rabais dans les magasins de détail ordinaires. 
 
La fausse perception la plus répandue parmi les répondants au sondage et les participants 
aux groupes de discussion est de croire à tort que les membres du grand public peuvent 
légalement acheter des cigarettes dans les collectivités des Premières nations. Ceci étant 
dit, les participants offrent de nombreuses raisons pour justifier cette perception erronée : 
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la publicité le long de l’autoroute, l’absence de surveillance policière, le manque de 
publicité ou d’information sur le fait qu’il s’agisse d’une activité illégale et la présence de 
mises en garde sur les paquets de cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations. 
Lorsqu’ils conjuguent tous ces facteurs, plusieurs croient qu’il n’est pas illégal d’acheter 
ou de fumer des cigarettes des collectivités des Premières nations. Il n’est donc pas 
surprenant de constater que la plupart des participants n’ont jamais vraiment réfléchi à la 
question. 
 
Le peu de préoccupation à l’égard de ces enjeux est également généralisé et manifeste. Le 
fait qu’aucun des participants aux groupes de discussion n’a cherché de renseignement sur 
les cigarettes de marque moins chère, outre l’endroit où se les procurer, corrobore le tout. 
De plus, le manque de préoccupation a persisté chez les participants aux groupes de 
discussion, même après avoir été informés de ces enjeux. Par exemple, après avoir appris 
qu’il est possible que les ingrédients ou les émissions de certaines cigarettes des 
collectivités des Premières nations n’aient pas été règlementés ou contrôlés, la plupart des 
participants aux groupes de discussion ont maintenu qu’ils ne se préoccupaient pas plus 
des risques pour la santé que présentent ces cigarettes que ceux que présentent les 
cigarettes haut de gamme. Dans la même veine, lorsqu’ils ont appris que dans la plupart 
des cas, acheter des cigarettes fabriquées, achetées ou provenant des collectivités des 
Premières nations, des cigarettes de contrebande ou des cigarettes introduites en fraude 
n’est pas légal, la plupart des participants n’ont fait que peu ou pas de cas du fait qu’ils 
puissent contrevenir à la loi. La majorité d’entre eux croient par ailleurs qu’il devrait être 
légal d’acheter ou de vendre des cigarettes dans les collectivités des Premières nations. 
 
Afin de comprendre ce manque de préoccupation et de mieux déterminer ce qui peut être 
fait pour s’attaquer au problème, il faut se rappeler deux des principales raisons soulevées 
par les participants aux groupes de discussion pour expliquer ce manque de préoccupation : 
la loi est rarement appliquée et le manque de sensibilisation du public à l’égard de ces 
enjeux. Ces deux raisons donnent l’impression ou envoient un signal qui laisse sous-
entendre qu’il ne s’agit pas d’enjeux importants. Dans la mesure où les gens obtiennent 
leurs signaux du gouvernement ou ce qu’ils perçoivent comme étant des priorités du 
gouvernement, il faudrait probablement s’y attarder. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Health Canada commissioned Phoenix Strategic Perspectives to undertake qualitative and 
quantitative research among smokers in Quebec and Ontario that purchase discount 
cigarettes to explore their knowledge, attitudes and behaviours related to such cigarettes.  
 

Background and Objectives 
The Government of Canada’s Federal Tobacco Control Strategy (FTCS), led by Health 
Canada’s Tobacco Control Programme (TCP), is working collaboratively towards 
reducing, and possibly eliminating, tobacco use. The Programme has implemented and 
enforced the Tobacco Act (1997), as well as developed policies and programmes that are 
integral in supporting the objectives of the FTCS. Moreover, through the TCP’s Office of 
Research, Surveillance and Evaluation, the Programme has worked on: 

• Surveying, monitoring and analyzing tobacco use and its impacts upon the health of 
Canadians 

• Exploring the knowledge, attitudes and behaviours of Canadians 
• Studying the economics of tobacco and tobacco smoke chemistry 
• Directing research on biomarkers of tobacco use and the toxicology of tobacco. 

 
According to results from the Canadian Tobacco Use Monitoring Survey (CTUMS) for 
data collected between February and December 2005, 19% of the population aged 15 years 
and older (approximately five million people) were current smokers; 15% of these people 
reported smoking daily. Beyond this, 22% of men were current smokers, higher than the 
proportion of women (16%).  
 
While, according to CTUMS, current smokers were most likely to obtain cigarettes at a 
small grocery/corner store (59%), at a gasoline station (13%) or at a supermarket (10%), 
substantial numbers reported purchasing discount cigarettes, either in the form of 
discounted brands (36%), cigarettes bought on First Nation’s reserves (17%) or outside the 
province (11%), or cigarettes that may have been smuggled (3%). These trends in 
purchasing and seeking out discounted cigarettes are the primary focus of this research. In 
particular, the research qualitatively explored and then quantified the knowledge, attitudes, 
and behaviours related to discount cigarettes as outlined below. 
 
For the purposes of this research, ‘discount cigarettes’ included the following:  

• Discount cigarettes produced by the major tobacco manufacturers and available 
through regular retail channels. These discount brands are less expensive than 
regular or premium brands.  

• Cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise originating in a First Nations 
community, including generic or native brand cigarettes, either packaged or sold 
loose in bags.        

• Contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   
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For this exploratory research, the sample frame was limited to Ontario and Quebec, as 
these two provinces have large numbers of current smokers and are the only two provinces 
where there are substantial known proportions of smokers involved in the purchase of 
smuggled cigarettes. Moreover, there is sufficient variation between the two provinces to 
ensure a broad range of behaviours and other variables of interest. 
 
The purpose of this research was to provide Health Canada with a better understanding of 
the knowledge, attitudes and behaviours of current smokers in Ontario and Quebec with 
respect to discount cigarettes. The research aimed to provide insight into the characteristics 
of smokers choosing discount cigarettes, the factors that influence discount smokers to 
purchase these cigarettes, and issues related to the use of discount cigarettes. 
 

Research Activities 
To address the research objectives, a mixed-mode research program was undertaken, 
which included both qualitative and quantitative methodologies. The research consisted of 
two main elements: 

1. A set of eight focus groups. 
2. A telephone survey. This element of the research program was designed to expand 

upon and quantify the focus group findings. As such, the timing of the quantitative 
fieldwork followed that of the focus groups.  

  
The target audience for this research was current smokers in Quebec and Ontario, aged 18 
years and over, who purchased discount cigarettes in the six months preceding the survey.  
 
FOCUS GROUPS 

A set of eight focus groups was conducted, with four in each of Quebec (three French, one 
English) and Ontario (English). The groups were held from February 27 to March 1, 2007  
in Sherbrooke (French), Montreal (French and English), Toronto, and Peterborough. The 
target audience was 18-60 year old smokers who, during the previous six months, had 
purchased discount cigarettes in one of the three forms identified above.  
 
In addition, the following specifications applied to the focus groups: 

• Each group included a mix of participants by age (18-60), and gender. 

• Twelve participants were recruited for eight to show per group. Turnout was 
excellent, with eight participants taking part in each group.  

• All participants were paid $100 to participate. The rationale for an incentive of this 
amount was twofold: 1) this was a difficult recruit given the low-incidence nature 
of the target audience and the tight timeframe for recruitment, and 2) participants 
were asked to talk honestly about some behaviour that is not legal and were 
encouraged to disclose as much as possible. 

• The groups were held in regular focus group facilities in all locations except 
Sherbrooke, where they were held in a hotel meeting room. 
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• Given the sensitive nature of the subject matter, some of which involved breaking 
the law, no observation was permitted, and there was audio recording only (i.e. no 
video recording). 

• Sponsorship of the study was revealed (i.e. Government of Canada/Health Canada). 
 
This research was qualitative in nature, not quantitative. As such, the results provide 
an indication of participants’ views about the issues explored, but cannot be 
generalized to the full population of smokers in Ontario and Quebec that purchase 
discount cigarettes. 
 
Stephen Kiar moderated the focus groups in Toronto and Peterborough, and Philippe Azzie 
moderated the groups in Montreal and Sherbrooke. Both contributed to the final report.  
 
TELEPHONE SURVEY 

A telephone survey was conducted with 861 eligible smokers aged 18 years and older, with 
401 interviews in Ontario and 460 in Quebec. A sample of this size can be considered to be 
accurate to within +/- 3.34%, 19 times out of 20. Fieldwork took place March 14-27, 2007.  
 
In addition, the following specifications applied to the telephone survey: 

• As with the focus groups, eligible respondents were current smokers who, during the 
previous six months, purchased discount cigarettes in one of the three forms. Efforts 
were made to include a minimum of 75 respondents in each province who purchased 
each of the three types of discount cigarettes. However, only 46 respondents were 
interviewed that acknowledged having purchased smuggled cigarettes.  

• It is common practice to randomize the selection of individuals from households called 
by asking to speak to the person with the most recent birthday. However, because of 
the low incidence of smokers that purchased discount cigarettes during the previous six 
months, and because households were already selected at random, this question was 
removed from the introduction of the questionnaire in order to facilitate data collection.  

• The following table identifies the distribution of interviews by key characteristics, 
along with the actual distribution of smokers in Ontario and Quebec (as reported in the 
CTUMS 2005 data): 

 

        

First 
Nations 

Cigarettes   

    
Current 

Smokers

 All Types 
of 

Discount 
Cigarettes M F 

Smuggled 
Cigarettes 

Quebec CTUMS 22.4 42.1 21.2 9.4 8.2 
  current study 10.6 58.3  22 20 4 
Ontario CTUMS 16.7 33.2 21.5 20.3 no data 
  current study 27.1 35.9  30.7 30.2 1.9 

• The average length of the interviews was 15 minutes. 

• Up to 10 call-backs were attempted to reach respondents.   
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• A pre-test was conducted in both official languages. The data from the pre-tests was 
retained and included in the final dataset. 

• Calling was conducted during the evenings and on weekends.  

• Sponsorship of the research was revealed (i.e. Government of Canada/Health Canada). 
 
The following tables present information about the call dispositions for this survey, as well 
as calculation of the response rate (using the MRIA formula): 

 
Overall 

Call Results and Response Rates Table 
 
Total Numbers Accepted  32,987 
Total out of scope  5,512 
Numbers not in service 4,670  
Duplicates 13  
Business ,fax or modem lines  757  
Blocked by Telephone Company 72  
Unresolved  9,446 
Busy, no answers, answering machines 8,874  
Retired, called 10 times without success 572  
In-scope Non-responding  2,907 
Language difficulty 508  
Other 75  
Unavailable 49  
Household Refusal 2,236  
Break offs 39  
In-scope Responding units  15,122 
Completes 861  
Ineligible 14,259  
Quota Filled 2  
Response Rate3 55% 
Participation Rate4 22.8% 
 

Ontario  
Call Results and Response Rates Table 

 
Total Numbers Accepted  20,991 
Total out of scope  3,909 
Numbers not in service 3,190  
Duplicates 11  
Business, fax or modem lines 636  
Blocked by Telephone Company 72  
Unresolved  6,061 
                                                 
3 The MRIA defines response rate as the number of respondents divided by the total number of eligible 
phone numbers. This includes disqualified or ineligible respondents (i.e. those screened out at the beginning 
of the interview). 
4 The participation rate refers to the number of eligible respondents who agreed to take part in an interview 
(i.e. this excludes those who were screened out because they did not meet the research requirements).  
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Busy, no answers, answering machines 5,489  
Retired, called 10 times without success 572  
In-scope Non-responding  2,570 
Language difficulty 456  
Other 23  
Unavailable 12  
Household Refusal 2,052  
Break offs 27  
In-scope Responding units  8,451 
Completes 401  
Ineligible 8,048  
Quota Filled 2  
Response Rate 49.5% 
Participation Rate 13.5% 

 
Quebec  

Call Results and Response Rates Table 
 
Total Numbers Accepted  11,996 
Total out of scope  1,603 
Numbers not in service 1,480  
Duplicates 2  
Business, fax or modem lines 121  
Blocked by Telephone Company 0  
Unresolved  3,385 
Busy, no answers, answering machines 3,385  
Retired, called 10 times without success 0  
In-scope Non-responding  337 
Language difficulty 52  
Other 52  
Unavailable 37  
Household Refusal 184  
Break offs 12  
In-scope Responding units  6,671 
Completes 460  
Ineligible 6,211  
Quota Filled 0  
Response Rate 64.2% 
Participation Rate 57.8% 
 

Note to Readers 

• For editorial purposes, the terms ‘respondents’, ‘smokers’, and ‘participants’ are used 
in the report to denote those who took part in the research.  

• The report is divided into two parts. The first part presents the findings from the focus 
groups, and the second part presents the findings of the telephone survey. 

• In Part 1, focus group participants’ comments are provided in quotation marks or 
italics, and are either actual verbatim comments or have been paraphrased to reflect the 
intent of the remark. 
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• In Part 2, at times, the number of respondents (i.e. not the percentage) who answered 
certain questions or answered in a certain way is provided. The following method is 
used to denote this: n = 100, which means the number of respondents, in this instance, 
is 100. 

• The number of respondents changes throughout the report because questions were 
often asked of sub-samples of the survey population. Accordingly, readers should be 
aware of this and exercise caution when interpreting results based on smaller numbers 
of respondents.  

• Some of the graphs do not sum to 100% due to rounding.  
 
The survey results are not generalizable to the general population, to Canadian 
smokers, or to smokers in Quebec and Ontario. 
 
Appended to this report are the following (in English and French):  

• Recruitment screener for the focus groups 
• Moderator’s guide and exercise sheet used for the focus groups 
• Questionnaires for the telephone survey. 
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CHAPTER ONE: RESULTS OF THE FOCUS GROUPS 
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Results of the Focus Groups  
This chapter of the report presents the results for the focus groups. Participants were 
smokers in Ontario and Quebec who purchased discount cigarettes in one of these three 
forms during the previous six months:  

• A discount brand of cigarettes: These are discount cigarettes produced by the major 
tobacco companies that cost less than the regular, brand name cigarettes and are available 
in retail stores.  

• From a First Nations community: This includes cigarettes manufactured, purchased or 
otherwise originating in a First Nations community, including generic or native brands, 
either packaged or sold loose in bags. 

• Cigarettes that may have been smuggled: This refers to any type of contraband cigarettes 
or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   

 

GENERAL SMOKING-RELATED BEHAVIOUR 
This section focuses on participant behaviour with respect to smoking cigarettes in general.  
 

Profile of Participants – Smoking Behaviour  
Nearly all of the participants in the focus groups identified themselves as daily smokers. 
While the number of cigarettes smoked each day varied, most participants tended to be 
relatively heavy smokers who smoke at least 10 cigarettes a day or more. Moreover, many 
smoke the equivalent of at least a pack a day (i.e. 20-25 cigarettes), and some smoke up to 
two packs a day (a few said they sometimes smoke up to three packs a day). Relatively few 
smoked fewer than 10 cigarettes a day; those who did said they smoke at least five 
cigarettes a day. 
 
Some participants said the number of cigarettes they smoke each day varies depending on 
circumstances. For example, the number can increase if they are under stress, out with 
friends at a social gathering, or drinking alcohol. Occasional smokers said they smoke at 
least every few days and often every other day. 
 
In addition to being relatively heavy smokers, most have been smoking for a considerable 
amount of time. A majority said they have been smoking for at least 10 years, and many 
have been smoking for 20 years or more. Conversely, some of the younger participants 
have started smoking relatively recently (i.e. within the past year or two.) 
 
Nearly all the participants said they have tried to quit smoking, and some have tried on a 
number of occasions. These attempts yielded various degree of success, but most were 
unable to go without smoking for more than a few months at a time. The least successful 
attempt lasted five days and the most successful one lasted five years (on two separate 
occasions). Many tried NRTs (nicotine replacement therapies), including Zyban, Nicorette, 
and the nicotine patch to help them in their attempts to quit smoking. 
 
A number of participants who tried to quit volunteered that they began smoking again in 
response to some event or specific circumstance. These included both stressful events like 
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work-related anxiety or the death of a family member, as well as relaxing events such as a 
party, a vacation, or a holiday gathering.  
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DISCOUNT CIGARETTE SMOKING-RELATED BEHAVIOUR 
This section focuses on participants’ smoking-related behaviour with respect to discount 
cigarettes, including general impressions of such cigarettes.  
 
At the beginning of the focus groups, definitions of the various types of discount cigarettes 
were provided and participants were asked to consider all types of cigarettes originating in 
First Nations communities. Despite this, when considering cigarettes from a First Nations 
community, participants in the focus groups focused on untaxed generic cigarettes sold in 
plastic bags as well as named cigarettes sold in packs. The results presented within this report 
reflect the participants' understanding of First Nations cigarettes and are consistent with the 
exploratory nature of the project. 
 

Low Cost, Harsh – Main Impressions of Discount Cigarettes 
Two images or impressions were routinely mentioned when participants were asked to 
identify the main thing that comes to mind when they think of discount cigarettes. 
Identified first and foremost was the cost or price of discount cigarettes – that is, that they 
are low cost or ‘cheap’ compared to premium brands. This was routinely mentioned in all 
focus groups in all locations.  Identified less often, but still by many participants, were the 
taste or effect of discount cigarettes. These cigarettes were described as having a stronger 
taste, and therefore were harsher on the throat, than premium brands (although some 
specified that this can vary by brand of discount cigarette). Some participants said discount 
cigarettes can often cause a sore throat or coughing, and sometimes even leave one feeling 
a bit sick after smoking them. These after-effects, or sensations, tended to be associated  
with cigarettes purchased in First Nations communities.  
 
Other impressions that came to mind were mentioned by no more than a few participants 
and tended to focus on characteristics of discount cigarettes often described as a sign of 
their lower quality. Regarding cigarettes purchased in First Nations communities, these 
included characteristics such as being stale or less fresh than premium brand cigarettes, 
being made of lower quality or less refined tobacco that often includes twigs and branches, 
the tobacco being less firmly packed, and having a shorter shelf life. Regarding discount 
brands sold in stores, this included lower quality tobacco and having to be put together (i.e. 
having to attach the filter to the cigarette).  
 
A couple of participants said that what comes to mind when they think of discount 
cigarettes is driving to the First Nations community to purchase them. Only one person 
focused on the health impact of discount cigarettes, describing it as worse than that of 
regular cigarettes. 
 
Prior to being asked what comes to mind when they think of discount cigarettes, 
participants were asked to keep in mind that discount cigarettes include three types of 
cigarettes: discounted brands in retail stores, cigarettes bought from a First Nations 
community, and contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that have been smuggled. In what 
follows, readers should keep in mind that feedback from participants tended to focus on the 
first two types – discounted brands in retail stores and cigarettes bought from a First 
Nations community – and particularly on the latter. 
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Most Buy Discount Cigarettes From Retail Stores & First Nations  
Nearly all the participants said they have bought more than one of these types of cigarettes 
in the six months preceding the research. Most of these participants bought two of these 
types, but a few said they bought all three. Participants were most likely to have purchased 
discounted brands in retail stores and cigarettes from a First Nations community. Some 
added that they usually only buy discount brands in retail stores if they run out of 
cigarettes bought from a First Nations community. Conversely, some specified that they 
rarely purchase cigarettes from a First Nations community because of their harsh taste.  
 
Participants who said they purchased only one of these three types of cigarettes were 
divided between those who only bought discounted brands in retail stores and those who 
only bought cigarettes from a First Nations reserve. In other words, none of the 
participants said they only purchase smuggled or contraband cigarettes. 

  

Some Acknowledge Buying Smuggled Cigarettes, Many Not Recently; Others Unsure 
Approximately one-quarter of the participants said they purchased or think they may have 
purchased contraband or smuggled cigarettes in the six months preceding the research. 
While some were sure that the cigarettes they bought were actually smuggled, others were 
uncertain about this. Reasons offered by participants who said they were certain that the 
cigarettes had been smuggled included buying the cigarettes out of the trunk of a car and 
knowing the person who sold them the cigarettes.  
 
Some of those participants who think they may have purchased such cigarettes but were 
unsure about this attributed their uncertainty to the cigarettes being purchased in a First 
Nations reserve, so they were not sure about the origin or status of the cigarettes. Others 
were simply unsure about where the low-cost cigarettes they purchased came from.   
 
Participants in Toronto were most likely to say they have purchased contraband or 
smuggled cigarettes. Participants in Montreal and Sherbrooke were least likely to say this.  
Many participants said they have purchased smuggled cigarettes in the past, specifically in 
the early 1990s when the price of cigarettes increased significantly. 

 

Word of Mouth – Main Way of Learning About Discount Cigarettes 
By a wide margin, most participants said they first learned about discount cigarettes 
through friends and acquaintances. This was particularly the case for cigarettes purchased 
from a First Nations community. Many also learned about the latter through signs on 
highways advertising discount cigarettes. Some could not remember exactly how they 
learned about such cigarettes and referred to it simply being common knowledge. While 
some learned about discount cigarettes sold in retail stores through friends and 
acquaintances, most said they learned about this on their own when going to purchase 
cigarettes. Some said that retailers themselves drew their attention to discount cigarettes. 
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Many Started Buying Discount Cigarettes in Early 1990s, Others Started Recently 
Many participants said they began purchasing discount cigarettes around the time the price 
of premium brands increased significantly in the early 1990s. Some specified that they 
knew about discount cigarettes before this, but the impetus to buy them was the price 
increase of the early 1990s. Beyond that, there was no consistency in the length of time 
participants have been buying discount cigarettes. This varied from as recently as the past 
six months to as long as 15-20 years ago. A number have been purchasing discount 
cigarettes for one year or less.  

 

Many Also Purchase Regular Cigarettes, Often as Special Treat 
While many participants said they also buy ‘regular’ premium cigarettes, most said they do 
not. Only in Toronto did a majority of participants indicate that they buy both premium 
brands and discount cigarettes. Moreover, those who do purchase premium brands tended 
to say that they do this only occasionally and usually as a 'treat' or 'luxury'. Some explained 
that if they have saved up enough money from purchasing discount cigarettes, they will 
treat themselves to premium cigarettes. A few noted that on pay days every second week, 
they purchase a pack of premium cigarettes. Treating themselves was the main reason 
participants gave for purchasing regular cigarettes.  
 
Other reasons were identified infrequently and included the following: 
• Effect of discount cigarettes: Some participants said that every now and then they 

smoke regular cigarettes to counter the effect of discount cigarettes. They explained 
that after smoking discount cigarettes for a while, their throat begins to hurt and they 
begin coughing. When that happens, they will purchase regular brand name cigarettes 
for a change. 

• Run out of discount cigarettes: Some said they will purchase regular cigarettes if they 
run out of discount cigarettes and it is either inconvenient for them to purchase more 
discount cigarettes or such cigarettes are simply not available at the moment.  

• Effect of regular cigarettes: A few explained that they also purchase regular cigarettes 
because discount cigarettes do not give them the same satisfaction as regular cigarettes. 
Whether because of nicotine or some other ingredient, they explained that there is 
something in regular cigarettes to which they are addicted and which they cannot get 
from discount cigarettes. 

• Consideration for friends: A couple of participants said they purchase regular 
cigarettes every now and then out of consideration for friends who do not like the 
strong smell of discount cigarettes. When they are out with these friends, they will 
smoke regular cigarettes instead of discount cigarettes.  

 
Most of those who only purchase discount cigarettes pointed to cost to explain why (i.e. 
regular brand name cigarettes are too expensive.) Some, however, said they have simply 
become accustomed to the taste of their favourite brand of discount cigarettes and even like 
the taste. So, they have no need or desire to change. 
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Buying Habits Varied – Many Buy for Others, Buy in Bulk, or Get Deliveries  
Those who purchase discount cigarettes through regular retail stores usually purchase their 
cigarettes by the pack on an as-needed basis. Moreover, most of those who purchase retail 
discount cigarettes do so on a regular basis. However, some only purchase these types of 
cigarettes if they have run out of cigarettes from First Nations reserves. On the other hand, 
some of those who regularly buy cigarettes through retail stores will also sometimes ‘place 
an order’ for cigarettes from First Nations communities, where their friends will pick up 
cigarettes for them. 
 
Buying or purchasing habits were more varied in relation to the purchase of cigarettes from 
First Nations. While many of those who purchase native cigarettes use intermediaries, 
many others will make the purchases themselves. Some who do this explained that they 
themselves are the intermediaries for others (i.e. they purchase both for themselves and 
others). Some others explained that they purchase the cigarettes themselves because they 
also sometimes purchase other products in First Nations communities, such as gasoline and 
electronic products. Finally, some live close enough to a First Nations reserve that it is  
convenient for them to make the purchase themselves. 
 
Most of those who purchase cigarettes from First Nations communities buy them in bulk, 
but often for different reasons. They do this because they are purchasing for others as well 
as themselves (i.e. if they themselves are doing the purchasing), because they use 
intermediaries who only make occasional or periodic trips, or because they themselves are 
making the purchase and it is inconvenient to make many trips because of the distance (i.e. 
the community is not close to where they live). Some also explained that they buy in bulk 
because their intermediaries charge them a small fee for every trip. Consequently, they 
purchase more cigarettes in order to limit the number of times they need to place an order. 
It appears that most of those who buy in bulk put the cigarettes in the freezer until they are 
needed.  
 
Some participants, most notably in Toronto, have cigarettes delivered to them – sometimes 
to their home, but most often to their place of work. Typically, more than one person in the 
workplace will be receiving an order of First Nations cigarettes when they are delivered. 
The cost of delivery was described as being negligible since the cost of the cigarettes was 
still very low (e.g. $20 for 200 cigarettes).  
 
Most of those who purchase cigarettes from First Nations reserves do so on ‘as needed’ 
basis, but this varies as do the amounts purchased (e.g. 3-4 cartons every few weeks, 4-5 
bags once or twice a month, 30-40 bags every few months, etc.).  
 

Varied Impact of Discount Cigarettes on Amount Smoked 
Most participants do not think they smoke more than they normally would because they 
buy discount cigarettes. In fact, a few think they might smoke less, while others were 
unsure.  
 
The reasons offered for not smoking more were varied. Many, especially those who smoke 
First Nations cigarettes, said they are more likely to smoke a cigarette only part way 
through because they have so many cigarettes and they cost less. Some think this practice 
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tends to counterbalance the number of cigarettes they smoke. Others said they do not 
smoke more than they normally would because of the impact of the cigarettes – such 
cigarettes are stronger and hurt their throats; this acts as a deterrent and reduces the number 
of cigarettes smoked. Finally, a few described discount cigarettes as less addictive than 
regular premium brands. These people said they do not feel as much of an urge to smoke 
discount cigarettes as they do when they smoke premium brand cigarettes.    
 
Some participants, however, think they do smoke more than they normally would because 
they buy discount cigarettes. They said that because the cigarettes are cheaper, they have a 
tendency to smoke more often than they would if they were smoking regular cigarettes. 
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KNOWLEDGE OF DISCOUNT CIGARETTES 
This section explores participants’ perceptions of the health risks posed by discount 
cigarettes, government regulation of discount cigarettes, the testing for constituents and 
emissions, the origin of cigarettes sold on First Nations reserves, and the legality of 
purchasing cigarettes in these communities. 

 

Most Think Health Risks Similar Regardless of Type of Cigarette, Some Unsure 
Most participants expressed minimal if any concerns about smoking discount cigarettes 
compared to other types of cigarettes. The widespread assumption was that the health risks 
are basically the same or similar for all types of cigarettes. To the extent that some 
participants did express health concerns related specifically to discount cigarettes, they 
tended to distinguish between discount cigarettes sold in retail stores and discount 
cigarettes sold on First Nations reserves. 
 
Participants do not think that discount cigarettes sold in retail stores are any more (or less) 
dangerous than premium brand cigarettes. There was a virtual consensus on this. To the 
extent that they perceive a difference, it is in the quality of the tobacco used. Many think 
the tobacco used in retail discount cigarettes is of lower quality than that used in premium 
brands. For some, this explains why these cigarettes are cheaper. However, the fact that it 
is lower-quality tobacco does not mean it poses greater health risk than regular tobacco.    
 
When it comes to cigarettes sold on First Nations reserves, most think they pose the same 
health risk as regular cigarettes. Many others, however, were unsure about this or held 
opposing views; that is, some thought they might pose greater risk, while others thought 
they might represent less risk than premium brand cigarettes. Some, for example, think that 
First Nations cigarettes may be more harmful because their content is not regulated or 
tested so there is no way to know what they actually contain (e.g. saw dust, bits of glass). 
Others pointed to the effect of these cigarettes to explain why they think they might be 
more harmful. They explained that when they smoke First Nations cigarettes, they often 
get sore throats, start coughing, and sometimes do not feel very well. This is not the case 
when they smoke premium brands, which leads them to believe that First Nations 
cigarettes may pose a greater risk to health.   
 
On the other hand, some participants think cigarettes sold on First Nations reserves may be 
less dangerous to health than premium brands because the content may be more natural or 
organic. These participants suggested that these cigarettes probably do not contain some of 
the chemicals supposedly ‘added by manufacturers,’ such as tar and nicotine; consistent 
with other research undertaken by Health Canada, some people believe that manufacturers 
add chemicals to their tobacco. To the extent that First Nations cigarettes do not have such 
additives, they are seen as potentially less harmful to human health.  
 
As noted, some participants said they do not know whether cigarettes sold on First Nations 
reserves pose the same or different health risks compared to regular cigarettes. 
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Widespread Perception That Retail Discount Cigarettes Are Regulated & Tested 
The extent to which participants agreed, disagreed, or expressed uncertainty about the 
regulation and testing of discount cigarettes varied by type of cigarette. For example, there 
was unanimous agreement that discount cigarettes sold in retail stores are regulated by the 
government and are tested for their ingredients and emissions. The reasons routinely given 
to support perceptions that they are regulated and tested are that they are taxed by the 
government (i.e. contain the yellow ribbon indicating that taxes or duties have been paid), 
are sold legally (i.e. over the counter in retail stores), and contain the standard government 
health warnings. The reason given to support the perception that they are tested for 
ingredients is that the ingredients are identified on the pack in the same way as they are on 
packs of regular premium brands. 
 

Smuggled Cigarettes Seen as Not Regulated, But Likely Tested in Native Country 
When it came to contraband and smuggled cigarettes, there was no unanimity but there 
was general agreement that these cigarettes are not regulated, but are tested if they are 
brand name cigarettes produced by large manufacturers. The main reason given in support  
of the perception that they are not regulated is that they are being bought and sold illegally 
and therefore no taxes are being collected by the government.  
 
The perception that such cigarettes have been tested for ingredients is based on the 
assumption that they are tested in their native country (i.e. the country in which they are 
produced) before they are sent to market. The general perception is that such cigarettes are 
stolen or otherwise obtained on their way to market and that therefore they have already 
been tested for ingredients. Some, however, were unsure about how or where testing for 
ingredients on brand-name cigarettes takes place. Consequently, they were unsure about 
whether or not smuggled and contraband cigarettes have actually been tested for their 
ingredients and emissions.    
 

Divided Opinion on Whether First Nations Cigarettes Are Regulated or Tested 
Participants were divided about whether or not cigarettes purchased from First Nations 
communities are regulated and tested, while some were unsure. A small majority believe 
that they are not regulated by the government because they are not taxed. Many others 
however, assumed that there must be some form of regulation by the government, even if 
minimal, because government must be aware that such cigarettes are being bought and sold 
and therefore must impose some kind of standard or regulation. Some did think, for 
example, that the government collects taxes on such cigarettes and therefore that the 
process is regulated. Others pointed to the fact that cigarettes sold in packs (and even some 
bags) contain health warning messages – this they viewed as evidence that such cigarettes 
are regulated. A few felt that cigarettes sold in packs with brand names are regulated, but 
that those sold in bulk in bags are not. 
 
Similarly, most did not think that these cigarettes are tested for their ingredients. The main 
reasons given in support of this perception were similar to those identified above – that 
these cigarettes are not regulated by the government, are not taxed, and therefore are not 
tested. However, some also pointed to the fact that these cigarettes often contain twigs and 
roughly cut tobacco, which suggests to them that they are not tested.  
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Conversely, many thought that there must be some form of on-location testing for 
ingredients, even if it was not uniform or standardized. The underlying assumption here 
was that the government knows that these cigarettes are being bought and sold and would 
not let this go on unless the content of these cigarettes, like all cigarettes, was tested in 
some way. Here again, some distinguished between cigarettes sold in packs and ones sold 
in bags, and suggested that the former may be tested for ingredients but the latter are not or 
may not be. 
 

Most Assume First Nations Cigarettes Are Produced on Location, Others Unsure 
Most participants assume that cigarettes purchased or originating on First Nations reserves 
are produced in these communities, but do not know this for sure. Many volunteered that 
they have never bothered to inquire about this, and some added that they do not care. Some 
suggested that the cigarettes are made on location, but the tobacco might come from the 
United States. They based this on the impression that cigarettes purchased or originating in 
First Nations communities tend to taste like American cigarettes.  
 
A few suggested that large tobacco manufacturers sell their lower grade or sub-standard 
tobacco to First Nations communities, who then make cigarettes with it. Some were 
relatively certain that these cigarettes were not produced on location because this would 
require a relatively large-scale manufacturing operation. They assumed that people in these 
communities were intermediaries who brought these cigarettes into Canada from across the 
American border. 
 
Most were aware of different types of cigarettes originating in First Nations communities. 
There were two main types of distinctions made between cigarettes. One was between 
cigarettes sold in bulk in bags and those sold in packs with brand names. The other was 
between lighter and stronger tasting cigarettes. These were identified in Francophone 
groups as ‘brunes’ and ‘blanches’. Some also said that there are 'knock-offs' of cigarettes 
produced by large manufacturers, including Players Light and Dumaurier Light. 
 

Uncertainty About Legality of Buying First Nations Cigarettes, Most Think Legal 
There was considerable difference of opinion and uncertainty about the legality of buying 
cigarettes on First Nations reserves. While a majority of participants think it is legal to 
purchase such cigarettes, many others disagreed, and were relatively confident that it is not 
legal. Participants in Peterborough were most likely to think it is legal, while those in 
Sherbrooke were most likely to think it is illegal. Groups in Toronto and Montreal were 
more likely to be split between those thinking it is legal, those thinking it is illegal, and 
others who were unsure.  
 
Those who think it is legal tended to point to the openness and pervasiveness of such 
transactions to explain why. They routinely noted that the sale of discount cigarettes is 
openly advertised on highways, that there is no evident police presence around these 
communities, that neither buyers nor purchasers are conducting their activities secretly, 
and that they know of no one who has been stopped or fined by the police for purchasing 
these cigarettes. Some also said they have never heard or read anything describing this 
activity as illegal. 
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Some participants were under the impression that the purchase of such cigarettes is legal 
but controlled. For example, a few were under the impression that it is legal to purchase 
such cigarettes for themselves, but not for others (i.e. one cannot act as an intermediary). 
Related to this, a few think it is legal to buy them, but not legal to sell them to others 
outside the community. A few thought that the cigarettes sold in packs with labels were 
legal, but that those sold in bulk in bags might be illegal. Finally, a few were under the 
impression that there might be limits on the amount one could purchase at any one time. 
 
Those who thought it is illegal to purchase First Nations cigarettes said that they thought 
this because these cigarettes are not taxed and therefore not regulated by the government. 
 

Most Think it is Illegal to Buy Smuggled Cigarettes, Some Unsure 
While the large majority of participants believe it is illegal to buy contraband or smuggled 
cigarettes, some were unsure. Specifically, although they were certain that it is illegal to 
sell such cigarettes, they were unsure whether it is illegal to buy them. In other words, they 
thought it might be the seller, not the buyer who was prosecutable if caught. Other than 
this differentiation, there was a consensus that smuggled cigarettes are not legal.  
 

Most Not Concerned by Lack of Regulation & Testing of Discount Cigarettes 
Following the discussion of the regulation and testing of discount cigarettes, participants 
were informed that buying cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise originating in a 
First Nations community is, in most  cases, not legal, nor is buying contraband cigarettes 
or cigarettes that have been smuggled into Canada.5 As well, they were informed that 
illegal discount cigarettes like these are not regulated by the government nor are they tested 
for their ingredients and emissions. 
 
Asked whether they were concerned about the kinds of health risks that might be 
associated with smoking these types of discount cigarettes, most participants said they 
were not, or that they were no more concerned about the effects of such cigarettes 
compared to regular ones (i.e. because all cigarettes are harmful to one's health). A few re-
iterated that they are less concerned because they think cigarettes purchased on First 
Nations reserves contain fewer chemicals than cigarettes produced by large manufacturers.  
 
Some participants did say they were more concerned, but this included participants who 
had already expressed concern about the content of First Nations cigarettes. In other words, 
this new information confirmed or increased the concerns of some, but did not increase the 
concerns of most participants. 
 

No One Has Looked for Information About Discount Cigarettes 

This lack of concern about, or preoccupation with, the effect of discount cigarettes was 
underscored by the fact that none of the participants in the focus groups has ever looked for 

                                                 
5 Participants were informed about the following exceptions: 1) Status Indians are allowed to buy cigarettes 
on First Nations reserves, and 2) there are a few First Nations manufacturers that are licensed to manufacture 
cigarettes that can be bought by anyone (these are in branded packages). 
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information about discount cigarettes. The only exception was looking for information 
about how and where to purchase them.  
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ATTITUDES TOWARD DISCOUNT CIGARETTES 
This section reports on participants' attitudes towards discount cigarettes. This includes 
their reasons for buying discount cigarettes and how these compare to regular brands, 
perceived advantages and disadvantages of buying and smoking discount cigarettes, 
perceptions of how others feel about discount cigarettes, concerns about buying these 
cigarettes, and attitudes regarding the illegality of buying or selling smuggled cigarettes or 
cigarettes sold on First Nations reserves. 
 

Price Usually Only Motivation for Buying Discount Cigarettes 
Price was not only the main motivation for purchasing discount cigarettes, but was often 
the only one identified by participants. That is, most participants were unable to identify 
any other reasons for buying discount cigarettes, even when prompted to do so.  
 
Beyond price, only two other motivating factors were identified and neither of these was 
cited by more than a few participants. One factor was taste. A few participants said they 
like the taste of the discount cigarettes they buy. Typically, they did not like the taste at 
first, but have become accustomed to the taste of their preferred discount brand, and now 
even prefer it to premium brands. As well, a few participants said they smoke discount 
cigarettes because the type they smoke are not taxed by the government (i.e. they avoid 
paying taxes on their cigarettes).  This not only saved them money, for some it appeared to 
be a matter of principal… they wanted specifically to not pay taxes to government on a 
product that they felt was overtaxed.  
 
Some participants believe that smoking is an addiction that is very profitable for the 
government. These participants suggested that if the government were serious about the 
health implications of smoking, it would make smoking illegal; but, it was felt that it will 
not do this because it makes too much money from taxes on cigarettes.  
 

Beyond Price, Taste is Main Difference Between Discount & Regular Cigarettes 
Virtually everyone was able to identify differences between discount and premium brand 
cigarettes beyond price. Taste was the most frequently identified additional difference 
between discount cigarettes and premium brands. Discount cigarettes were routinely 
described as harsher, stronger tasting, or not as smooth.  
 
A number of other differences were also mentioned relatively frequently, usually by at 
least a few participants in all groups. These included the following: 

• Discount cigarettes contain less refined tobacco, which often included twigs and 
small branches in the First Nations variety 

• The tobacco is looser or less firmly packed 
• Discount cigarettes are not as fresh and have a shorter shelf life 
• They burn unevenly (both more quickly and more slowly than regular cigarettes) 
• They need to be relit periodically 
• They can leave one with a sore throat and are more likely to make one cough 
• They are made of inferior grade paper 
• The filters are not as good (i.e. not charcoal). 
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Other perceived differences were identified less often, and there was disagreement about 
them. For example, some believe that discount cigarettes contain fewer additives, whereas 
some think they may contain more. Some believe they are less addictive, while others 
think they are no less addictive than premium brand cigarettes. Finally, some think they 
may pose more of a health threat than regular cigarettes, while others think they may pose 
less of a health threat.  
 

More Disposable Income – Main Advantage of Buying Discount Cigarettes 
Saving money or having more disposable income was, by far, the advantage or benefit of 
buying discount cigarettes identified most often. Moreover, to many it was the only 
benefit.  
 
A number of other advantages were identified by small numbers, including: 

• The ability to buy cigarettes in bulk 
• Helping create employment in First Nations communities 
• The opportunity to purchase other discount products in First Nations communities 

(e.g. electronic items) 
• Avoiding paying taxes to government 
• Having cigarettes delivered directly to home or work 
• Not enriching large cigarette manufacturers 
• Avoiding health warnings on packages of regular cigarettes 
• Free lighters and/or prize draws, often provided with First Nations cigarettes  
• The taste (once one has become accustomed to it). 

 
Note that most of these advantages clearly apply to cigarettes purchased on First Nations 
reserves (i.e. not retail/smuggled discount cigarettes), even when not explicitly identified. 
 

Taste, Harshness – Main Disadvantage of Buying Discount Cigarettes 
The most frequently identified disadvantage of buying discount cigarettes was the strong 
taste or harshness of such cigarettes, including the impact on the smoker’s throat (i.e. sore 
throat, coughing). However, numerous other drawbacks were also mentioned. Other 
disadvantages identified relatively frequently included their lack of freshness, their lesser 
quality (e.g. loosely packed, lower quality tobacco, uneven burn, cheap wrapping paper), 
and the inconvenience of having to drive to a First Nations reserve to purchase them.  
 
Other perceived disadvantages were identified by small numbers and included concern 
over their ingredients, lack of selection/variety of types, the need to freeze them when 
purchased in bulk, others not borrowing cigarettes from them (since others who smoke 
premium brands often do not like the taste), and the impression that the lower cost can 
encourage or make it easier for young people to begin smoking. A few participants 
identified the fact that certain types of discount cigarettes are illegal as a disadvantage.   
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Societal Influences Play No Role in Decision to Buy or Not Buy Discount Cigarettes 
There was a consensus among participants that there is no pressure of any kind from 
friends, family, or society to buy discount cigarettes or to not buy discount cigarettes. 
Many said that their friends and acquaintances purchase these cigarettes as well, but that 
there is no pressure of any kind to do the same. Conversely, a couple of participants said 
that they have friends who smoke premium brands and do not like the smell of discount 
cigarettes, but that these friends exert no pressure on them to stop smoking discount 
cigarettes. Some repeated that if the price of premium cigarettes were to come down, they 
would switch back to these types of cigarettes. 
 
More generally, participants suggested that people they know either support or understand 
the purchase of discount cigarettes. That is, others can readily relate to the money being 
saved when they buy discount cigarettes. Some participants added that when they see 
someone who still smokes premium brand cigarettes they wonder if they are rich or about 
how much disposable income these people have.  
 

Few Concerned About Physical Safety When Buying Native or Smuggled Cigarettes 
Very few participants who have bought First Nations cigarettes or smuggled cigarettes 
expressed concern about their physical safety. To the contrary, many said that people in the 
native communities are very friendly. Those few who expressed concern described a 
certain uneasiness when buying smuggled cigarettes from someone's car trunk at night or 
when going into a First Nations community.  
  
Those expressing concern when going into a First Nations community explained that their 
concern does not arise from anything that has happened, but rather from contemplating 
what could potentially happen. Specifically, they said that going to a First Nations reserve 
is going onto land where regular police have limited jurisdiction, and that the owners of 
that land could get away with quite a bit if they wanted to. 
 

Few Concerned About Legality of Buying Native or Smuggled Cigarettes 
The large majority of participants expressed little if any concern about the possibility that 
they are breaking the law when purchasing discount cigarettes. Reasons they gave to 
explain why included the following: 

• Lack of enforcement: Many participants said they see no sign from police through 
their law enforcement that this is an important or serious issue. It was noted that if 
this were a serious issue, the law would be enforced. Some repeated that they have 
never seen any police presence around First Nations reserves, have never been 
stopped, and know of no one who was ever stopped by police and prosecuted for 
buying discount cigarettes. In other words, the law seems to turn a blind eye to this 
issue, so there is no reason to take it seriously. Related to this, a few participants 
suggested that the government may not be enforcing the law because it is worried 
that if it does this will spark a conflict between the government and First Nations 
communities.  

• Lack of publicity/awareness raising: Related to the latter point (i.e. the seriousness 
of the issue), a number of participants said that if this were a serious issue, the 
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government would be trying to raise awareness of it, but that this is not the case. 
Some said, for example, that they have never heard or seen anything about this 
activity being illegal and the focus group was the first time they were made aware 
of this. To the contrary, the advertising and signs on the highways give the 
impression that it is a legal activity. In short, there was a relatively widespread 
impression that ignorance of the law excuses their transactions and that if this is a 
serious issue the government should be doing more to raise awareness of it.  

• Pettiness of crime: Many participants said they are not concerned about breaking 
the law because they are not hurting anyone but themselves by their actions. Some 
added that what they are doing is only illegal to the extent that the government 
cannot collect more taxes from them, and they are not troubled by this. One 
participant repeated that if the government were serious about getting people to 
stop smoking, it would make it illegal, but that the government will not do this 
because tobacco consumption is a large source of government revenue.  

• Common practice: Many also said that they are not worried about possibly breaking 
the law because the practice is so widespread and open. A few said they even know 
former police officers who engage in the practice.  

 
There were some participants, on the other hand, who did express some concern about the 
possibility that they may be breaking the law when purchasing discount cigarettes other 
than in regular retail stores. These were participants who up until this point thought that it 
was legal to purchase discount cigarettes from First Nations communities. Some said their 
actual degree of concern would depend on the types of sanctions and penalties that apply if 
one is caught purchasing illegal discount cigarettes. A few indicated that they would 
probably begin purchasing discount cigarettes only from retail stores. One said he would 
be more vigilant about making large purchases of cigarettes from native communities. 
Another said he might no longer make purchases for friends. 
 
In addition to a lack of concern about breaking the law, there was a widespread lack of 
awareness of the penalties or sanctions that apply in such situations. This is not surprising 
in light of the fact that many thought it was legal to purchase all types of First Nations 
discount cigarettes. At the same time, precisely because of the widespread lack of 
awareness of the penalties or sanctions that apply, neither is it surprising that the large 
majority said that the laws and penalties do not dissuade them from such purchases. 
 
Asked about their impressions of the toughness of the laws and penalties, many said they 
did not know. Many others thought that there might be a warning, a fine (perhaps as high 
as $200), or that their purchases might be confiscated. Some thought that the sanctions 
would apply primarily to the sellers as opposed to the buyers. Only a few expected tougher 
sanctions, such as the impounding of a vehicle or fines in the thousands of dollars. 
Interestingly, few participants inquired about the nature of the sanctions that could apply. 
 
None of the participants who only purchase retail discount cigarettes said they did this 
because it is illegal to purchase smuggled cigarettes or cigarettes sold on First Nations 
reserves. The main reasons given was that they do not like the taste of First Nations 
cigarettes, and a lack of awareness in terms of where or how to buy smuggled cigarettes. 
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Most Do Not Think Discount Cigarettes Sold on First Nations Reserves Should be 
Illegal 
A large majority of participants do not think it should be illegal to buy or sell discount 
cigarettes on First Nations reserves, but do think it should be illegal to sell smuggled 
cigarettes. Various reasons were given to explain why the sale of discounted cigarettes on 
First Nations reserves should not be illegal, none of which dominated.  
 
Among those who supported legalization of selling cigarettes on First Nations reserves, 
some saw it as a sort of compensation to native peoples for the way they have been treated 
historically. In other words, it accords them a certain special status or immunity vis-à-vis 
the government. Some felt that this was a good way to create jobs and encourage free 
enterprise in First Nations communities. Still others felt this would encourage interaction 
between First Nations and non-First Nations peoples. Some simply felt that the whole issue 
was a matter of individual choice – if people want to purchase cigarettes from First Nations 
communities, they should be able to since they are only hurting themselves. Finally, some 
of those who supported legalization said they were in favour of this because current laws 
making it illegal are not being enforced anyway. In this situation, it is better to simply 
make the practice legal. A few added that the government is not going to risk a 
confrontation with First Nations communities over this issue and so will never enforce the 
existing law. 
 
Some qualified their support for legalization of selling cigarettes on First Nations reserves 
by adding that there should be some form of internal testing or verification of ingredients 
in the cigarettes. 
 
Many of those who thought it should stay illegal to buy and sell discounted cigarettes on 
First Nations reserves were worried that making it legal would involve government 
regulation and taxation, which would increase prices. Some who said it should be illegal 
explained that if it is legalized it allows First Nations communities to get away without 
paying taxes – something they did not favour. A few also felt that making it legal would 
encourage First Nations communities to think that existing laws do not apply to them. 
Francophone participants were more likely to be against making it legal to buy and sell 
cigarettes on First Nations reserves. 
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REVIEW OF DEFINITIONS 
This section reviews participants’ understanding of the terms ‘discount’, ‘contraband’, 
‘counterfeit’, and ‘smuggled’ cigarettes. Prior to the group discussion, participants were 
asked to take a few minutes to write down on a piece of paper how they would define each 
of these terms. What follows is based on the group discussion and an examination of what 
participants wrote. 
 

Most Aware of Term ‘Discount Cigarettes’ & Emphasize Low Cost in Definition 
The large majority of participants described or defined discount cigarettes as cheaper or 
less expensive cigarettes. While most participants said they were familiar with the 
expression ‘discount cigarettes’, this was more likely to be the case in the Anglophone 
groups (i.e. in Toronto and Peterborough). A number of participants in Montreal and 
Sherbrooke either said that the expression ‘cigarettes à rabais’ was not familiar to them or 
was not commonly used. They said that the more common expression was simply 
‘cigarettes moins chères’. A few added that the expression ‘cigarettes à rabais’ suggests 
‘on sale’ cigarettes, as opposed to cheaper cigarettes.  
 

‘Discount Cigarettes’ – Seen to Apply Primarily to Retail Types 
While many went no further than to state that discount cigarettes are cheaper or less 
expensive cigarettes, most provided additional details. Most of the participants who did 
provide additional information specified that such cigarettes are available through regular 
retail channels (i.e. they are sold in stores). Many specified that they are brand name 
cigarettes that are less expensive than regular or premium brands, though some defined 
discount cigarettes as cheaper, non-brand name or generic cigarettes. Some included both 
aspects in their definition (i.e. cheap brand name cigarettes sold in retail outlets). 
 
Other descriptions or definitions of discount cigarettes were offered by small numbers of 
participants, and in all but one instance by no more than three participants. These included 
the following definitions/descriptions: 

• Lower quality cigarettes 
• Cigarettes purchased in a First Nations community 
• Name brand cigarettes, stolen and resold at a lower price 
• Cigarettes that are on sale 
• Unfinished cigarettes (i.e. cigarettes to which one has to attach the filter before 

smoking). 
 
Every participant provided a definition or description of discount cigarettes. 
 

Lack of Clear Distinction Between ‘Contraband’ & ‘Smuggled’ Cigarettes 
Descriptions of contraband and smuggled cigarettes were often similar or emphasized the 
same characteristics, suggesting a lack of clear distinction between the two in the minds of 
many participants. Some participants even used one expression to define the other (i.e. 
contraband cigarettes have been smuggled or smuggled cigarettes are contraband.) 
Participants were most likely to emphasize or allude to the illegal character of both types 
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of cigarettes. For example, the following descriptions were similarly likely to be provided 
for both contraband and smuggled cigarettes: 

• Cigarettes that are illegal to sell 
• Cigarettes that have been stolen and resold 
• Cigarettes for which the taxes or duties have not been paid 
• Cigarettes crossed illegally at the border 
• Lower-priced, cheaper cigarettes. 

 
Moreover, the descriptions of such cigarettes as ‘stolen’, ‘untaxed’, and ‘crossed illegally 
at the border’ suggests that many participants associate smuggled and contraband 
cigarettes with recognized name brand cigarettes. 
 
The following descriptions were also applied to both contraband and smuggled cigarettes, 
though by small numbers (i.e. no more than 3-4 participants provided any of these): 

• Cigarettes sold in bulk 
• Easy to find/readily accessible 
• Not regulated 
• Profitable business 
• Due to high price of cigarettes. 

 
A few participants described contraband cigarettes as ‘poor quality’ cigarettes.  
 
Participants were much more likely to provide no definition of smuggled cigarettes or to 
indicate that they did not know what this expression meant. Nearly one-third did not define 
or describe this expression compared to only a handful who provided no description of 
contraband cigarettes. Francophone participants were much more likely to provide no 
description or definition of smuggled cigarettes (identified in French as ‘cigarettes 
introduites en fraude’). 
 

Many Francophones Associate Contraband Cigarettes with First Nations 
A strong minority of participants, almost one-third, associated contraband and smuggled 
cigarettes with cigarettes purchased or originating in a First Nations community. Those 
who did were much more likely to describe contraband cigarettes in this way and were 
much more likely to be Francophone participants (i.e. from Montreal or Sherbrooke). 
       

Many Unsure About Meaning of ‘Counterfeit’ Cigarette 
Nearly half the participants were unable to provide a description or definition of the 
expression ‘counterfeit cigarettes’. This was more likely to be the case among 
Francophone than Anglophone participants. Of the descriptions or definitions that were 
provided, the most common referred to ‘imitation’ cigarettes or cigarettes passed off 
fraudulently as regular premium brand cigarettes. Almost one in five identified counterfeit 
cigarettes in this way. 
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A number of other descriptions were provided, but all by small numbers of participants. 
No more than five participants provided any of the following descriptions: 

• Cigarettes that do not contain real tobacco or contain some mixture of non-tobacco 
leaves 

• No-name cigarettes sold in bulk in bags 
• Cigarettes people illegally make for themselves 
• Native/First Nations cigarettes 
• Illegal cigarettes 
• Cheap cigarettes 
• Poor quality cigarettes. 
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CHAPTER TWO: RESULTS OF THE TELEPHONE SURVEY  
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Results of the Telephone Survey  
This chapter of the report focuses on the results of the telephone survey undertaken in 
Ontario and Quebec with smokers who purchased discount cigarettes in one of these three 
forms during the previous six months:  

• A discount brand of cigarettes: These are discount cigarettes produced by the major 
tobacco companies that cost less than the regular, brand name cigarettes and are available 
in retail stores.  

• From a First Nations community: This includes cigarettes manufactured, purchased or 
otherwise originating in a First Nations community, including generic or native brands, 
either packaged or sold loose in bags. 

• Cigarettes that may have been smuggled: This refers to any type of contraband cigarettes 
or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   

 
Interviews were completed with 861 eligible respondents: 401 in Ontario and 460 in 
Quebec. Based on a sample of this size, the overall findings can be considered accurate to 
within +/- 3.34%, 19 times out of 20. Fieldwork was conducted March 14-27, 2007. 
 
These results are not generalizable to the general population, to Canadian smokers, 
or to smokers in Quebec and Ontario. 
  

SMOKING BEHAVIOUR 
This section briefly describes respondents’ smoking behaviour.  
 

Most Smoke on Daily Basis 
The vast majority of respondents are regular smokers. Fully 93% of those surveyed said 
they smoke every day (93%), as opposed to occasionally or less than every day (7%). 
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Q1. At the present time, do you smoke cigarettes every day, occasionally or not at all?
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Two-Thirds Smoke More Than 10 Cigarettes Per Day 
Not only were respondents likely to smoke every day, they also tended to be fairly heavy 
smokers. In fact, two-thirds (67%) said they usually smoke more than 10 cigarettes a day, 
with 27% smoking more than  a pack a day (i.e. 20 cigarettes or more). The rest smoke less 
than this – 23% typically smoke 6-10 cigarettes per day, while 8% smoke 1-5 cigarettes. 
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Q2. On the days that you smoke, how many cigarettes do you usually smoke? 
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PURCHASING BEHAVIOURS RELATED TO DISCOUNT CIGARETTES 
This section explores issues related to the purchase of discount cigarettes. 
 

Virtually Everyone Bought Retail Discount Brands, Many Also Bought First Nations  
Fully 91% of those surveyed said they had purchased retail discount brands of cigarettes in 
the previous six months, while 40% purchased cigarettes on or originating from a First 
Nations reserve. Only 5% (46 respondents) reported purchasing cigarettes that may have 
been smuggled. 
 

Type of Discount Cigarettes Purchased in Past 6 MonthsType of Discount Cigarettes Purchased in Past 6 Months
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The following table outlines the number of different types of discount cigarettes purchased 
by respondents. As shown, most purchased only one of the three types of discount 
cigarettes, although almost one-third (29%) bought two types. Very few purchased all 
three types of discount cigarettes in the previous six months.              

    
               Number of 

respondents
Percentage 

Purchased one type only      579 67% 
   

Purchased two types                           250 29% 
   

Purchased three types                   32 4% 

 

At this point in the interview, respondents were asked to keep in mind that, unless 
otherwise stated, discount cigarettes include all three types – retail, First Nations6, 
and smuggled cigarettes.  

                                                 
6 The results presented within this report reflect participants’ understanding of First Nations cigarettes and 
are consistent with the exploratory nature of the project. It is important to recognize that the research 
identified numerous misconceptions about related issues, including with respect to First Nations cigarettes. 
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Almost Two-Thirds Buy Discount Cigarettes Only 
Almost two-thirds (64%) buy 
discount cigarettes only, while 
36% buy regular premium 
brands in addition to discount 
cigarettes. 

Buy Regular Cigarettes Too?Buy Regular Cigarettes Too?

Only 
discount

64%

Also regular
36%

Q4. Do you currently buy discount cigarettes only or do you 
also buy regular, brand name cigarettes?
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Most Have Been Buying Discount Cigarettes 5 Years or Less 
Approximately four in five surveyed smokers (79%) have been buying discount cigarettes 
for five years or less, with over half (54%) having started to buy such cigarettes within the 
last two years. The rest have been doing so for 6-10 years (10%) or longer (10%).  
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Q3. How long have you been buying discount cigarettes? 
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Beyond this, a number of noteworthy differences in the length of time buying discount 
cigarettes emerge between subgroups of respondents. First, with respect to province, 
Quebec residents have been buying discount cigarettes for longer than those living in 
Ontario. The table below shows the breakdown by province. It appears that the market for 
discount cigarettes in Quebec is more established than in Ontario. 
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Ontario 

% 
Quebec

% 
Less than 1 year 27 14 
1-2 years 39 31 
3-5 years 21 29 
6 years or more 12 25 

 
As well, respondents with higher incomes—above $60,000—were more likely to say they 
have been buying discount cigarettes for less than one year. The accompanying data 
suggest that purchasing discount cigarettes might be a more recent development among 
higher-earning smokers.  
 

  
<30K 

% 
30-59K 

% 
60K+ 

% 
Less than 1 year 15 14 28 
1-2 years 34 38 34 
3-5 years 25 29 23 
6 years or more 25 18 14 

 
Another interesting pattern is evident with respect to the relationship between the length of 
time buying discount cigarettes and the likelihood of buying both regular-priced cigarettes 
and discount varieties. The likelihood of buying both types of cigarettes is much higher 
among those who have only recently started purchasing discount cigarettes.  
 

  

Discount 
Count 

Cigarettes 
only 

% 

Discount 
Count 

Cigarettes 
+ Regular 

% 
Less than 1 year 12 35 
1-2 years 35 34 
3-5 years 30 17 
6 years or more 23 13 

 

Retail Discount Brands Account for Most Cigarettes Purchased  

Respondents who purchased more than one type of cigarette were asked to identify the 
proportion of all of their cigarette purchased in the previous six months that was accounted 
for by each of the types of cigarettes they purchased. This included the three types of 
discount cigarettes, as well as regular cigarettes. 
 
As the table illustrates, retail discount brands accounted for 76-100% of the cigarettes 
purchased for two-thirds (67%) of those who bought them. Just under half the respondents 
who purchased First Nations cigarettes (45%) said this type accounted for 76-100% of 
their cigarette purchases over the last six months, while just 9% of those who bought 
smuggled cigarettes said the same.  
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None of the respondents who purchased smuggled cigarettes said that this was the only 
type they purchased.7
 

Proportion of Different Types of Cigarettes PurchasedProportion of Different Types of Cigarettes Purchased
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Another way of looking at this data is to compare the mean proportion attributed to each of 
the four types of cigarettes. As shown in the table below, for the average respondent who 
bought regular cigarettes in addition to discount ones, 45.6% of their purchases were 
accounted for by regular-priced cigarettes. The average respondent who purchased a retail 
discount brand said that 67.8% of the cigarettes they bought over the past six months were 
of this variety, while the average First Nations cigarettes buyer said that just over half of 
the cigarettes they bought during this period were from or originating on a First Nations 
reserve. Smuggled cigarettes, on the other hand, account for only around a quarter of the 
average buyer’s cigarette purchases among those who have purchased this type of cigarette 
in the previous six months. 
 

  
Mean 

% 
Number of 

Respondents

Regular Cigarettes 45.6 292 

Retail Discount 67.8 764 

First Nations 56 334 

Smuggled 25.1 37 
 

                                                 
7 For ease of interpretation, this table can be understood with reference to the following example: if at the 
beginning of the survey a respondent reported purchasing retail discount brands and First Nations cigarettes, 
they would be asked the following question: In the last six months, approximately what percentage of the 
cigarettes you bought were of the following types? a) Retail discount brands; b) First Nations cigarettes. If 
this respondent had purchased mostly retail discount brands, they might provide an answer like 75% for a) 
and 25% for b).  It should be noted that respondents were asked to give a rough estimate of these proportions, 
and thus they do not always match the distribution of types of cigarettes purchased presented earlier in the 
report. 
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Peter Jackson – Top Discount Brand Purchased 
The discount cigarette brand ‘Peter Jackson’ was, by far, the brand most often purchased 
by respondents. In total, 31% said they usually buy this brand of discount cigarettes. Other 
brands followed at a distance, and included ‘Number 7’ (12%), ‘Mark Ten’ (10%), and 
‘Canadian Classics’ (10%). Seven percent or less pointed to other brands, while small 
numbers said the cigarettes they buy have no name (8%) or are sold loose in bags and are 
unidentified (3%).  
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A variety of different brands are included in the ‘other’ category, such as Belvedere, Gold 
Leaf, John Players Special, Podium, Sago, Studio, Vantage, Trad-A and Maximum. 

 

Most Do Not Smoke More or Less as Result of Buying Discount Cigarettes 
Over three-quarters of those 
surveyed (79%) said they think 
they smoke the same amount 
they would smoke if they only 
smoked brand name cigarettes. 
Conversely, only 5% said they 
smoke more as a result of 
buying discount cigarettes, while 
15% said they smoke less 
because of it.  
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Those who said they smoke more (n = 43) were most likely to say they do so because it is 
cheaper, while others said that discount cigarettes are not as strong, burn faster or contain 
less tobacco or nicotine. 
 
Respondents who smoke less as a result of buying discount cigarettes (n = 129) tend to do 
so because these types of cigarettes are stronger or harder on the throat (39%) or because 
they do not taste as good as regular cigarettes (26%). Other reasons offered to explain why 
they smoke less included that they smoke less in general, are not allowed to smoke in 
many places, and are trying to quit/cut back. As mentioned were that discount cigarettes 
are cumbersome to obtain, and that they smoke less for health reasons in general. 
 

Reasons for Smoking Reasons for Smoking LessLess Because of Discount CigarettesBecause of Discount Cigarettes
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Q12b. Why do you smoke less? 

DK/NR = 6%

Base: n = 129; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec those who smoke less as a result of
buying discount cigarettes

Multiple responses accepted
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KNOWLEDGE OF DISCOUNT CIGARETTES 
This section explores respondents’ perceptions and knowledge of discount cigarettes, 
including their perceptions of the health risks associated with smoking in general. 
 

Moderate Level of Concern About Health Risks of Smoking in General 
The smokers surveyed for this 
research expressed varying 
levels of concern about the 
health risks associated with 
smoking in general. While over 
half are very (34%) or 
moderately (24%) concerned 
about the health risks, many 
others expressed less concern. In 
fact, significant numbers (18%) 
indicated a clear lack of concern. 
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Q13. Thinking about the health risks associated with smoking cigarettes in general, how concerned 
would you say you are about the health effects of smoking? 

Very concerned Not at all concerned

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 
 

 

 

 

Most Think Discount Cigarettes No More or Less Dangerous Than Regular Brands 
The majority of respondents 
think that discount cigarettes are 
similar in terms of health risks 
when compared to regular 
brands. Beyond this, however, 
assessments of the three types of 
discount cigarettes – retail, First 
Nations and smuggled – differ 
with respect to the relative 
danger respondents attribute to 
each. Surveyed smokers were 
most likely to think that 
smuggled cigarettes are more 
dangerous than regular ones 
(27%), followed closely by First 
Nations cigarettes (25%). Few 
(7%) think that smoking retail 
discount brands is more dangerous than smoking regular, brand name cigarettes.  

Perceived Danger of Smoking Perceived Danger of Smoking 
Discount Cigarettes Vs. Regular BrandsDiscount Cigarettes Vs. Regular Brands
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Q14-16. Do you think smoking retail discount/First Nations/smuggled cigarettes is more dangerous, 
less dangerous, or the same as smoking regular, brand name cigarettes?

DK/NR = 4-13%
Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 
Perceptions of the relative danger of discount cigarettes differed somewhat depending on 
the type purchased by respondents in the previous six months. As the table below shows, 
those who bought First Nations cigarettes were less likely to think that type is more 
dangerous than regular cigarettes. That said, those who bought smuggled cigarettes were 
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just as likely as others to think these kinds of cigarettes are more dangerous than regular, 
brand name cigarettes. 
 

Type Purchased 

  
More dangerous? 

Retail 
% 

First 
Nations 

% 
Smuggled 

% 
Retail 6 10 9 
First Nations 26 18 22 
Smuggled 28 24 28 

 

Opinion Divided on Legality of First Nations Cigarettes, Considerable Uncertainty 
Asked whether or not it is legal 
for the general population to buy 
cigarettes in First Nations 
communities, respondents were 
just as likely to say it is legal 
(38%) as they were to say it is 
not legal (37%). Exactly one-
quarter were uncertain, either 
explicitly saying they were not 
sure (16%) or not providing a 
response at all (9%). 

Is it Legal to Buy First Nations Cigarettes?Is it Legal to Buy First Nations Cigarettes?

DK/NR
9% Yes

38%
Not sure

16%

No
37%

Q17. As far as you know, is it legal for the general population to buy discount cigarettes in 
First Nations communities? 

Phoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 
 
 
 
 
 

Reasons for Thinking It’s Legal to Buy First Nations Cigarettes 
Those who think it is 
legal to buy First Nations 
cigarettes (n = 324) were 
asked, in an open-ended 
manner, to explain why 
they thought this. In 
response, many said they 
simply had not heard 
otherwise (28%), while a 
similar proportion simply 
restated that it just is 
legal or legitimate on 
reserves (27%). One in 
five (22%) said the signs 
they saw on reserves 
make it appear that it is 
legal. 
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Q18. Why do you say that? 

DK/NR = 9%

Base: n = 324; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who think it is legal to buy First Nations cigarettes
Multiple responses accepted
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Smaller numbers offered as a reason that these kinds of cigarettes are available at gas bars,  
or pointed to a lack of enforcement, either saying that the police never do anything or that 
they have never seen anyone arrested.  
 
Nine percent did not offer any reason.  
 
Regionally, Ontario respondents (51%) were much more likely than those living in Quebec 
(26%) to think it is legal for the general population to buy First Nations cigarettes. 
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ATTITUDES TOWARD DISCOUNT CIGARETTES  
This section presents respondents’ perceptions of discount cigarettes. 
 

Price – Virtually Only Benefit of Buying Discount Cigarettes 
More than nine in ten (92%) respondents cited price as the main benefit or advantage to 
buying discount cigarettes. This was anticipated in advance of the data collection, and 
interviewers were instructed to probe beyond price for additional benefits. Despite this, 
very few respondents mentioned other benefits. Those who did pointed to the fact that 
there is no tax charged on 
these cigarettes or said that 
they taste better.  
 
The types of responses 
included in the ‘other’ 
category are that First 
Nations cigarettes give jobs/ 
money to people on reserves, 
that discount cigarettes are of 
a higher quality, and that they 
are convenient or have fewer 
chemicals. 

Main Benefits of Buying/Smoking Discount CigarettesMain Benefits of Buying/Smoking Discount Cigarettes
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Q19. Many things in life have both advantages and disadvantages. When you think about buying 
and smoking discount cigarettes, what would you say are the main benefits? 

DK/NR = 2%
Multiple responses accepted
Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 
 
 
Five percent were unable to come up with any benefits of smoking discount cigarettes, 
either explicitly communicating that there are no benefits or bypassing the question 
without providing a response. 
 

Smokers Point to Range of Drawbacks, But Many Say There are None 
The types of drawbacks that 
respondents associate with 
buying discount cigarettes 
varied more than the types of 
benefits mentioned. While 
the largest single proportion 
(44%) think there are no 
drawbacks to buying these 
cigarettes, one in ten said 
they are of lower quality, 
bring increased health risks, 
or are inconvenient to obtain 
(8-10%). Smaller numbers 
took issue with various 
specific aspects of discount 
cigarettes, such as taste, 
consistency, illegality, and 
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Q20. And what are the main drawbacks to buying and smoking discount cigarettes? 

DK/NR = 9%
ultiple responses accepted

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec
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mysterious or unknown ingredients. 
 

Illegality, Lack of Access, Inconvenience – Main Reasons for Buying Only Retail 
Discount Cigarettes  
Smokers who only buy retail discount brands as opposed to First Nations or smuggled 
cigarettes (n = 503) were asked to explain why they limit their purchases to retail 
cigarettes. The top three reasons offered focus on legal concerns (36%), followed by issues 
related to the ease of obtaining retail discount brands relative to other types of discount 
cigarettes: no access to the other two types (25%), and convenience (23%).  
 
 Reasons for Only Buying Reasons for Only Buying RetailRetail Discount CigarettesDiscount Cigarettes
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Q21. You mentioned that you only buy discount brands of cigarettes available in regular retail stores. Why 
do you buy these kinds of discount cigarettes and not cigarettes from First Nations communities or 

cigarettes that may have been smuggled? 

DK/NR = 3%

Multiple responses accepted
Base: n = 503; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who only buy retail discount cigarettes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respondents were less likely to attribute their buying behaviour to concerns about the 
products themselves, such as their quality, health risks and taste (5-16%). Small 
proportions said they simply were not aware of the other types or buy retail discount 
brands out of habit. Included in the ‘other’ category are things like physical safety 
concerns, price or unknown ingredients. 
 
It is noteworthy that respondents in Ontario were much more likely to cite convenience/ 
accessibility as a reason for buying retail discount cigarettes only (34% vs. 18% in 
Quebec). This provides further support for the earlier indication that the market for 
discount cigarettes is more established in Quebec.  
 

Most Retail Purchasers Would Not Buy First Nations, Smuggled Cigarettes if Given 
Opportunity 
Evidently, the reasons identified by respondents for exclusively buying retail discount 
brands are important enough for them to continue doing so. Exactly three-quarters said 
that, if given the opportunity, they would not buy First Nations or smuggled cigarettes, 
with 55% saying they would definitely not. 
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Likelihood of Buying First Nations/Smuggled Cigarettes Likelihood of Buying First Nations/Smuggled Cigarettes 
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Q22. If given the opportunity, do you think you would buy First Nations cigarettes or cigarettes that 
may have been smuggled?

DK/NR = 2%
Base: n = 503; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who only buy retail discount cigarettes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conversely, one-quarter said they probably (17%) or definitely (7%) would buy these 
types of cigarettes if they had the chance. 
 

Attitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes 
Respondents were presented with a series of statements about discount cigarettes and 
asked to rate their level of agreement with each, using a 5-point scale. Specifically, they 
were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the following: 

• Price is really the only reason why I smoke discount cigarettes. 
• I sometimes buy regular, brand name cigarettes as a treat or when I have a bit more 

money.  
• Sometimes I feel physically sick after I smoke discount cigarettes. 
• First Nations cigarettes probably have fewer chemicals and are more natural or 

organic than regular cigarettes.   
• One of the reasons I buy discount cigarettes is as a matter of principle because the 

government charges too much tax on cigarettes. 
• It took a while before I got used to smoking discount cigarettes. 
• The health risks are about the same for all types of cigarettes.  
• It wouldn’t matter to me if buying First Nations cigarettes was against the law, I 

would buy them anyway (ASKED ONLY OF THOSE WHO BOUGHT FIRST NATION 
CIGARETTES). 

• I often do something to disguise the fact that I’ve bought discount cigarettes.  
• I bought smuggled cigarettes in the early ’90s when the government significantly 

raised the taxes on cigarettes.  
 
Respondents were most likely to agree that price is the only reason they buy discount 
cigarettes, identified by 82%, with 74% saying they strongly agree. Recall that price was 
the main benefit to buying discount cigarettes identified by these smokers. Following this, 
three-quarters (76%) think the health risks are the same for all types, with 62% agreeing 
strongly that this is the case. In addition, 62% agreed (51% strongly) that they buy discount 
cigarettes because they feel the government charges too much tax on regular brands. These 
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attitudes toward discount cigarettes appear to be well-entrenched among these smokers 
given that more than half felt strongly about each of these convictions. 
 
Of those who bought First Nations cigarettes in the past six months, 53% they would do so 
even if it were against the law. Conversely, 29% said they would not (13% were neutral).  
 

Attitudes Toward Discount CigarettesAttitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes
Q23. I’m going to read you some statements about discount cigarettes. For each one, please tell 
me whether you agree or disagree with the statement using a 5-point scale, where ‘1’ is strongly 

disagree, ‘5’ is strongly agree, and ‘3’ is neither. 
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N/A = 15% or less
DK/NR = 20% or lessPhoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Respondents were far less likely to say they sometimes buy regular cigarettes as a treat 
(31%), that it took time for them to get used to smoking discount cigarettes (30%), and that 
they first bought smuggled cigarettes when the government raised taxes (26%; 15% said 
that this does not apply). In fact, the majority of these smokers (50-51% each) disagreed 
with each of the statements.  
 

Attitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes (Cont.)Attitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes (Cont.)
Q23. I’m going to read you some statements about discount cigarettes. For each one, please tell 
me whether you agree or disagree with the statement using a 5-point scale, where ‘1’ is strongly 

disagree, ‘5’ is strongly agree, and ‘3’ is neither. 
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Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec
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Only 18% of respondents think that First Nations cigarettes have fewer chemicals and are 
more natural or organic than regular cigarettes. Notably, 41% disagreed with the statement, 
while 20% were not certain whether these cigarettes are more natural. Respondents who 
bought First Nations cigarettes over the past six months were more likely than others to 
agree with this statement (27% vs. 15-22% of those who bought discount retail or 
smuggled cigarettes). 
 
Respondents were least likely to agree that they sometimes feel physically ill after smoking 
discount cigarettes or that they often do something to disguise the fact that they bought 
them – 79-82% disagreed with these statements. Respondents who purchased First Nations 
or smuggled cigarettes were slightly more likely to agree that they have done something to 
disguise their purchases (9% vs. 6% of those who bought retail discount brands).  
 

Mixed Levels of Concern About First Nations Cigarettes 
Regardless of whether or not they purchased First Nations cigarettes, respondents were 
asked to rate their level of concern about the following aspects of them: 

• That they might be breaking the law when they buy these types of cigarettes. 
• That these types of cigarettes may not be tested for their ingredients or emissions. 
• That taxes on these cigarettes may not have been paid. 

 
As the accompanying graph shows, surveyed smokers were quite divided in terms of their 
level of concern vis-à-vis First Nations cigarettes. The proportion for whom these issues 
are concerns ranged 34-51%, while the proportion saying each issue is not a concern 
ranged from 29-48%. Respondents were most likely to express concern that First Nations 
cigarettes may not be tested for their ingredients or emissions (51%), and least likely to be 
concerned about taxes being paid (34%). 
 
 

Potential Concerns About First Nations CigarettesPotential Concerns About First Nations Cigarettes
Q24. I’d like to know whether any of the following are concerns to you regarding First Nations 

cigarettes. How concerned are you about…? 
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Respondents who bought First Nations cigarettes were less likely than those who bought 
retail discount brands to be concerned about breaking the law (28% vs. 40%), about the 
lack of emissions/ingredient testing (39% vs. 52%) and about taxes not being paid (19% 
vs. 35%). However, respondents who purchased smuggled cigarettes were even less likely 
to be concerned about all three issues (11%, 39%, and 9% respectively). 
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ISSUES RELATED TO FIRST NATIONS CIGARETTES 
This section explores issues related to cigarettes manufactured, purchased or originating in 
a First Nations community, including generic or native brands, either packaged or sold 
loose in bags. The questions in this section were asked only of those who purchased First 
Nations cigarettes in the previous six months (n = 348). 

 

Friends – Top Source of Learning About First Nations Cigarettes  
In total, 41% of surveyed smokers who purchased First Nations cigarettes in the past six 
months first became aware 
that they could buy these 
kinds of cigarettes from a 
friend. Following at a 
distance, 23% said they 
found out about First 
Nations cigarettes through 
general word of mouth, 
while 12% pointed to signs 
on reserves. Few (5-7%) 
mentioned other sources, 
such as a family member, 
co-worker, or through a 
personal affiliation with a 
First Nations community.  
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Q7. Thinking back to when you first started to buy First Nations cigarettes, how did you first
become aware that you could buy these kinds of cigarettes? 

DK/NR = 4%

Base: n = 348; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who bought First Nations cigarettes
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Most Buy First Nations Cigarettes Loose in Bags 
Two-thirds of those who buy 
First Nations cigarettes buy 
them loose in bags, as 
opposed to in packs (26%). 
Just 5% buy them in both 
formats. 
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Q8. When you buy First Nations cigarettes, do you usually buy cigarettes in packs 
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Base: n = 348; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who bought First Nations cigarettes
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Most Say ‘Carton’ of First Nations Cigarettes Cost $20 or Less 
Over half of those who buy First Nations cigarettes (61%) said it usually costs $20 or less 
for 200 cigarettes, whether they are sold in a carton (i.e. 10 packs) or a bag. One-third pay 
more than $20 – 27% said they pay $21 to $50, and 7% put the cost at more than $50. 
Conversely, almost one in five said the cigarettes they buy cost less than $20.  
 
 

Cost of First Nations CigarettesCost of First Nations Cigarettes
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Q9. How much does it usually cost when you buy First Nations cigarettes, whether for a pack of 20 
cigarettes, a carton of 10 packs, or a bag of 200 cigarettes? 

DK/NR = 5%
Base: n = 348; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who bought First Nations cigarettes
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The price respondents reported paying for discount cigarettes differed significantly by 
province. As shown in the table below, respondents from Quebec generally pay less for 
these types of cigarettes. 
 

  
Ontario

% 
Quebec

% 
$10 or less 14 28 
$11-20 36 53 
More than $20 43 17 

 

Vast Majority Buy First Nations Cigarettes From Same Source, Often in Bulk 
Those who purchased First Nations cigarettes in the previous six months were asked to 
indicate how often, if at all, they purchase these cigarettes in the following ways: 

• You give money to someone else for them to buy you cigarettes.       
• You get money from one or more people to buy them cigarettes. 
• You usually buy from the same source every time.  
• You buy cigarettes for yourself in bulk  
• Someone delivers cigarettes to your home or work. 

 
Three-quarters said they always (56%) or frequently (18%) buy First Nations cigarettes 
from the same source. Another 11% do so occasionally. Just 12% said they rarely or never 
buy these kinds of cigarettes from the same source. As well, just over half always (38%) or 
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frequently (14%) buy First Nations cigarettes in bulk (14% purchase this way 
occasionally). Conversely, exactly one-third rarely or never buy in bulk. 
 
Beyond this, relatively few respondents purchase First Nations cigarettes through other 
means. In fact, the large majority never take money from others to buy cigarettes on their 
behalf (77%), have someone deliver cigarettes to their home or work (77%), or give money 
to someone else to buy them cigarettes (56%).       
 

First Nations Cigarettes Purchasing First Nations Cigarettes Purchasing BehaviourBehaviour
Q10. I’m going to read you a series of statements that might apply to your buying habits when you 

purchase First Nations cigarettes. For each of the following, please tell me whether it applies to you 
always, frequently, occasionally, rarely or never. 

33 7 9 77

11 3 5 3 77

18 5 11 10 56

38 14 14 9 24

56 18 11 6 6
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DK/NR = 2% or less
Base: n = 349; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who bought First Nations cigarettes
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ISSUES RELATED TO SMUGGLED CIGARETTES 
This section explores issues related to contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have 
been smuggled. As such, the questions in this section were asked only of those who 
purchased these types of cigarettes in the previous six months (n = 46). Caution should be 
used when interpreting the results in this section due to the small sample. 
 

Over Half Fairly Certain That Cigarettes Purchased are Smuggled, Many Unsure 
More than half of those who 
reported purchasing cigarettes in 
the previous six months that may 
have been smuggled said they 
are absolutely (33%) or 
relatively (24%) certain that the 
cigarettes were in fact smuggled. 
Conversely, one-quarter (24%) 
were not very sure whether the 
cigarettes they bought are 
smuggled, while 15% said they 
were not sure at all.  
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Q25. Earlier you mentioned that you think you have bought cigarettes that may have been 
smuggled during the last six months? How certain are you that the cigarettes were smuggled?

DK/NR = 2%

Base: n = 46; discount smokers in Ontario & Quebec who bought smuggled cigarettes

 
 
 
 
 
These smokers (n = 26) attributed their certainty to the fact that they know the seller or 
origin, that the price is very low, that there are markings on the package, or that the 
cigarettes are sold in bags.  
 

Range of Sources Identified Re: Smuggled Cigarettes  
Surveyed smokers who bought smuggled cigarettes were most likely to have obtained 
them from an individual ‘smuggler’ (19%), followed by friends or family members (15%), 
from a First Nations reserve (13%), or from various local sources (13%). Smaller numbers 
said they have these cigarettes delivered or obtain them at retail stores or from people at 
work. Some respondents were not certain of the primary source or offered no response at 
all.  
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PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 

The following graphs present the demographic characteristics of survey participants. 
 

Age 
Exactly half of the respondents were between 35 and 54 years of age.  
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Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education 
Over half of the respondents had a high school education or less (52%). In addition, 29% 
had some or completed community/technical college, while slightly less (19%) completed 
at least some university (only 14% had one or more university degrees). 
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Employment Status 
Respondents were most likely to be employed full time (44%). 
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Household Income  
Respondents reported a range of household incomes, but 60% made under $60,000 in 
2006.  
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No Response = 13%Phoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007
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Marital Status 
The majority of surveyed smokers were married (56%), but a substantial proportion (24%) 
was single and never married. 
 
 

Marital StatusMarital Status
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No response = 1%Phoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gender 

 

GenderGender

Female
57%

Male
43%

Phoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec
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Region 

 

RegionRegion

Ontario
47%Quebec

53%

Phoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Language 
 
 

LanguageLanguage

English
50%

French
50%

Phoenix SPI for Health Canada – Discount Cigarettes - March 2007

Base: Discount Smokers in Ontario & Quebec
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SUBGROUP VARIATIONS  
This section presents subgroup differences for key issues explored in this survey, including 
variations based on province, gender, age, education, income, type and number of discount 
cigarettes purchased, cigarettes smoked per day, and concern about health risks. The 
findings are presented in two ways. First, we provide summary descriptions of the main 
differences or patterns in each area. These summaries are primarily textual in nature for 
ease of access to the information. Second, we provide a detailed table that presents a 
breakdown of the findings for the various subgroups. The table is also organized by theme8.  
 
For this analysis, the different characteristics have been grouped as follows: 
 

Province: 
 Ontario 
 Quebec 

 
Age: 

 18-34 years 
 35-44 years 
 45-54 years 
 55 years and older 

 
Education: 

 Some high school or less 
 High school graduate 
 College (community, technical or CEGEP) 
 University (including post-graduate) 

 

Household income: 
 Less than $30,000 
 $30-$59,000 
 $60,000 or more 

 

Type of discount cigarette purchased: 
 Discount brand available through regular retail channels 
 Cigarettes purchased on or originating in First Nations communities 
 Cigarettes that may have been smuggled 

 

                                                 
8 For formatting purposes, ‘DC’ is sometimes used in the table to refer to ‘discount cigarettes’, while ‘cigs’ is 
used to refer to cigarettes of any type. Likewise, ‘FN’ is used as an abbreviation for First Nations. 
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Number of types of discount cigarette purchased: 
 One 
 Two or more 

 

Cigarettes smoked per day: 
 1-10 (light smokers) 
 11-20 (moderate smokers) 
 More than 20 (heavy smokers) 

 

Concern about health risks of smoking: 
 Concerned (scores of 4-5) 
 Not concerned (scores of 1-2) 

 

Gender 
 

Overview 

There are many noteworthy subgroup differences, both in terms of smoking behaviour and 
perceptions of discount cigarettes. While patterns were evident to varying degrees with 
respect to many subgroups of discount smokers, the strongest patterns tended to be based 
on socio-demographic factors – education, age, income and, to a lesser extent, gender. 
Other notable variations related to concern vis-à-vis smoking and the type of discount 
cigarettes purchased. 
 
Differences based on education followed a fairly consistent pattern – the less educated the 
smoker, the less likely s/he was to express concern and to be knowledgeable about 
discount cigarettes. Less-educated smokers were more likely to purchase smuggled and 
First Nations cigarettes, and less apt to express concern about taxes not being paid on First 
Nations cigarettes. In addition, these smokers were less likely to be concerned about the 
health risks associated with smoking in general, and more apt to think that the health risks 
are the same for all types of cigarettes. Differences based on income were most 
pronounced when it came to knowledge and attitudes. Higher-income earners were more 
likely to be concerned about health risks and the lack of testing for First Nations cigarettes. 
The law, moreover, appears to be more of a deterrent for these smokers; that is, they were 
less likely to say they would buy First Nations cigarettes regardless of whether this were 
illegal.  
 
Age-related differences tended to depict older respondents as more conservative and less 
knowledgeable about discount cigarettes. They were less likely to buy smuggled or First 
Nations cigarettes, and more apt to be concerned about breaking the law when buying First 
Nations cigarettes and about the possibility of taxes not being paid on this type of cigarette. 
That said, older smokers were more likely to think that First Nations cigarettes are more 
natural/organic, and less apt to be concerned about them not being tested for their 
ingredients. In terms of gender, women were more likely to be concerned about health 
risks, to say it took some time to get used to discount cigarettes, and to be concerned about 
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First Nations cigarettes, including breaking the law, the lack of testing, and the fact that 
taxes on them might not have been paid. 
 
In addition to socio-demographic factors, other patterns worth noting relate to concern vis-
à-vis smoking and to the type of discount cigarettes purchased. Those who expressed 
concern about the health risks of smoking were more likely to have purchased retail 
discount cigarettes, to be light smokers, to purchase First Nations cigarettes in packs, and 
to be concerned about breaking the law, that First Nations cigarettes are not tested, and that 
taxes are not being paid on them. Those who bought smuggled cigarettes were least likely 
to express concern about the health risks of smoking or any aspects of First Nations 
cigarettes (i.e. breaking the law, testing, and taxes). As well, they were more likely to hold 
pro-discount smoking attitudes – they were more apt to have first bought smuggled 
cigarettes in the early ’90s when the government raised taxes, to buy discount cigarettes as 
a matter of principle, etc. 
 

Discount Cigarettes Purchased 

When it came to the types of discount cigarettes respondents purchased in the six months 
preceding the survey, the following variations were evident: 

• Ontario residents were more likely than Quebeckers to have purchased First 
Nations cigarettes, and less likely to have purchased a discount brand from a retail 
channel. Ontario residents were also more likely to have purchased more than one 
type of discount cigarette and to also buy regular premium brand cigarettes.  

• The likelihood of buying First Nations or smuggled cigarettes, as well as premium 
brand cigarettes and discount cigarettes generally decreased with age. The youngest 
respondents (18-34 years) were the most likely to buy multiple types of discount 
cigarettes. 

• The likelihood of buying First Nations or smuggled cigarettes decreased with 
education. Respondents with less than a high school education were less likely than 
others to say they bought premium brand cigarettes in addition to discount ones. 

• The likelihood of buying premium brand cigarettes in addition to discount 
cigarettes increased with income. 

• Respondents who bought First Nations cigarettes were very likely to say they also 
bought a retail discount brand. Respondents who bought multiple types of discount 
cigarettes were most likely to have purchased First Nations and retail discount 
brands, not smuggled cigarettes. Said differently, most respondents who bought a 
retail discount brand exclusively bought this type, but most of those who bought 
First Nations cigarettes bought a retail discount brand as well. Moreover, 
respondents who bought smuggled or First Nations cigarettes were more likely than 
those who bought only a retail discount brand to say they also buy premium brand 
cigarettes. 

• Heavy smokers were more likely than others to have purchased First Nations or 
smuggled cigarettes, and were also more likely to have purchased multiple types. 

• Respondents who are concerned about the health risks of smoking were more likely 
than others to have purchased a retail discount brand and less likely to have bought 
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the other two types. They were also more likely to buy one type only, and less 
likely to buy premium brand cigarettes in addition to discount cigarettes. 

 
Smoking Behaviour 

A number of demographic and other subgroup differences were evident with respect to 
smoking behaviour (i.e. frequency of smoking and cigarettes smoked per day): 

• Respondents from Quebec were more likely than Ontario residents to smoke every 
day and to smoke heavily (more than 20 cigarettes daily). As such, they were less 
likely to be light smokers. 

• Female respondents were more likely than men to smoke every day, but men were 
more likely to be heavy smokers. Women were more likely to be moderate 
smokers. 

• Respondents aged 18 to 34 were more likely than older respondents to be light 
smokers, and less likely to be heavy smokers. Respondents in the middle age 
categories—35-44 and 45-54—were more likely than the rest to be heavy smokers. 

• Respondents with less than a high school education were most likely to be heavy 
smokers, while respondents with more education tended to be moderate smokers. 

• All of the respondents who bought smuggled cigarettes smoke every day, compared 
to 93-95% of those who bought the other two types. Respondents who bought 
smuggled cigarettes were also more likely than the others to be heavy smokers. 
Conversely, those who bought retail discount brands were more likely than others 
to be light smokers. 

• Respondents who are concerned about the health risks of smoking were more likely 
to be light or moderate smokers.  

 
Purchase of First Nations Cigarettes 

All respondents, regardless of demographic or subgroup divisions, tended to buy their First 
Nations cigarettes loose in bags, as opposed to in packs. However, the following is worth 
noting among those who purchased First Nations cigarettes: 

• Ontario residents were more apt than Quebeckers to buy First Nations cigarettes in 
packs. 

• Men were more likely than women to purchase this type of cigarette loose in bags. 

• Respondents aged 35-44 were much less likely than older and younger respondents 
to buy First Nations cigarettes loose in bags. 

• Respondents with less than a high school education were more likely than others to 
obtain this type of cigarette loose in bags, while those with a college education 
were less likely to do so. 

• The likelihood of buying First Nations cigarettes loose in bags decreased with 
income. 
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• Respondents who bought smuggled cigarettes were much more likely than others to 
obtain First Nations cigarettes loose in bags—only 8% bought them in packs, 
compared to 26% of the overall sample. 

• Respondents who are concerned about the health risks associated with smoking in 
general were less likely than those who are not concerned to buy First Nations 
cigarettes loose in bags; they were more likely than others to buy them in packs. 

 
Perceptions of Discount Cigarettes 

Regarding perceptions of discount cigarettes and cigarettes in general, the following 
subgroup differences were evident: 

• Ontario residents were more likely than those living in Quebec to be concerned 
about health risks associated with smoking in general. 

• Women were more likely than men to say they are concerned about health risks. 

• Respondents with a post-secondary education were more likely to be concerned 
about health risks than those with high school or less.  

• The likelihood of being concerned about the health risks associated with smoking 
increased with income. 

• Respondents who bought smuggled cigarettes were more likely than those who 
bought the other two types to say they think they smoke more as a result of buying 
discount cigarettes. Respondents who bought First Nations cigarettes, on the other 
hand, were more likely than the rest to say they smoke less because of it. In terms 
of health risks associated with smoking in general, respondents who purchased 
retail discount cigarettes were most likely to be concerned, while those who bought 
smuggled cigarettes were least likely. 

• Respondents who bought multiple types of discount cigarettes were more likely 
than others to say they think they smoke less as a result of buying discount 
cigarettes. However, they were less likely to be concerned about the health risks of 
smoking in general. 

• The likelihood of being concerned about health risks decreased with the number of 
cigarettes smoked per day. 

 
Attitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes 

A number of subgroup differences were evident with regard to respondents’ levels of 
agreement with a series of statements about discount cigarettes. Specifically,  

• Ontario residents were more likely than respondents from Quebec to agree that 
price is really the only reason they buy discount cigarettes, they sometimes feel 
physically ill after smoking them, that First Nations cigarettes are more natural, that 
they buy discount cigarettes because the government charges too much tax, and that 
it took a while to get used to smoking them. By contrast, Quebeckers were more 
likely to agree that they would buy First Nations cigarettes even if it were illegal 
and that they bought discount cigarettes in the early 90s when the government 
significantly raised the taxes on cigarettes. 
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• Women were more likely than men to agree that it took them a while to get used to 
smoking discount cigarettes and that the health risks are the same for all types of 
cigarettes. Men, on the other hand, were more likely than women to agree that First 
Nations cigarettes are more natural, that they would buy them even if it were 
illegal, and that they bought discount cigarettes in the early 90s after the taxes were 
raised on premium brand cigarettes. 

• Respondents aged 55 and older were more likely than younger respondents to think 
First Nations cigarettes are more natural or organic than other types. Respondents 
aged 44 and under were more likely than older respondents to say it took a while 
for them to get used to smoking discount cigarettes. 

• High school graduates were the most likely group to think that the health risks are 
the same for all types of cigarettes. 

• Respondents with incomes of less than $30,000 were less likely than others to have 
bought discount cigarettes following the early 90s tax increase, while those in the 
highest income bracket were less likely than others to agree that it would not matter 
if buying First Nations cigarettes were illegal, they would buy them anyway. 

• Respondents who purchased smuggled cigarettes were more likely than others to 
agree with all of the statements, except for agreeing that they sometimes feel 
physically ill after smoking discount cigarettes and that the health risks are the 
same for all types. 

• Respondents who bought multiple types of discount cigarettes were more likely 
than those who bought one type only to agree with all statements, with two 
exceptions—they were less likely to agree that the health risks are the same for all 
cigarettes, and that they would buy First Nations cigarettes even if it were illegal.  

• Heavy smokers were more likely than moderate or light smokers to agree with most 
statements. 

• Respondents who are concerned about the health risks of smoking were more likely 
than others to say they sometimes feel sick after smoking discount cigarettes and 
that it took a while to get used to smoking them. Conversely, respondents who are 
not concerned about health risks were more likely to feel that First Nations 
cigarettes are more natural/organic, that they would buy First Nations cigarettes 
even if it were illegal and that they bought discount cigarettes after the government 
raised cigarette taxes in the early 90s. 

 

Perceptions of First Nations Cigarettes 

With regard to respondents’ concern about specific aspects of First Nations cigarettes, the 
following subgroup differences are worth noting: 

• Respondents from Quebec were more likely than those from Ontario to be 
concerned that taxes might not have been paid on First Nations cigarettes. 

• Women were more likely than men to be concerned about breaking the law when 
buying First Nations cigarettes, that they might not have been tested for their 
emissions or ingredients, and that taxes on them might not have been paid. 
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• The likelihood of being concerned about breaking the law when buying First 
Nations cigarettes increased with age, as did concern about the possibility of taxes 
not being paid. Conversely, the likelihood of being concerned about First Nations 
cigarettes not being tested for their ingredients was lowest among respondents aged 
55 and over.  

• The likelihood of being concerned about taxes not being paid on First Nations 
cigarettes decreased with education. 

• Concern about the lack of ingredient/emissions testing of First Nations cigarettes 
was highest among those who made $60,000 or more, while concern about 
breaking the law was highest among those making $31-59,000 a year. 

• Respondents who purchased smuggled cigarettes were less likely to be concerned 
about all three aspects of First Nations cigarettes, while those who purchased retail 
discount brands were most concerned. 

• Those who bought multiple types of discount cigarettes were less likely than those 
who bought one type only to be concerned about all three aspects—breaking the 
law, lack of testing for ingredients/emissions, and taxes not being paid. 

• Heavy smokers were less likely than others to be concerned about all three aspects 
of First Nations cigarettes. 

• Respondents who are concerned about the health risks associated with smoking in 
general were also much more likely to be concerned about breaking the law, First 
Nations cigarettes not being tested, and taxes not being paid. 
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Subgroup Variations 
    Province Gender Type Purchased # Types Age Education Income Smoke per day Health 
                                                      

  
All 

(N=861) On                        Que M F Retail FN Smug. 1 2+
18-
34 

35-
44 45-54 55+ <HS HS Coll Uni <30K 30-59K 60K+ 1-10 11-20 21+ Y N

Discount Cigs Purchased                                                     
                                                      

Type Purchased                                                     

Retail discount 91 87                        94 89 92 100 77 89 87 99 91 88 93 90 86 91 92 93 88 93 90 92 88 92 93 83

First Nations 40 55                        28 55 26 34 100 78 13 97 47 42 35 39 45 40 39 38 44 34 42 34 42 46 36 51

Smuggled 5 4                        7 8 3 5 10 100 0 16 12 6 4 1 8 4 5 5 8 4 6 4 5 7 4 7

# of types purchased                                                  

One 67 58       76 66 68 64 22 2     59               66 72 70 65 69 68 68 65 72 68 73 68 60 71 63

Two 29 41       19 29 29 31 69 28     32               31 24 30 31 27 29 29 31 25 28 24 29 35 26 33

Three 4 2       5 5 3 4 9 70     9               3 4 0 4 4 4 3 4 3 5 3 4 5 3 4

Buy DC only?                                                  

Yes, DC only 64 55                        72 61 66 65 54 50 69 54 51 58 66 76 71 66 58 62 72 68 55 65 62 66 64 70

No, also regular 36 44                        28 39 33 35 46 48 31 46 48 42 34 23 28 34 42 38 28 32 45 35 37 34 36 30
                                                   

Smoking Behaviour  
                                                   

Frequency                                                  

Every day 93 91                       95 90 96 93 95 100 93 95 95 94 94 92 92 93 96 92 94 96 92 82 98 100 93 90

Cigs smoked per day                                                  

1-10 31 34                   29 30 32 32 26 22 34 26 42 27 26 33 27 31 33 35 28 31 33       37  23

11-20 40 42                   40 35 44 40 43 41 41 40 40 46 36 40 34 42 45 37 41 41 39       40  39

20+ 27 24                   31 34 23 28 31 37 24 34 18 26 36 27 38 27 21 27 30 28 27       23  37
                                                   

First Nations Cigarettes  
                         13                         

Format                                                  

In packs 26 33                        15 23 30 28 26 8 23 27 24 38 21 23 15 27 34 27 17 25 34 26 28 23 30 14

Loose in bags 67 59                        81 70 65 65 67 83 73 66 71 52 76 71 80 67 58 67 78 66 60 69 63 72 63 79
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Subgroup Variations 
    Province Gender Type Purchased # Types Age Education Income Smoke per day Health 
                                                      

  
All 

(N=861) On                        Que M F Retail FN Smug. 1 2+
18-
34 

35-
44 45-54 55+ <HS HS Coll Uni <30K 30-59K 60K+ 1-10 11-20 21+ Y N

Perceptions of DC  
                         13                         

Smoke more b/c of DC?                                                  

Yes, smoke more 5 7                         3 4 5 4 8 15 4 6 7 5 5 4 5 6 5 3 6 4 5 3 5 7 6 4

Same amount 79 71                       86 79 78 81 68 64 83 70 78 78 81 78 77 79 79 80 78 82 79 74 80 82 77 79

Smoke less 15 20                       10 15 15 14 23 17 11 22 14 16 13 17 16 14 14 17 14 13 15 21 13 10 16 15

Health concern                                                  

% concerned about health 
risks of smoking 58 60                     56 52 62 59 51 46 61 52 61 56 60 55 53 53 63 62 53 57 63 67 56 49     
                                                   

Attitudes Toward DC  
                                                   

% agree with…                                                  

Price only reason for buying 82 85                       79 82 82 82 86 93 78 89 83 85 87 72 77 83 84 81 80 81 83 79 82 83 83 78

Sometimes buy reg. as treat 31 31                       31 33 30 31 37 46 27 39 46 31 29 23 36 29 31 29 36 31 28 27 30 38 30 30

Sometimes feel sick after 11 14                       7 10 11 11 12 7 10 12 18 8 12 6 9 10 12 11 8 8 12 9 12 9 13 6

FN cigs more natural 17 22                       12 21 14 15 27 22 13 25 16 15 16 20 20 13 18 16 16 16 14 14 16 20 15 23

Buy b/c too much tax 62 66                       59 62 62 61 71 72 58 71 51 69 65 63 67 68 58 54 60 66 63 56 62 70 61 68

Took while to get used to 30 34                       26 25 33 29 39 43 25 40 34 34 28 25 31 27 32 29 28 31 30 28 31 31 31 23

Health risks same for all cigs 76 77                       76 73 79 76 75 74 78 73 72 80 78 75 76 83 73 72 78 80 71 74 76 79 77 75

Would buy FN even if illegal 53 46                       65 61 46 51 53 78 59 51 54 46 60 52 66 49 43 60 54 59 48 45 52 61 47 70

Bought DC in 90's tax hike 26 23                       29 33 21 26 32 48 22 33 22 28 33 20 28 26 26 24 23 29 28 16 27 36 23 37
                                                   

Perceptions of FN Cigarettes 
                                                   

% concerned about…                                                  

Might be breaking law 39 37                       40 32 44 40 28 11 45 27 31 39 40 44 40 40 38 37 38 43 35 42 39 35 46 23

Not tested 51 49                       53 47 53 52 39 24 57 39 54 55 51 45 49 51 54 48 45 52 60 58 51 44 61 31

Taxes not paid 34 28                       38 31 36 35 19 9 40 20 28 34 34 37 38 34 32 31 35 36 32 36 36 27 39 22
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Discount Cigarette Smokers in Ontario and Quebec:  
Exploratory Analysis (HC POR - 06-75) 

Recruitment Screener 
  

Profile characteristics: 

• A set of eight focus groups to be conducted, with four in each of Quebec (three French, one 
English) and Ontario (English). 

• Target audience: current smokers between 18 and 60 years of age who, during the last six 
months, purchased discount cigarettes in one of the following forms: 

1. Discount cigarettes produced by the major tobacco manufacturers and available through 
regular retail channels.   

2. Cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise originating in a First Nations 
community, including generic or native brand cigarettes either packaged or sold loose in 
bags.       

3. Contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   

• Efforts to be made to include a minimum of three participants in each group who have 
purchased each of the three types of discount cigarettes (i.e. three who have purchased 
discount retail cigarettes, three who have purchased cigarettes originating in First Nations 
communities, and three who have purchased smuggled cigarettes).  

• Each group to include a mix of participants by age and gender (Note: a 50/50 gender split is 
not necessary). 

• Twelve participants to be recruited for 7-8 to show per group. 

• All participants to be paid $100 to participate.  

• Groups to be held in regular focus group facilities in all locations except Sherbrooke, where 
they will be held in hotel meeting rooms. 

• Sponsorship of the study to be revealed (i.e. Government of Canada/Health Canada). 

• The following table presents the distribution and timing of the focus groups: 
 
    Toronto, 

Ontario 
Peterborough,

Ontario 
Montreal,
Quebec 

Sherbrooke, 
Quebec 

Date Feb. 27 Feb. 28 Feb. 28 March 1 
6:00 p.m. English English French French 
8:00 p.m. English English English French 
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Recruitment Screener 
 
Hello, my name is ____________.  I’m calling on behalf of Phoenix, an independent public 
opinion research firm. We are conducting research on behalf of Health Canada, a department of 
the Government of Canada, with smokers in your area.  
 
Is there anyone in your household 18 years of age or older who smokes cigarettes? If so, may I 
speak with this individual?  
 

Yes    1    
No    2 THANK/DISCONTINUE 
 

⇒ IF THE SMOKER IS SAME PERSON, CONTINUE. 
⇒ IF IT IS SOMEONE ELSE WHO IS AVAILABLE, ASK TO SPEAK WITH HIM/HER AND REPEAT 

INTRODUCTION. 
⇒ IF IT IS SOMEONE ELSE WHO IS NOT AVAILABLE, SCHEDULE CALL-BACK.  

 
The research consists of a set of discussion groups, where each group is two hours in length. 
People who take part will be compensated for their time, and light refreshments will be served. 
Participation in the research is completely voluntary and your decision on whether or not to 
participate will not affect any dealings you may have with the Government of Canada. Your 
answers will be kept confidential and will be used for research purposes only in accordance with 
laws designed to protect your privacy. 
 
May I ask you a few questions to see whether you qualify for the research?   

 
Yes    1    
No       2 THANK/DISCONTINUE 

 
IF RESPONDENT QUESTIONS VALIDITY OF THE RESEARCH, INVITE HIM/HER TO CALL ERIN 
RUTHERFORD OF HEALTH CANADA OR HAVE ERIN CALL THE RESPONDENT. SHE CAN BE 
REACHED AT (613) 946-6784.  
 
  
1. Do you, or does any member of your household or immediate family, work in any of the 

following fields?  (READ LIST)  
 

Marketing research, public relations firm, or advertising agency 
The media (radio, television, newspapers, magazines, etc.) 
Federal, provincial or municipal government health department/agency  
Tobacco industry  

 
Yes      1   THANK/DISCONTINUE 
No         2  
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2. At the present time, do you smoke cigarettes every day or occasionally? 
 

Every day     1  
Occasionally     2 
 

3. In the past six months did you … (WATCH QUOTAS) 
 

 Yes No*

3A. Buy a discount brand of cigarettes? These are discount cigarettes 
produced by the major tobacco manufacturers that are available through 
regular retail channels.  

  

3B. Buy from a First Nations community? This includes cigarettes 
manufactured, purchased or originating in a First Nations community, 
including generic or native brand cigarettes, either packaged or sold loose 
in bags. 

  

3C. Buy cigarettes that may have been smuggled? This refers to any 
contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   

  

     
     *IF NO TO ALL, THANK AND DISCONTINUE. 

REASSURE RESPONDENT THAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN THIS INFORMATION ONLY FOR 
RESEARCH PURPOSES. ALL RESPONSES NOW AND IN THE DISCUSSION GROUP WILL BE 
TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY BY THE RESEARCH COMPANY.  

 
IF SMOKER PURCHASED DISCOUNT BRAND OF CIGARETTES, ASK: 
 

4. Can you please tell me the brand name of the discount cigarettes you typically buy?  
 
Record brand: ________________* 

 
*COMPARE BRAND TO LIST (SEE LAST PAGE). IF IT DOES NOT MATCH ANY ON LIST, ONLY 
CONTINUE IF RESPONDENT HAS ANSWERED ‘YES’ TO EITHER 3B OR 3C. IF NOT, THANK 
AND DISCONTINUE.  

 
5. Could you please tell me which of the following age groups you fall into…? (READ LIST) 
 

Less than 18 years of age   1 THANK/DISCONTINUE 
18-24 years of age    2   
25-34 years of age    3  
35-44 years of age    4  
45-54 years of age    5  
55-64 years of age    6  
65-70 years of age    7  
Over 70 years of age    8  THANK/DISCONTINUE 
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6. What is the highest level of education you have completed? (READ LIST IF USEFUL) 
 
Less than high school    1  
Completed some high school    2 
Graduated high school   3 
Some college/technical school/CEGEP 4 
Graduated college/technical school/CEGEP 5 
Some university    6 
Graduated university    7 

 
7. In the last 12 months, have you attended a discussion group or interview which was arranged 

in advance and for which you received a small sum of money? 
 

Yes      1  (THANK/DISCONTINUE) 
No      2  

 
8. In total, how many times have you ever participated in a discussion group or arranged 

interview?  
 
Never      1 
Once or twice     2    
Three times or more    3   (THANK/DISCONTINUE) 

 
RECORD GENDER BY OBSERVATION (GET MIX) 
 

Female    1  
Male    2 

 
I would like to invite you to attend a discussion group on (DAY), (DATE), at (TIME). It will last 
approximately two hours. You will receive a cash payment of $100 for your time, and light 
refreshments will be served. Would you be willing to attend? 
 

Yes     1 
No    2 THANK/DISCONTINUE 

 
Do you have a pen handy so that I can give you the address where the discussion group will be 
held? It will be held at ___________.  Please tell people you are there for a focus group. I would 
like to remind you that the group is at (TIME) on (DATE). If you use glasses for reading, please 
bring them with you.  
 
The group will be audio-taped for research purposes. You will be asked to sign a waiver to 
acknowledge this. All information collected will be used for research purposes only and 
administered in accordance with laws designed to protect your privacy.   
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As we are only inviting a small number of people to attend, your participation is very important to 
us. If for some reason you are unable to attend, please call so that we can get someone to replace 
you. You can reach us at ____ at our office. Please ask for ____. Someone will call you the day 
before to remind you about the discussion group.  
 
Could I please confirm your name and phone number? 
 
 
RESPONDENT'S NAME:                       
HOME PHONE #:    
INTERVIEW TIME/LOCATION:  
 

 
Thank you. 
 
 

DISCOUNT BRANDS 

ADVANTAGE MACDONALD 
BAILEY'S MARK TEN 
BELVEDERE MATINEE 
CANADIAN CLASSICS MEDALLION 
CANYON MY BRAND 
DAKAR NUMBER 7 
DISCRETION PETER JACKSON 
DK'S PIHTWA 
DREAMS PODIUM 
FAMILY PULSAR 
FINE PUTTER'S 
GIIMAA RACING 
GIPSY RODEO 
GOLD LEAF SAGO 
HALF AND HALF SELESTA 
ITR SMOKING 
JAZZ STUDIO 
JOHN PLAYERS SPECIAL SUPREME 
KISTEMAW TABEC 
LEGEND TREMBLAY 
 VANTAGE 
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Fumeurs de cigarettes à rabais en Ontario et Québec:  
Analyse exploratoire (HC POR - 06-75) 

Questionnaire de recrutement 
  

Caractéristiques du profil: 

• Un ensemble de huit groupes de discussion à être mené, avec quatre groupes dans  chaque 
ville: Québec (trois en français, un en anglais) et Ontario (en anglais). 

• Audience cible: fumeurs actuels âgés entre 18 et 60 ans, qui au cours des six derniers mois ont 
acheté des cigarettes à rabais sous une des formes suivantes:   

1. Cigarettes à rabais fabriquées par des gros manufacturiers de tabac et disponsibles à 
travers les réseaux de ventes réguliers.    

2. Cigarettes fabriquées, achetées ou autrement provenant d'une communauté de Premières 
Nations, incluant les marques de cigarettes génériques ou autochtones, qui sont emballées 
ou vendus en vrac dans des sacs.           

3. Cigarettes de contrebande ou cigarettes qui peuvent avoir été passées de contrebande  

• Faire un effort pour inclure un minimum de trois participants dans chaque groupe qui ont 
acheté chacun des trois types de cigarettes à rabais (par exemple trois qui ont acheté des 
cigarettes en vente à rabais, trois qui ont acheté des cigarettes provenant des communautés 
autochtones, et trois qui ont acheté des cigarettes de contrebande).    

• Chaque groupe doit inclure un mixte de participants par âge et sexe ((Note: un partage de sexe 
de 50/50 n'est pas nécessaire).  

• Douze participants à être recrutés pour 7-8 présences par groupe.   

• Tous les participants seront payés 100$ pour leur participation.    

• Les groupes auront lieu dans des établissements normallement utilisés pour des groupes de 
discussions à chaque endroit sauf à Sherbrooke, où les groupes auront lieu dans des salles de 
conférence dans un hôtel.   

• Le commanditaire de l'étude à être révélé (par exemple Gouvernement du 
Canada/SantéCanada).   

• Le tableau suivant présente la distribution et horaire des groupes de discussion:   
 
  

Da
18h
20h

 
 
 
 

Phoenix Strategic Per
  Toronto, 
Ontario 

Peterborough,
Ontario 

Montréal,
Québec 

Sherbrooke, 
Québec 

te 27 fév.  28 fév. 28 fév. 1er mars 
00 Anglais Anglais Français Français 
00 Anglais Anglais Anglais Français 
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Questionnaire de recrutement 
 
Bonjour/Bonsoir, mon nom est ____________.  Je vous appelle de la part de Phoenix, une firme 
indépendante d'étude de marché et d'opinion publique.  Nous menons une étude pour Santé 
Canada, un département du Gouvernement du Canada, auprès des fumeurs dans votre région.   
 
Est-ce qu'il y a quelqu'un dans votre foyer âgé de 18 ans ou plus qui fume la cigarette?  Si oui, 
puis-je parler avec cette personne?   
 

Oui    1    
Non    2    REMERCIER/TERMINER 
 

• SI LE FUMEUR EST LA MÊME PERSONNE, CONTINUER.  
• SI C'EST QUELQU'UN D'AUTRE QUI EST DISPONIBLE, DEMANDER À PARLER AVEC     
    LUI/ELLE ET RÉPÉTER L'INTRODUCTION.  
• SI C'EST QUELQU'UN D'AUTRE QUI N'EST PAS DISPONIBLE, PRENER UN RENDEZ- VOUS  
POUR UN RAPPEL.  

 
Cette recherche implique une série de groupes de discussion, où chaque groupe a une durée de 
deux heures.  Les personnes qui prendront part seront payées en guise de remerciement pour leur 
temps, et des rafraîchissements légers seront servis.  La participation à cette recherche est 
entièrement volontaire et votre décision d’y participer ou non n’affectera en rien les interactions que 
vous pourriez avoir avec le Gouvernement du Canada.  Vos réponses seront gardées confidentielles 
et ne seront utilisées qu'à des fins de recherche seulement conformément aux exigences de la Loi sur 
a protection des renseignements personnels.   l

 
uis-je vous poser quelques questions afin de voir si vous vous qualifiez pour cette étude?  P

 
Oui    1   
Non       2    REMERCIER/TERMINER  

 

 
SI LE RÉPONDANT QUESTIONNE LA VALIDITÉ DE CETTE ÉTUDE, INVITEZ-LE/LA À APPELER ERIN 
RUTHERFORD DE SANTÉ CANADA OU DEMANDER À ERIN D'APPELLER LE RÉPONDANT.  ON PEUT 

A REJOINDRE AU (613) 946-6784.  L
 
 
1. Est-ce que vous, ou un membre de votre foyer ou votre famille immédiate, travaillez dans 

l'un des domaines suivants?  (LIRE LA LISTE)   
 

Recherche en marketing, firme de relations publiques, ou agence de publicité  
Un média (radio, télévision, journaux, magazines, etc.) 

 de la santé du gouvernement fédéral, provincial ou municipal   Département/agence
ndustrie du tabac I

 
/TERMINER Oui      1    REMERCIER

    2  Non     
  

.  Présentement, fumez-vous des cigarettes tous les jours ou à l'occasion?  2
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Tous les jours     1  
À l'occasion     2 

.  Au cours des six derniers mois, avez-vous … (SURVEILLER LES QUOTAS) 
 

O i Non* 

 
3

 u

3A. Acheté une marque de cigarettes à rabais? Ce sont des cigarettes à 
rabais fabriquées par des grands manufacturiers de tabac qui sont 

  

disponibles à travers les réseaux de ventes réguliers.    
3B. Acheté d'une communauté de Premières Nations? Ceci inclut les 
cigarettes fabriquées, achetées ou provenant d'une communauté de 
Premières Nations, incluant les marques de cigarettes génériques ou 

  

autochtones, qui sont emballées ou vendues en vrac dans des sacs.    
3C. Acheté des cigarettes qui peuvent avoir été passé de contrebande? 
Ceci se réfère à quelconque cigarettes de contrebande ou cigarettes qui 
peuvent avoir été passées de contrebande.   

  

     
     *

SSION SERONT TRAITÉES CONFIDENTIELLEMENT PAR LA COMPAGNIE DE 
RECHERCHE.    

I LE FUMEUR A ACHETÉ DES MARQUES DE CIGARETTES À RABAIS, DEMANDER:

SI NON À TOUS, REMERCIER ET TERMINER. 

VEUILLEZ RASSURER LE RÉPONDANT QUE CETTE INFORMATION NOUS INTÉRESSE QUE DANS 
LE BUT DE LA RECHERCHE.  TOUTES LES RÉPONSES DONNÉES MAINTENANT ET PENDANT LE 
GROUPE DE DISCU

 
S  

4. Quel est le nom de la marque de cigarettes à rabais que vous achetez d'habitude?   

Inscrire la marque: ________________* 

 

 

 
*COMPARER LA MARQUE AVEC LA LISTE (VOIR LA DERNIÈRE PAGE). SI NE CORRESPOND À 
AUCUNE DES MARQUES SUR LA LISTE, VEUILLEZ CONTINUER SEULEMENT SI LE 

 dire dans laquelle des catégories d'âges suivantes vous appartenez...? 
(LIRE LA LISTE)  

 
MERCIER/TERMINER 

lus de 70 ans     8  REMERCIER/TERMINER 

iveau de scolarité que vous avez complété?  (LIRE LA LISTE SI 
 NÉCESSAIRE)   

i   

RÉPONDANT À RÉPONDU ‘OUI’ À 3B OU 3C. SINON, REMERCIER ET TERMINER.   
 

5. Pourriez-vous me
 

Moins de 18 ans    1 RE
18 à 24 ans     2   
25 à 34 ans      3  
35 à 44 ans     4  
45 à 54 ans      5  
55 à 64 ans     6  
65 à 70 ans      7  
P
 

 6. Quel est le dernier n

 
Moins que le seconda re   1 
Secondaire en partie     2 
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Secondaire complété     3 
Collège/école technique/CEGEP en partie 4 
Collège/école technique/CEGEP complété 5 
Université en partie    6 
Université complété     7 

. o  
vue face-à-face qui était arrangé à l'avance et pour  lequel vous avez reçu une  somme 

 
 

CIER/TERMINER) 
Non      2  

 participé à un groupe de discussion ou une 
 entrevue face-à-face arrangé à l'avance?  

U MOINS 6 REPONDANTS DOIVENT MENTIONNER 

Trois fois ou plus  3   (REMERCIER/TERMINER) 

NREGISTRER LE SEXE PAR OBSERVATION (OBTENIR UN MIXTE)  
 

Homme   2 

r votre temps, et des rafraîchissements légers seront servis.  Seriez-
ous disposé à participer?  

 
on    2  REMERCIER/TERMINER 

e est à (HEURE) le (DATE). Si vous portez des lunettes pour lire, veuillez les apporter 

 
aitée conformément aux exigences de la Loi sur la protection des renseignements personnels.     

pour  ____. Quelqu'un vous 
ppellera le jour avant pour vous rappeler du groupe de discussion.   

 
 7 Au cours des 12 derniers mois, avez-vous participé à un groupe de discussion u à une
 entre
 

Oui      1  (REMER

 
 8. Au total, combien de fois avez-vous

 
Jamais   1 A
Une ou deux fois  2    

 
E

Femme   1  

 
J'aimerais vous inviter à participer à un groupe de discussion qui aura lieu le (JOUR) (DATE), et 
(HEURE). La discussion durera environ deux heures.  Vous recevrez 100$ en argent comptant en 
guise de remerciement pou
v
 

Oui     1 
N
 

Avez-vous un stylo à la portée de la main afin que je puisse vous donner l'adresse à laquelle aura 
lieu le groupe de discussion?  Le groupe de discussion aura lieu à  ___________.  Veuillez dire 
aux personnes sur place que vous êtes là pour un groupe de discussion.  J'aimerais vous rappeler 
que le group
avec vous.  
 
Le groupe sera enregistré sur bande vidéo aux fins de la recherche.  On vous demandera de signer 
un formulaire de consentement stipulant que le groupe sera enregistré sur bande vidéo pendant la 
session.  Toute information recueillie ne sera utilisée qu’à des fins de recherche seulement et sera
tr
 
Puisque nous invitons un petit nombre de personnes pour participer, votre participation est 
importante pour nous.  Si pour une raison quelconque vous ne pourrez pas vous présenter, 
veuillez nous appeler afin que nous puissions trouver une personne pour vous remplacer.  Vous 
pouvez nous rejoindre au  ____ à nos bureaux.  Veuillez demander 
a
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Puis-je confirmer votre nom et numéro de téléphone?   
 
 
NOM DU RÉPONDANT:                     

:   
 

# DE TÉLÉPHONE À LA MAISON  
HEURE/LIEU DE L'ENTREVUE:   
 
 

MARQUES À RABAIS 

ADVANTAGE D MACDONAL
BAILEY'S MARK TEN 
BELVEDERE MATINEE 
CANADIAN CLASSICS  MEDALLION
CANYON MY BRAND 
DAKAR NUMBER 7 
DISCRETION PETER CKSON JA
DK'S PIHTWA 
DREAMS PODIUM 
FAMILY PULSAR 
FINE PUTTER'S 
GIIMAA  RACING
GIPSY RODEO 
GOLD LEAF SAGO 
HALF AND HALF SELESTA 
ITR SMOKING 
JAZZ STUDIO 
JOHN PLAYERS SPECIAL E SUPREM
KISTEMAW TABEC 
LEGEND  TREMBLAY
 VANTAGE 
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Health Canada 
Discount Cigarette Smokers in Ontario and Quebec:  

Exploratory Analysis (HC POR - 06-75) 
 

Moderator’s Guide 
 
Introduction (5 minutes) 

 Introduce moderator and Phoenix.  

 Thank participants for attending. 

 Explain general purpose of focus group discussions: 
- Gauge opinions about issues/ideas/products  
- Not a knowledge test; no right or wrong answers (interested in opinions) 
- Okay to disagree; want people to speak up if hold different view 

 Explain role of moderator. 

 Tonight, we’re conducting research for Health Canada. We will be discussing issues related to 
discount cigarettes.  

 Looking for candour and honesty; comments treated in confidence; reporting in general form 
only; audio taping and note-taking for report writing purposes only. Remember that all of 
your answers are completely confidential – no individuals will be identified in any way. 
Unlike most focus groups, there are no observers behind one-way mirror, and we are 
not video-taping, only audio recording. 

 If you have a cell phone, please turn it off.  

 Any questions? ACCEPT BRIEF QUESTIONS BUT DO NOT LINGER. 

 Roundtable introduction: Please tell us your first name and one of your favourite interests or 
hobbies. 

 

 

Background/Context: Smoking-Related Behaviour (5 minutes) 
When we recruited you for this study, all of you said you smoke cigarettes. 
 
1. How many of you smoke on a daily basis? (HANDCOUNT) For those of you who do, 

approximately how many cigarettes do you smoke a day? For those who don’t, how often do 
you smoke? 

 
2. How long have you been smoking? 
 
3. Has anyone tried to quit smoking? How did that go? 
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Discount Smoking-Related Behaviour (35 minutes) 
When we recruited you for this research, all of you said that you purchased one or more types of 
‘discount cigarettes’ in the last six months. Before we start the discussion, I want you to take a 
minute or two to write down on the piece of paper in front of you how you would define 
‘discount’, ‘contraband’, ‘counterfeit’, and ‘smuggled’ cigarettes. Please write one or two 
sentences, maximum, on what this means to you. Please do this on your own, in silence.   
 
GIVE PARTICIPANTS TIME TO WRITE THEIR THOUGHTS. ONCE EVERYONE HAS FINISHED, CONTINUE: 
 
We’ll talk about what people wrote down later.  
 
For the purposes of this research, ‘discount cigarettes’ are cigarettes in one of the following 
forms: 

• Discount cigarettes produced by the major tobacco companies and available through 
regular retail stores.   

• Cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise originating in a First Nations 
community, including generic or native brand cigarettes either packaged or sold loose in 
bags.       

• Contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   
 
Is this clear to everyone?  CLARIFY IF NEEDED, BUT KEEP BRIEF. 
 
For our discussion tonight, please keep in mind that when we talk about ‘discount cigarettes’ this 
includes all three types: discounted brands in retail stores, cigarettes bought from someone from a 
First Nations community, and contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that have been smuggled. 
 
4. To begin, what’s the main image or impression that comes to mind when you think of these 

types of discount cigarettes? Anything else?  
 

Probe:  - cheap 
  - better tasting 
  - not taxed by government 

 
5. During the last six months, how many of you bought… (INSERT/ROTATE TYPES OF DISCOUNT 

CIGARETTES) (HANDCOUNT)? Remember that all of your answers are completely confidential. 
 

- A discounted brand through regular retail stores. 
- Cigarettes from someone from a First Nations community. 
- Contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that had been smuggled.  

 
6. How many of you bought more than one type of discount cigarette? (HANDCOUNT) 
 
7. Thinking back to when you started to buy discount cigarettes, how did you first become aware 

that you could buy these kinds of cigarettes?  
 

Probe:  - introduced by a friend/family member 
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  - found out on own 
 
8. How long have you been buying and smoking discount cigarettes? 
 
9. Do you currently buy or smoke discount cigarettes only or do you also buy ‘regular’ 

cigarettes? Why do you say that? If also buy ‘regular’ cigarettes: What brands do you 
typically buy? 

 
10. Thinking about your buying habits, how do you typically purchase discount cigarettes? How 

often do you generally buy discount cigarettes? Do you buy them yourself or do you have 
someone else purchase them of your behalf? Why?  

 
Probe:  - special trips/travel long distances 

- bulk purchasing/shared purchases 
- how often? When? Where? How? Who? 

 
11. Do you think you smoke more than you normally would because you buy discount cigarettes? 

If so, why? 
 

Knowledge of Discount Cigarettes (30 minutes) 
We’re going to move on to some other issues related to discount cigarettes,  
 
12. Do you have any concerns about smoking discount cigarettes compared to other types of 

cigarettes… concerns of any kind? Are the health risks basically the same for all types of 
cigarettes? Why do you say that?  

 
Probe:   - risks the same as regular cigarettes 

- depends on where you buy them 
 - discount vs. First Nations vs. contraband/smuggled 

 
13. To the best of your knowledge, are all types of discount cigarettes regulated by the 

government like regular brands of cigarettes? If not, which types do you think are regulated, 
and which types do you think are not regulated? Why do you say that? 

 
Probe:  - discount vs. First Nations vs. contraband/smuggled 

 
14. Do you think discount cigarettes are tested for their ingredients and emissions? Why do you 

say that? Are some types of discount cigarettes tested, and other types not tested? If so, which 
are tested and which ones are not?  

 
Probe:  - discount vs. First Nations vs. contraband/smuggled 

 
15. Thinking about cigarettes purchased or originating in First Nations communities, where do 

you think they come from? That is, who makes them? Anyone else? Are there different types 
(not brands) of cigarettes originating in First Nations communities? If so, please explain.  

 
16. As far as you know, is it legal to purchase cigarettes in First Nations communities? This 

includes cigarettes manufactured, purchased or originating in a First Nations community, 
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including generic or native brand cigarettes, either packaged or sold loose in bags. 
(HANDCOUNT) Why do you think that?  

 
17. What about buying contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled, is this 

legal? (HANDCOUNT) Why do you think that? 
 
Buying cigarettes manufactured, purchased or otherwise originating in a First Nations community 
is, in most  cases, not legal1, nor is buying contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that have been 
smuggled into Canada. As well, illegal discount cigarettes like these, in fact, are not regulated by 
the government nor are they tested for their ingredients and emissions. 
 
18. Thinking about this, are you concerned about the kinds of health risks that might be 

associated with smoking these types of discount cigarettes?* Why/why not?  
 

Probe:   - they are the same as regular cigarettes 
- depends on where you buy them 

 - discount vs. First Nations vs. contraband/smuggled 
 
* WATCH/RECORD DIFFERENCES BY TYPE OF DISCOUNT CIGARETTE PURCHASED. 
 
19. Have you ever tried to find information about discount cigarettes? If so, what kind of 

information did you try to find? What motivated you to look for this information? Where did 
you go for this information? 

  
Probe:   - types of information sought (e.g. health risks/regulations/laws) 

- sources of information 
 

Attitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes (35 minutes) 
20. Why do you buy discount cigarettes? That is, what factors influence your decision to purchase 

these types of cigarettes? Any others? How important is the cost or price of discount 
cigarettes… is this the main or only driving consideration?  

 
Probe:  - price (how much cheaper?)  

- determine whether price is really the only important factor 
- taste 
- convenience 
- friends/family members 

 
21. How do discount cigarettes compare to regular brands? Are there any differences beyond 

price? If so, what differences? How would you say you feel about discount cigarettes (want 
‘feeling’ at emotional level)? 

 
Probe:  - irritation, mouth-drying, smell  

- taste, smoothness 

                                                 
1 Exceptions: 1) Status Indians are allowed to buy cigarettes on First Nations reserves, and 2) there are a few First 
Nations manufacturers that are licensed to manufacture cigarettes that can be bought by anyone (these are in branded 
packages). 
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- more/less addictive 
- more/less toxicity 
- more/less additives 
- more/less health risks in general 

 
22. Many things in life have both advantages and disadvantages. When you think about buying 

and smoking discount cigarettes, what would you say are the main benefits and drawbacks? 
Let’s start with the benefits, what are they? Any others? 

 
23. And what are the main drawbacks, if any, to buying and smoking discount cigarettes? Why? 
 

Probe:  - inconvenience (travel, availability) 
- personal safety issues 
- low quality 
- illegal 
- health risks 
- increased crime/organized crime 
- sales to minors 

 
24. How do you think other people feel about discount cigarettes? Do you ever feel pressure of 

any kind – such as from friends, family, society, or whatever – to buy discount cigarettes or to 
not buy discount cigarettes?* If so, what type of pressure? And, does this matter to you at all? 
 

Probe:   - family/friends 
- culture/religion 
- community 

 
* WATCH/RECORD DIFFERENCES BY TYPE OF DISCOUNT CIGARETTE PURCHASED. 
 
Those of you who have bought smuggled cigarettes or cigarettes from First Nations communities 
in the past six months, 
 
25. Do you have any concerns about your physical safety when you buy these kinds of cigarettes? 

If so, what types of concerns do you have? How serious are these risks?  
 
Probe:   - type of concerns/risks 
  - perceptions of potential for harm 

 
26. How concerned are you about legal issues? Do you worry that you might be breaking the law? 

Why/why not? 
 

Probe:   - extent to which law/penalties dissuade purchase 
- impressions of the toughness/seriousness of laws  

 
Those of you who only buy retail discount cigarettes,  
 
27. Do you do so because it is illegal to purchase smuggled cigarettes or cigarettes sold on First 

Nations reserves? Why/why not? 
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Probe:   - extent to which law/penalties dissuade purchase 
- impressions of the toughness/seriousness of laws  

 
28. Do you think there should be laws against buying or selling smuggled cigarettes or cigarettes 

sold on First Nations reserves? Why/why not? 
 

Review of Definitions (10 minutes)2

At the beginning of the focus group, everyone wrote down on a piece of paper how they would 
define these terms: ‘discount’, ‘contraband’, ‘counterfeit’, and ‘smuggled’ cigarettes. 
 
29. Now, I’d like go around the table and have you tell us what you wrote down on the paper for 

each one. How about…‘contraband cigarettes’? Did anyone not write down a definition of 
‘contraband cigarettes’? REPEAT FOR ‘COUNTERFEIT’ ‘DISCOUNT’ AND ‘SMUGGLED’ 
CIGARETTES.  

 
Probe:  - reasons for definition 

 

Conclusion  
30. Do you have any last comments or suggestions about anything we have discussed tonight?  

 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND THOUGHTFUL FEEDBACK. IT IS VERY MUCH 

APPRECIATED. COLLECT EXERCISE SHEETS 

                                                 
2 If no time to discuss, just collect exercise sheets and review later. Inform participants about this.  
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Health Canada Focus Groups 
 
 

Please write one or two sentences, maximum, on what these terms mean to you. 
 
 

1. Discount cigarettes: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Contraband cigarettes: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3. Counterfeit cigarettes: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Smuggled cigarettes: 
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Santé Canada 
Fumeurs de cigarettes à rabais en Ontario et au Québec :  

Analyse préliminaire (ROP-06-75 de SC) 
 

Guide du modérateur 
 
Introduction (5 minutes) 

 Présenter le modérateur et Phoenix.  

 Remercier les participants d’être présents. 

 Expliquer le but général des discussions de groupe : 
- Jauger les opinions au sujet d’enjeux/d’idées/de produits  
- Il ne s’agit pas d’une évaluation des connaissances; il n’y a pas de bonnes ou de 
mauvaises réponses (ce sont les opinions qui nous intéressent) 
- Il est permis d’être en désaccord; nous encourageons les participants à intervenir pour 
présenter leurs différents points de vue. 

 Expliquer le rôle du modérateur. 

 Ce soir, nous effectuons une étude pour Santé Canada. Nous discuterons d’enjeux liés aux 
cigarettes à rabais.  

 Nous vous invitons à faire preuve de franchise et d’honnêteté; vos observations seront traitées 
en toute confidentialité; seuls des résultats globaux seront communiqués; vos observations 
sont enregistrées sur bande audio et prises en note exclusivement pour les besoins de la 
rédaction du rapport. N’oubliez pas que l’ensemble de vos réponses seront tenues 
strictement confidentielles – il ne sera pas possible de reconnaître les participants de 
quelque façon que ce soit. À la différence de la plupart des groupes de discussion, il n’y a 
pas d’observateurs derrière un miroir sans tain, ni d’enregistrement sur bande vidéo; 
seulement un enregistrement sur bande audio. 

 Si vous avez un téléphone cellulaire, veuillez l’éteindre.  

 Avez-vous des questions? ACCEPTER LES QUESTIONS RAPIDES MAIS NE PAS TRAÎNER EN 
LONGUEUR. 

 Tour de table pour les présentations : Veuillez indiquer votre prénom et l’un de vos 
principaux intérêts ou passe-temps préférés. 

 

 

Contexte : Comportement lié à l’usage du tabac (5 minutes) 
Lors du recrutement pour la présente étude, chacun d’entre vous a indiqué fumer la cigarette. 
 
1. Combien d’entre vous fument tous les jours? (DÉNOMBRER) Pour ceux d’entre vous qui 

fument tous les jours, à peu près combien de cigarettes fumez-vous par jour? Pour ceux 
d’entre vous qui ne fument pas tous les jours, à quelle fréquence fumez-vous? 

 
2. Depuis quand fumez-vous? 
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3. Est-ce que quelqu’un a déjà essayé d’arrêter de fumer? Comment ça s’est passé? 
 

Comportement lié à l’usage de cigarettes à rabais (35 minutes) 
Lors du recrutement pour la présente étude, chacun d’entre vous a indiqué avoir acheté au moins 
un type de « cigarettes à rabais » au cours des six derniers mois. Avant que nous ne commencions 
la discussion, j’aimerais que vous preniez un instant pour écrire sur la feuille de papier devant 
vous vos définitions de « cigarettes à rabais », de « cigarettes de contrebande », de « cigarettes 
contrefaites » et de « cigarettes introduites en fraude ». Veuillez écrire en tout au plus une ou 
deux phrases ce que ces expressions signifient selon vous. Veuillez rédiger seul, en silence.   
  
ACCORDER SUFFISAMMENT DE TEMPS POUR QUE LES PARTICIPANTS ÉCRIVENT LEURS RÉFLEXIONS. 
POURSUIVRE UNE FOIS QUE TOUT LE MONDE A TERMINÉ : 
 
Nous allons discuter plus tard de ce que vous avez écrit.  
 
Pour les besoins de la présente étude, l’expression « cigarettes à rabais » désignera les types de 
cigarettes que voici : 

• Des cigarettes vendues au rabais, dans les magasins de détail ordinaires, que produisent 
les grandes sociétés de tabac.   

• Des cigarettes qui ont été fabriquées ou vendues dans une collectivité des Premières 
nations ou qui en proviennent, y compris les cigarettes génériques ou autochtones, 
qu’elles soient emballées ou qu’elles soient vendues en vrac, dans des sacs.  
     

• Des cigarettes de contrebande ou des cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en fraude.   
 
Est-ce que c’est clair pour tout le monde? AU BESOIN, APPORTER DES ÉCLAIRCISSEMENTS, MAIS 
BRIÈVEMENT. 
 
Ce soir, dans le cadre de notre discussion, je vous prie de ne pas oublier que lorsqu’il sera 
question de « cigarettes à rabais », cette expression englobera les trois types de cigarettes que 
voici : les marques vendues au rabais dans les magasins de détail, les cigarettes achetées de 
quelqu’un faisant partie d’une collectivité des Premières nations, ainsi que les cigarettes de 
contrebande ou cigarettes introduites frauduleusement. 
 
4. Pour commencer, quelle est la principale image ou impression qui vous vient à l’esprit lorsque 

vous pensez aux types de cigarettes à rabais dont nous venons de parler? Autre chose?  
 

Pistes de réponse :  - peu chères 
    - meilleur goût 
    - sans la/les taxe(s) du gouvernement 

 
5. Au cours des six derniers mois, combien d’entre vous ont acheté… (INSÉRER LES DIVERS 

TYPES DE CIGARETTES À RABAIS/ASSURER UNE ROTATION ENTRE LES TYPES) 
(DÉNOMBRER)? N’oubliez pas que toutes vos réponses seront tenues strictement 
confidentielles. 
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- Une marque vendue au rabais dans un magasin de détail ordinaire. 
- Des cigarettes obtenues de quelqu’un faisant partie d’une collectivité des Premières 

nations. 
- Des cigarettes de contrebande ou des cigarettes introduites frauduleusement.  

 
6. Combien d’entre vous ont acheté plus d’un type de cigarettes à rabais? (DÉNOMBRER) 
 
7. Si vous remontez au moment où vous avez commencé à acheter des cigarettes à rabais, 

comment aviez-vous appris qu’il était possible d’acheter ce genre de cigarettes?  
 

Pistes de réponse :  - un ami/membre de votre famille vous a mis au  
                                                   courant 
    - à l’extérieur de la ville 

 
8. Depuis quand achetez-vous ou fumez-vous des cigarettes à rabais? 
 
9. À l’heure actuelle, est-ce que vous achetez ou fumez des cigarettes à rabais exclusivement ou 

achetez-vous également des cigarettes « ordinaires »? Et pourquoi donc? Pour ceux qui 
achètent aussi des cigarettes « ordinaires » : Quelles marques choisissez-vous habituellement? 

 
10. En ce qui concerne vos habitudes d’achat, comment vous y prenez-vous habituellement pour 

acheter des cigarettes à rabais? En règle générale, à quelle fréquence achetez-vous des 
cigarettes à rabais? Est-ce que vous les achetez vous-même ou est-ce que vous chargez 
quelqu’un d’autre de le faire à votre place? Pourquoi?  

 
Pistes de réponse :  - déplacements spéciaux/longues distances à  
                                                   parcourir 

- achats en vrac/achats communs 
- à quelle fréquence? Quand? Où? Comment? Qui? 

 
11. Seriez-vous d’accord pour dire que vous fumez davantage que d’ordinaire parce que vous 

achetez des cigarettes à rabais? Si c’est oui, pourquoi? 
 

Connaissances sur les cigarettes à rabais (30 minutes) 
Nous allons maintenant discuter d’autres enjeux liés aux cigarettes à rabais.  
 
12. Est-ce que l’usage de cigarettes à rabais plutôt que d’autres types de cigarettes suscite chez 

vous des inquiétudes… quelque préoccupation que ce soit? Dans l’ensemble, les risques pour 
la santé sont-ils les mêmes, quel que soit le genre de cigarettes? Et pourquoi donc?  

 
Pistes de réponse :   - présentent les mêmes risques que les cigarettes  
                                                   ordinaires 

- ça dépend de la provenance des cigarettes 
   - à rabais c. Premières nations c.  
                                       contrebande/introduites en fraude 
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13. À votre connaissance, est-ce que la réglementation gouvernementale, à laquelle sont 
assujetties les marques ordinaires de cigarettes, vise aussi tous les types de cigarettes à rabais? 
Si c’est non, selon vous, quels sont les types de cigarettes réglementées, et quels sont les types 
de cigarettes non réglementées? Et pourquoi donc? 

 
Pistes de réponse :  - à rabais c. Premières nations c.  
                                                  contrebande/introduites en fraude 

 
14. Selon vous, les cigarettes à rabais font-elles l’objet de contrôles des ingrédients et des 

émissions? Et pourquoi donc? À votre avis, est-ce que certains types de cigarettes à rabais 
sont contrôlés, et d’autres pas? Si c’est oui, quels types sont contrôlés et quels sont ceux qui 
ne le sont pas?  

 
Pistes de réponse :  - à rabais c. Premières nations c.  
                                                   contrebande/introduites en fraude 

 
15. En ce qui concerne les cigarettes achetées dans des collectivités des Premières nations ou qui 

en proviennent, selon vous, d’où viennent-elles? Autrement dit, qui les fabrique? D’autres 
réponses? Est-ce qu’il y a différents types (pas des marques) de cigarettes provenant des 
collectivités des Premières nations? Si c’est oui, veuillez préciser.  

 
16. Pour autant que vous sachiez, est-il légal d’acheter des cigarettes dans les collectivités des 

Premières nations? Je parle des cigarettes qui ont été fabriquées ou vendues dans une 
collectivité des Premières nations ou qui en proviennent, y compris les cigarettes génériques 
ou autochtones, qu’elles soient emballées ou qu’elles soient vendues en vrac, dans des sacs. 
(DÉNOMBRER) Et pourquoi, à votre avis?  

 
17. Et selon vous, est-il légal d’acheter des cigarettes de contrebande ou des cigarettes qui ont 

peut-être été introduites en fraude? (DÉNOMBRER) Et pourquoi, à votre avis? 
 
Dans la plupart des cas, il n’est pas légal1 d’acheter des cigarettes fabriquées ou vendues dans une 
collectivité des Premières nations, ou qui en proviennent, de même que les cigarettes de 
contrebande ou les cigarettes introduites en fraude au Canada. En outre, dans les faits, le 
gouvernement ne réglemente pas ces cigarettes à rabais vendues illégalement, qui ne sont pas non 
plus contrôlées pour leurs ingrédients ou leurs émissions. 
 
18. En tenant compte de ce dont nous venons de discuter, les risques pour la santé peut-être liés à 

l’usage de ces types de cigarettes à rabais vous préoccupent-ils?* Pourquoi/pourquoi pas?  
 

Pistes de réponse :   - présentent les mêmes risques que les cigarettes  
                                                   ordinaires  

- ça dépend de la provenance des cigarettes 
   - à rabais c. Premières nations c.  
                                       contrebande/introduites en fraude 

 

                                                 
1 Exceptions : 1) les indiens de plein droit sont autorisés à acheter des cigarettes dans les réserves des Premières 
nations; 2) certains fabricants des Premières nations sont autorisés à fabriquer des cigarettes que tout le monde a le 
droit d’acheter (ces cigarettes sont vendues dans des emballages affichant une marque). 
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* SURVEILLER/CONSIGNER LES DIFFÉRENCES SELON LE TYPE DE CIGARETTES À RABAIS. 
 
19. Avez-vous déjà essayé d’obtenir des renseignements au sujet des cigarettes à rabais? Si c’est 

oui, quel genre d’information cherchiez-vous à obtenir? Qu’est-ce qui vous a motivé à 
chercher à obtenir des renseignements? Vers quelles sources d’information vous étiez-vous 
tourné? 

  
Pistes de réponse :   - genre d’information souhaitée (p. ex., risques pour  
                                                  la santé/règlements/lois) 

- sources d’information 
 

Attitudes à l’égard des cigarettes à rabais (35 minutes) 
20. Pourquoi achetez-vous des cigarettes à rabais? Autrement dit, quels facteurs jouent sur votre 

décision d’acheter ce genre de cigarettes? Y a-t-il d’autres facteurs en cause? Quelle 
importance revêt le coût ou le prix des cigarettes à rabais… S’agit-il du principal, voire de 
l’unique facteur en cause?  

 
Pistes de réponse :  - prix (dans quelle mesure sont-elles moins chères?) 

- établir si le prix est vraiment le seul facteur  
  d’importance 
- goût 
- pour des raisons de commodité 
- amis/membres de la famille 

 
21. Dans quelle mesure les cigarettes à rabais soutiennent-elles la comparaison avec les marques 

ordinaires? En dehors du prix, y a-t-il des différences entre les cigarettes à rabais et les 
cigarettes ordinaires? Si c’est oui, quelles sont-elles? Comment vous sentez-vous à l’égard des 
cigarettes à rabais (la question porte sur les impressions au niveau des sentiments)? 

 
Pistes de réponse :  - irritation, sécheresse de la bouche, odeur  

- goût, douceur 
- entraîne plus/moins de dépendance 
- plus/moins de toxicité 
- plus/moins d’additifs 
- plus/moins de risques pour la santé en général 

 
22. Dans la vie, il y a beaucoup de choses qui présentent tant des avantages que des 

inconvénients. Selon vous, en ce qui concerne l’achat et l’usage de cigarettes à rabais, quels 
sont les principaux avantages et les principaux inconvénients? Commençons par les 
avantages. Quels sont-ils? Autre chose? 

 
23. Quels sont les principaux inconvénients, s’il y en a, de l’achat et de l’usage de cigarettes à 

rabais? Pourquoi? 
 

Pistes de réponse :  - dérangements (déplacements, disponibilité) 
- enjeux de sécurité personnelle 
- mauvaise qualité 
- illégal 
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- risques pour la santé 
- accroissement de la criminalité/du crime organisé 
- ventes à des mineurs 

 
24. À votre avis, quelles opinions se font les gens à l’égard des cigarettes à rabais? Vous arrive-t-

il d’avoir l’impression de faire l’objet de quelque pression que ce soit – par exemple de vos 
amis, de membres de votre famille, de la société, ou à un autre niveau – pour vous convaincre 
d’acheter des cigarettes à rabais ou de ne pas acheter des cigarettes à rabais?* Si c’est oui, 
quel genre de pressions? Est-ce que vous vous en souciez? 
 

Pistes de réponse :   - famille/amis 
- culture/religion 
- collectivité 

 
* SURVEILLER/CONSIGNER LES DIFFÉRENCES SELON LE TYPE DE CIGARETTES À RABAIS. 

 
Je m’adresse maintenant à ceux d’entre vous qui ont acheté des cigarettes introduites en fraude ou 
des cigarettes provenant de collectivités des Premières nations au cours des six derniers mois… 
 
25. Est-ce que vous craignez pour votre sécurité lorsque vous achetez ce genre de cigarettes? Si 

c’est oui, quelles sont vos inquiétudes à cet égard? Dans quelle mesure s’agit-il de risques 
importants?  

 
Pistes de réponse :   - genre d’inquiétudes/de risques 
    - perceptions à l’égard du tort éventuel 
 

26. Dans quelle mesure vous préoccupez-vous des questions d’ordre juridique? Est-ce que vous 
vous faites du souci à la perspective d’enfreindre la loi? Pourquoi/pourquoi pas? 

 
Pistes de réponse :   - mesure dans laquelle la loi/les sanctions  
                                                  dissuadent les acheteurs éventuels 

- impressions à l’égard de la sévérité/du sérieux des  
   lois 

 
Maintenant, en ce qui concerne ceux d’entre vous qui achètent seulement des cigarettes à rabais 
vendues au détail… 
 
27. Est-ce qu’il en est ainsi parce qu’il est illégal d’acheter des cigarettes introduites en fraude ou 

des cigarettes vendues dans des réserves des Premières nations? Pourquoi/pourquoi pas? 
 
Pistes de réponse :   - mesure dans laquelle la loi/les sanctions  
                                                  dissuadent les acheteurs éventuels 

- impressions à l’égard de la sévérité/du sérieux des  
   lois  

 
28. Selon vous, faudrait-il établir des lois interdisant l’achat ou la vente de cigarettes introduites 

en fraude ou de cigarettes provenant des réserves des Premières nations? Pourquoi/pourquoi 
pas? 
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Examen des définitions (10 minutes)2

Au début de la discussion de groupe, chacun d’entre vous a écrit sur une feuille de papier ses 
définitions des expressions « cigarettes à rabais », « cigarettes de contrebande », « cigarettes 
contrefaites » et « cigarettes introduites en fraude ». 
 
29. À ce moment-ci, j’aimerais faire un tour de table pour que vous lisiez à tour de rôle les 

définitions écrites pour chaque expression. À propos des… « cigarettes de contrebande »? 
Est-ce que quelqu’un n’a pas écrit de définition pour les « cigarettes de contrebande »? 
RÉPÉTER LE PROCESSUS POUR LES CIGARETTES « CONTREFAITES », « À RABAIS » ET 
« INTRODUITES EN FRAUDE ».  

 
Piste de réponse :  - motifs sur lesquels reposent les définitions 

 

Conclusion  
30. En terminant, aimeriez-vous formuler d’autres commentaires ou des suggestions au sujet de 

questions que nous avons abordées ce soir?  
 

 
MERCI BEAUCOUP POUR VOS COMMENTAIRES PERTINENTS ET LE TEMPS QUE VOUS NOUS 

AVEZ CONSACRÉ. 
NOUS VOUS EN SOMMES TRÈS RECONNAISSANTS. RECUEILLIR LES FEUILLES D’EXERCICE. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 Faute de temps pour en discuter, veuillez recueillir les feuilles d’exercice pour examen ultérieur. Le signaler aux 
participants. 
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Groupe de discussion de Santé Canada 
 
 

Veuillez écrire en tout au plus une ou deux phrases ce que les expressions ci-
dessous signifient selon vous. 

 
 

1. Cigarettes à rabais : 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Cigarettes de contrebande : 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3. Cigarettes contrefaites : 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Cigarettes introduites en fraude : 
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Health Canada 
Discount Cigarette Smokers in Ontario and Quebec:  

Exploratory Analysis (HC POR - 06-75) 
 

Telephone Survey 
 
Hello, my name is ___________. I’m calling on behalf of Phoenix, a public opinion research 
company. We’re conducting a study for Health Canada on issues important to Canadians.  
Participation in the research is completely voluntary. Your answers will be kept strictly 
confidential and will be used for research purposes only, in accordance with laws designed to 
protect your privacy. This survey is registered with the national survey registration system. May I 
have a few moments of your time?  

 
Yes   1  CONTINUE 
No    2 THANK AND DISCONTINUE 

 
We choose telephone numbers at random, then select one person from a household to be 
interviewed. 
 
A. Does anyone in your household 18 years or older smoke cigarettes? 
 

Yes    1  ASK B 
No     2  THANK AND DISCONTINUE 
Don’t Know/No Response 3  THANK AND DISCONTINUE 

 
B. Is there more than one person in your household 18 or older who smokes cigarettes? 
 

Yes, more than one 1  ASK C 
No, one only  2 ASK TO SPEAK TO THAT PERSON;  

SCHEDULE CALL BACK IF NEEDED;  
REPEAT INTRO IF NEW PERSON,  
THEN GO TO D 

 
C. Do you or does anyone in your household work for an advertising or market research firm, 

the media, or a tobacco company? 
 

Yes    1  THANK AND DISCONTINUE  
No     2 CONTINUE 
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D. In the past six months, did you … (WATCH QUOTAS) 
 

 Yes No*

A. Buy a discount brand of cigarettes? These are discount cigarettes 
produced by the major tobacco companies that cost less than the regular,  
brand name cigarettes and are available in retail stores.  

  

B. Buy from a First Nations community? This includes cigarettes 
manufactured, purchased or originating in a First Nations community, 
including generic or native brands, either packaged or sold loose in bags. 

  

C. Buy cigarettes that may have been smuggled? This refers to any type 
of contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   

  

     
*IF NO TO ALL, THANK AND DISCONTINUE IF ONLY ONE ADULT SMOKER IN HOUSEHOLD. IF MORE 
THAN ONE, ASK TO SPEAK TO ANOTHER ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD THAT SMOKES. 
 
      IF YES TO A, DISCOUNT BRAND = 1; IF NO, DISCOUNT BRAND = 0. 
      IF YES TO B, FIRST NATIONS = 1; IF NO, FIRST NATIONS = 0. 
      IF YES TO C, SMUGGLED = 1; IF NO, SMUGGLED = 0. 
 

IF NEEDED, REASSURE RESPONDENT THAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN THIS INFORMATION ONLY FOR 
RESEARCH PURPOSES. ALL RESPONSES NOW AND THROUGHOUT THE SURVEY WILL BE TREATED 
CONFIDENTIALLY BY THE RESEARCH COMPANY.  
 
READ IF NECESSARY: 

E. Are you male or female?   
Male    1   
Female    2  

 
F. Language of survey  
 

English   1   
French    2  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
INTERVIEWER/PROGRAMMING NOTES: 
 
IF ASKED, INFORM RESPONDENTS THAT SURVEY SHOULD TAKE APPROXIMATELY 15 MINUTES.  
 
SURVEY REGISTRATION SYSTEM: IF RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT NATIONAL SURVEY 
REGISTRATION SYSTEM, SAY: 

The registration system has been created by the survey research industry to allow the public to verify that a 
survey is legitimate, get information about the survey industry or register a complaint. The registration 
system’s toll-free phone number is 1-800-554-9996. 

 
ENCOURAGE RESPONDENTS TO ANSWER THE FACTUAL QUESTIONS TO THE BEST OF THEIR 
ABILITY, BUT DO NOT ENCOURAGE THEM TO GUESS AT AN ANSWER. IF THEY ARE GENUINELY 
UNSURE ABOUT SOMETHING, THEY SHOULD JUST SAY ‘DON’T KNOW’. 
 
ENSURE RESPONDENTS THAT ALL THEIR RESPONSES WILL BE TREATED IN COMPLETE 
CONFIDENCE BY THE RESEARCH COMPANY. NO INDIVIDUALS WILL BE IDENTIFIED IN ANY WAY. 
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GIVEN THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS SURVEY, IT MAY BE USEFUL TO PERIODICALLY REASSURE 
RESPONDENTS OF THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF RESPONSES.  
 
ENSURE THAT RESPONDENT KNOWS ‘FIRST NATIONS’ COMMUNITIES MEAN ABORIGINAL/ INDIAN 
COMMUNITIES, INCLUDING INDIAN RESERVES.  
 
WHEN THE TERM ‘REGULAR CIGARETTES’ IS USED, THIS IS TO IDENTIFY NON-DISCOUNTED, 
BRAND NAME CIGARETTES THAT PEOPLE NORMALLY BUY IN RETAIL OUTLETS. THIS DOES NOT 
HAVE TO DO WITH THE LENGTH OF THE CIGARETTES (E.G. KING SIZE VS. REGULAR). ENSURE 
THAT RESPONDENTS ARE CLEAR ABOUT WHAT THIS REFERS TO.  
 
A ‘DON’T KNOW/NO RESPONSE’ OPTION WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL QUESTIONS IN THE 
SURVEY.  
 

 
Section A: Smoking Behaviour  
 
1. At the present time, do you smoke cigarettes every day, occasionally or not at all? 
 

Every day    1 DAILY SMOKER 
Occasionally (less than every day) 2  OCCASIONAL SMOKER 
Not at all    3 THANK AND DISCONTINUE 

     
2. On the days that you smoke, how many cigarettes do you usually smoke? PROBE FOR PRECISE 

NUMBER. IF RESPONDENT SAYS ONE PACK PER DAY, PROBE FOR NUMBER OF CIGARETTES IN 
A PACK 
 

[__ __] cigarettes per day  (RESPONSE MUST BE NUMERICAL. 
DO NOT ACCEPT RANGE) 

 

Section B: Discount Cigarette Smoking-Related Behaviour  
You mentioned that you purchased one or more types of ‘discount cigarettes’ in the last six 
months. For the purposes of this survey, ‘discount cigarettes’ are cigarettes in one of the 
following forms: 

• Type 1. Discount cigarettes produced by the major tobacco companies and available in 
regular retail stores.   

• Type 2. Cigarettes manufactured, purchased or originating in a First Nations community, 
including generic or native brands, either packaged or sold loose in bags.   

• Type 3. Contraband cigarettes or cigarettes that may have been smuggled.   
 
For the rest of the survey, please keep in mind that when we talk about discount cigarettes this 
includes all three types unless otherwise stated. Is this clear? REPEAT DEFINITIONS IF NEEDED. 
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3. How long have you been buying discount cigarettes?  READ LIST 
 

Less than one year    1 
1-2 years     2 
3-5 years     3 
6-10 years     4  
11-20 years     5 
More than 20 years    6 

 
4. Do you currently buy discount cigarettes only or do you also buy regular, brand name 

cigarettes? 
 

Discount cigarettes only   1 
Regular, brand name cigarettes also  2 

 
ASK NEXT QUESTION ONLY OF RESPONDENTS THAT SMOKE MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF 
CIGARETTE (I.E. AT LEAST TWO OF THE FOLLOWING: RETAIL DISCOUNT, FIRST NATIONS, 
CONTRABAND/SMUGGLED AND REGULAR CIGARETTES).  
 
5. In the last six months, approximately what percentage of the cigarettes you bought were of the 

following types? How about…? READ LIST; INCLUDE ONLY ITEMS IDENTIFIED ABOVE 
[QUESTIONS D AND 4] 

 
Type of Cigarette* Percentage**

Regular, brand name cigarettes  
Discount brands available in retail stores (i.e. cigarettes 
produced by major tobacco companies that cost less than  regular, 
brand name cigarettes). 

 

First Nations cigarettes (i.e. cigarettes manufactured, purchased 
or originating in First Nations communities, including generic or 
native brands, either packaged or sold loose in bags). 

 

Cigarettes that may have been smuggled  
Total (must add up to 100%)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*READ ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION IF NEEDED. ENSURE EACH TYPE IS CLEARLY 
UNDERSTOOD. 

**BASED ON TOTAL NUMBER OF CIGARETTES. ASK FOR BEST ESTIMATE. 
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6. What is the name of the brand of discount cigarettes you usually buy? Any others? DO NOT 

READ LIST; ACCEPT UP TO THREE RESPONSES. 
 

No name/brand  
Cigarettes in bag – PROBE TO SEE 
IF IT HAS NAME OR MORE DETAIL 
IS KNOWN BY RESPONDENT  
Can’t recall  
Names:  
ADVANTAGE  MARK TEN  
BAILEY'S  MATINEE  
BELVEDERE  MEDALLION  
CANADIAN CLASSICS  MY BRAND  
CANYON  NUMBER 7  
DAKAR  PETER JACKSON  
DISCRETION  PIHTWA  
DK'S  PODIUM  
DREAMS  PULSAR  
FAMILY  PUTTER'S  
FINE  RACING  
GIIMAA  RODEO  
GIPSY  SAGO  
GOLD LEAF  SELESTA  
HALF AND HALF  SMOKING  
ITR  STUDIO  
JAZZ  SUPREME  
JOHN PLAYERS SPECIAL  TABEC  
KISTEMAW  TREMBLAY  
LEGEND  VANTAGE  
MACDONALD    
Other (specify): _______________    

  
ASK THOSE WHO BOUGHT FIRST NATIONS CIGARETTES (QD) QUESTIONS 7-10: 

7. Thinking back to when you first started to buy First Nations cigarettes, how did you first 
become aware that you could buy these kinds of cigarettes? DO NOT READ LIST; ACCEPT ONE 
RESPONSE ONLY. 

 
Friend      1 
Family member    2 
Work colleague    3 
General word of mouth   4 
Signs on reserve    5 
Other (please specify):_____________  

 
8. When you buy First Nations cigarettes, do you usually buy cigarettes in packs or cigarettes 

that come loose in bags?  DO NOT READ LIST.  
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In packs     1 
Loose in bags     2 

VOLUNTEERED: Both about equally  3 
 

9. How much does it usually cost when you buy First Nations cigarettes, whether for a pack of 
20 cigarettes, a carton of 10 packs, or a bag of 200 cigarettes? LET RESPONDENT ANSWER 
USING WHATEVER METHOD HE/SHE WANTS. DO ONE ONLY. 

 
Pack cost:  ______________ 
Carton cost:  ______________ 
Bag cost:  ______________ 

 
10. I’m going to read you a series of statements that might apply to your buying habits when you 

purchase First Nations cigarettes. For each of the following, please tell me whether it applies 
to you always, frequently, occasionally, rarely or never. READ/ ROTATE LIST. IF NEEDED, 
REMIND RESPONDENT THAT FOCUS IS ON FIRST NATIONS CIGARETTES.  

 
a) You give money to someone else for them to buy you cigarettes.       
b) You get money from one or more people to buy them cigarettes. 
c) You usually buy from the same source every time.  
d) You buy cigarettes for yourself in bulk … numerous cartons or bags of cigarettes at one 
time.  
e) Someone delivers cigarettes to your home or work. 

 
ASK EVERYONE: 

11. As a result of buying discount cigarettes, do you think you smoke more, less, or the same 
amount that you would smoke if you bought only brand name cigarettes?  

 
More    1 
Same amount   2 
Less    3 

 
IF SMOKES MORE, ASK: 

12. a) Why do you smoke more? DO NOT READ LIST.  ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSE. 
 

Cigarettes are cheaper/can afford to some more  1 
- develop list during fieldwork  
Other (please specify):_____________  

 
IF SMOKES LESS, ASK: 

12. b) Why do you smoke less? DO NOT READ LIST.  ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSE. 
 

Harsher/stronger/hard on throat    1 
Smoke less in general      2 
Not allowed to smoke in many places (work, bars, etc.) 3 
- develop list during fieldwork  
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Other (please specify):_____________  
 

Section C: Knowledge of Discount Cigarettes 
13. Thinking about the health risks associated with smoking cigarettes in general, how concerned 

would you say you are about the health effects of smoking? Please use a scale from 1 to 5, 
where ‘1’ means you are not concerned at all, and ‘5’ means you are very concerned. 

 
Score (1-5): _____ 

 
ROTATE NEXT THREE QUESTIONS (ASK ALL RESPONDENTS): 

INTERVIEWER NOTE: FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS (Q14-Q18), IF RESPONDENTS HESITATE OR 
HAVE DIFFICULTY ANSWERING, REMIND THEM THAT WE ARE ASKING FOR WHAT THEY THINK, 
NOT WHAT THEY KNOW. ENCOURAGE RESPONDENTS TO OFFER THEIR THOUGHTS EVEN IF THEY 
ARE UNSURE. 
 
In terms of health risks associated with smoking,  
 
14. Do you think smoking retail discount cigarettes is more dangerous, less dangerous, or the 

same as smoking regular, brand name cigarettes? 
 
 More dangerous      1 
 The same       2 
 Less dangerous      3 

15. Do you think smoking First Nations cigarettes is more dangerous, less dangerous, or the same 
as smoking regular, brand name cigarettes? 

 
 More dangerous      1 
 The same       2 
 Less dangerous      3 
 
16. Do you think smoking smuggled or contraband cigarettes is more dangerous, less dangerous, 

or the same as smoking regular, brand name cigarettes? 
 

 More dangerous      1 
 The same       2 
 Less dangerous      3 
 
17. As far as you know, is it legal for the general population to buy discount cigarettes in First 

Nations communities? IF RESPONDENT HAS DIFFICULTY, ENCOURAGE THEM TO OFFER THEIR 
THOUGHTS EVEN IF UNSURE, REMIND RESPONDENT WE ARE LOOKING FOR WHAT THEY 
THINK NOT WHAT THEY KNOW.  

      
 Yes    1 
 No    2 

VOLUNTEERED: Not sure  3 
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IF ‘YES’, ASK: 

18. Why do you say that? DO NOT READ LIST; ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES. 
 

Signs on reserves/very open, not hidden 1 
Never heard of someone arrested  2 
Not see police do anything   3 
Warning labels on cigarettes   4 
Other (please specify):_____________  

 

Section D: Attitudes Toward Discount Cigarettes  
19. Many things in life have both advantages and disadvantages. When you think about buying 

and smoking discount cigarettes, what would you say are the main benefits? DO NOT READ 
LIST; ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES. 

 
Price/save money       1 
Stronger        2 
Not pay tax to government/matter of principle/taxes too high 3 
Give money/create jobs for First Nations, not tobacco firms  4 
Last longer/burn longer      5 
Better quality        6 
No one borrows cigarettes from you     7 
More/better flavour       8 
No benefits        9 
Other (please specify):______________  
 

20. And what are the main drawbacks to buying and smoking discount cigarettes? DO NOT READ 
LIST; ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES. 

 
Low/poor quality       1  
Too harsh/strong       2 
Too much wood/lumber in them     3 
Cigarettes often stale       4 
Inconsistent burning       5 
Inconvenience (travel, availability)     6 
Don’t know what’s in them/ingredients    7 
Social stigma/look poor      8 
Increased health risks       9 
Inconsistency in availability/types     10 
Illegal         11 
No drawbacks        12 
Other (please specify):___________________  
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IF FIRST NATIONS = 0 AND SMUGGLED = 0 AND RETAIL = 1, ASK NEXT TWO QUESTIONS: 

21. You mentioned that you only buy discount brands of cigarettes available in regular retail 
stores. Why do you buy these kinds of discount cigarettes and not cigarettes from First 
Nations communities or cigarettes that may have been smuggled? DO NOT READ LIST; ACCEPT 
MULTIPLE RESPONSES. 

 
Legal concerns     1 
No access/not sure how to get them   2 
Quality of product     3 
Health risks associated with product   4 
Convenience/accessibility    5 
Physical safety concerns    6 
Lack of awareness of First Nations cigarettes 7 
Other (please specify):_______________  
 

22. If given the opportunity, do you think you would buy First Nations cigarettes or cigarettes that 
may have been smuggled? 

 
Definitely     1 
Probably    2 
Probably not    3 
Definitely not    4 

 
23. I’m going to read you some statements about discount cigarettes. For each one, please tell me 

whether you agree or disagree with the statement using a 5-point scale, where ‘1’ is strongly 
disagree, ‘5’ is strongly agree, and ‘3’ is neither. If something does not apply to you, please 
just say so. READ/ ROTATE. RECORD ‘DOES NOT APPLY’ SEPARATELY FROM ‘DON’T KNOW’. 

a) Price is really the only reason why I smoke discount cigarettes. 
b) I sometimes buy regular, brand name cigarettes as a treat or when I have a bit more 

money.  
c) Sometimes I feel physically sick after I smoke discount cigarettes. 
d) First Nations cigarettes probably have fewer chemicals and are more natural or organic 

than regular cigarettes.   
e) One of the reasons I buy discount cigarettes is as a matter of principle because the 

government charges too much tax on cigarettes. 
f) It took a while before I got used to smoking discount cigarettes. 
g) The health risks are about the same for all types of cigarettes.  
h) ASK ONLY TO THOSE WHO BUY FIRST NATION CIGARETTES: It wouldn’t matter to me if 

buying First Nations cigarettes was against the law, I would buy them anyway.  
i) I often do something to disguise the fact that I’ve bought discount cigarettes.  
j) I bought smuggled cigarettes in the early ’90s when the government significantly raised 

the taxes on cigarettes.  
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In Canada, cigarettes sold legally are labelled with health information and warnings from Health 
Canada and will also have a duty-paid stamp. Legal cigarettes are sold in a retail location that 
displays a license to sell products in Canada and you will pay sales tax when you purchase them. 
Any other type of cigarette is not legal. 
 
24. I’d like to know whether any of the following are concerns to you regarding First Nations 

cigarettes. For each of the following, please use a 5-point scale, where ‘1’ means not 
concerned at all, and ‘5’ means very concerned. How concerned are you about…? 
READ/ROTATE 
a) That you might be breaking the law when you buy these types of cigarettes. 
b) That these types of cigarettes may not be tested for their ingredients or emissions. 
c) That taxes on these cigarettes may not have been paid. 

 
ASK THOSE WHO BOUGHT SMUGGLED/CONTRABAND CIGARETTES (QD) QUESTIONS 25-27: 

25. Earlier you mentioned that you think you have bought cigarettes that may have been 
smuggled during the last six months? How certain are you that the cigarettes were smuggled? 

 
Absolutely certain   1 
Relatively sure   2 
Not too sure    3 
Not sure at all    4 

 
IF ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN/RELATIVELY SURE, ASK: 

26. Why do you say that? DO NOT READ LIST; ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES. 
 

Know the seller/trust what he/she says 1  
Markings on the cigarette packages  2 
Low price     3 
Other (please specify): _____________  

 
27. Where do you buy the smuggled cigarettes? We’re not looking for specific names or 

addresses, just general information about where you get them? DO NOT READ LIST; ACCEPT 
MULTIPLE RESPONSES. 

 
Not sure, someone gets them for me  1 
At a bar/tavern     2 
At a retail store    3  
Someone delivers them to me   4 
First Nations reserve/community  5 
Other (please specify): _____________  
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Section E: Demographics 
I’d like to finish by asking you a few background questions to help us analyze the survey results. 
Remember that all of your responses are confidential.  
 
28. In which of the following age categories do you belong? Are you…? 
 

18-24     1 
25-34     2 
35-44     3 
45-54     4 
55-64     5 
65 and over    6     

 Prefer not to say   99 
 
29. What is the highest level of education that you have reached? [DO NOT READ; ACCEPT ONE 

RESPONSE] 
 
Some elementary      1 
Completed elementary     2 
Some high school      3 
Completed high school     4 
Community college/vocational/ trade school/CEGEP 5 
Some university      6 
Completed university      7 
Post-graduate university/professional school*  8 

 Prefer not to say      99 
*NOTE: INCLUDES LEGAL, MEDICAL, ACCOUNTING AND SIMILAR OCCUPATIONS. 
 
30. Which of the following best describes your employment status?  Are you …? [READ LIST; 

ACCEPT ONE RESPONSE] 
 
Employed full-time (30 hours per week or more)  1  
Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)  2  
Self-employed       3  
A student        4  
Unemployed        5  
A homemaker        6  
Retired        7  
Other (please specify):____________   

 
31. Are you …?  [READ LIST; ACCEPT ONE RESPONSE] 

 
Married or living as a couple  1 
Single     2 
Widowed    3 
Separated    4 
Divorced    5 
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32. Which of the following best describes the total income of all members of your household for 
2006, before taxes and deductions? READ LIST; ACCEPT ONE RESPONSE 

 
Under $20,000   1 
$20,000 to $29,999   2 
$30,000 to $39,999   3 
$40,000 to $59,999   4 
$60,000 to $79,999   5 
$80,000 to $99,999   6 
$100,000 and over   7 
Refused/DK/NR   99 
 

That concludes the survey. Thank you very much for your thoughtful feedback.  
It is much appreciated.  
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Santé Canada 
Fumeurs de cigarettes de marque moins chère  

en Ontario et au Québec :  
Analyse préliminaire (ROP-06-75 de SC) 

 
Sondage téléphonique 

 
Bonjour, je m’appelle ___________. Je vous appelle au nom de Phoenix, une société de 
recherche sur l’opinion publique. Nous effectuons pour le compte de Santé Canada une étude sur 
des questions d’importance pour les Canadiens. Vous êtes tout à fait libre de participer ou non à 
l’étude. Vos réponses seront traitées en toute confidentialité et ne seront utilisées que dans le 
contexte de l’étude, conformément aux lois établies pour protéger la confidentialité. Ce sondage 
est inscrit au système national d’enregistrement des sondages. Avez-vous quelques instants à me 
consacrer?  

 
Oui   1  CONTINUER 
Non    2 REMERCIER ET ACHEVER 

 
Nous choisissons les numéros de téléphone au hasard puis désignons pour l’entrevue une 
personne faisant partie du foyer. 
 
A. Est-ce qu’il y a chez vous une personne d’au moins 18 ans qui fume la cigarette? 
 

Oui    1  PASSER À B 
Non     2  REMERCIER ET ACHEVER 
Ne sais pas/Pas de réponse 3  REMERCIER ET ACHEVER 

 
B. Est-ce qu’il y a chez vous plusieurs personnes d’au moins 18 ans qui fument la cigarette? 
 

Oui, plus d’une personne 1 PASSER À C 
Non, une personne seulement 2 DEMANDER CETTE PERSONNE;  

AU BESOIN, PRÉVOIR LE MOMENT DE 
L’APPEL SUBSÉQUENT;  
RÉPÉTER L’INTRO SI C’EST UNE NOUVELLE 
PERSONNE À L’APPAREIL; 
PASSER ENSUITE À D 

 
C. Est-ce qu’une autre personne de votre foyer ou vous-même travaillez pour une agence de 

publicité ou une société d’étude de marché, pour les médias, ou pour une société 
productrice de tabac? 

 
Oui    1 REMERCIER ET ACHEVER 
Non     2 CONTINUER 
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D. Au cours des six derniers mois, avez-vous … (SURVEILLER LES QUOTAS) 
 

 Oui Non*

A. acheté des cigarettes de marque moins chère? Il s’agit de cigarettes 
que produisent les grandes sociétés de tabac. Elles coûtent moins cher que 
les marques de cigarettes ordinaires, et sont vendues dans les magasins de 
détail.  

  

B. acheté des cigarettes d’une collectivité des Premières nations? Plus 
précisément, des cigarettes fabriquées ou vendues dans une collectivité des 
Premières nations ou qui en proviennent, y compris les cigarettes 
génériques et autochtones, qu’elles soient emballées ou qu’elles soient 
vendues en vrac, dans des sacs. 

  

C. acheté des cigarettes qui pourraient avoir été introduites en fraude? 
Il s’agit de tous les types de cigarettes de contrebande ou de cigarettes 
peut-être introduites en fraude.   

  

     
*SI LE RÉPONDANT RÉPOND « PAS DU TOUT », REMERCIER ET ACHEVER L’ENTREVUE S’IL S’AGIT 
DU SEUL FUMEUR D’ÂGE ADULTE DU FOYER. S’IL Y A PLUS D’UN FUMEUR D’ÂGE ADULTE DANS 
CE FOYER, DEMANDER À PARLER AVEC UN AUTRE ADULTE QUI FUME LA CIGARETTE. 
 
      SI C’EST OUI POUR A, MARQUE MOINS CHERE = 1; SI C’EST NON, MARQUE MOINS CHERE = 0. 
      SI C’EST OUI POUR B, PREMIÈRES NATIONS = 1; SI C’EST NON, PREMIÈRES NATIONS = 0. 
      SI C’EST OUI POUR C, INTRODUITES EN FRAUDE = 1; SI C’EST NON, INTRODUITES EN   
      FRAUDE = 0. 
 
AU BESOIN, RAPPELER AU RÉPONDANT QUE CES RENSEIGNEMENTS NOUS INTÉRESSENT POUR 
LES BESOINS DE L’ÉTUDE SEULEMENT. LE CABINET DE RECHERCHE TRAITERA LES RÉPONSES À 
CETTE QUESTION AINSI QUE LES RÉPONSES COMMUNIQUÉES TOUT AU LONG DE L’ÉTUDE EN 
TOUTE CONFIDENTIALITÉ.  
 
LIRE AU BESOIN : 

E. Êtes-vous un homme ou une femme?   
Homme  1  
Femme  2  

 
F. Langue du sondage  
 

Anglais  1  
Français  2  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
NOTES POUR L’ENQUÊTEUR OU LE PROGRAMMEUR : 
 
INDIQUER AUX RÉPONDANTS QUI VEULENT CONNAÎTRE LA DURÉE DU SONDAGE QU’IL FAUT Y 
CONSACRER UNE QUINZAINE DE MINUTES.  
 
SYSTÈME D’ENREGISTREMENT DES SONDAGES : SI LE RÉPONDANT VEUT DES PRÉCISIONS AU 
SUJET DU SYSTÈME NATIONAL D’ENREGISTREMENT DES SONDAGES : 

L’industrie de la recherche par sondage a mis sur pied le système d’enregistrement pour permettre à la 
population de vérifier la légitimité d’un sondage, d’obtenir de plus amples renseignements au sujet de cette 
industrie ou de déposer une plainte. Le numéro sans frais du système d’enregistrement est le 1-800-554-
9996. 
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ENCOURAGER LES RÉPONDANTS À RÉPONDRE DE LEUR MIEUX AUX QUESTIONS FACTUELLES, 
MAIS NE PAS LES ENCOURAGER À ESSAYER DE DEVINER. DANS LES CAS OÙ ILS SONT VRAIMENT 
INCERTAINS DE QUELQUE CHOSE, ILS DOIVENT RÉPONDRE « JE NE SAIS PAS ». 
 
INDIQUER AUX RÉPONDANTS QUE LE CABINET DE RECHERCHE TRAITERA L’ENSEMBLE DE LEURS 
RÉPONSES EN TOUTE CONFIDENTIALITÉ. IL NE SERA PAS POSSIBLE DE RECONNAÎTRE LES 
PARTICIPANTS DE QUELQUE FAÇON QUE CE SOIT. COMPTE TENU DU THÈME DU SONDAGE, IL 
POURRAIT ÊTRE PERTINENT DE RAPPELER PÉRIODIQUEMENT AUX RÉPONDANTS QUE LEURS 
RÉPONSES SONT CONFIDENTIELLES.  
 
VEILLER À CE QUE LE RÉPONDANT SACHE QUE L’EXPRESSION « COLLECTIVITÉ DES PREMIÈRES 
NATIONS » SIGNIFIE UNE COLLECTIVITÉ AUTOCHTONE OU INDIENNE, Y COMPRIS LES RÉSERVES 
INDIENNES.  
 
L’EXPRESSION « CIGARETTES ORDINAIRES » DÉSIGNE LES CIGARETTES DE MARQUE QUI NE SONT 
PAS VENDUES MOINS CHERES ET QUE SE PROCURENT HABITUELLEMENT LES FUMEURS DANS LES 
MAGASINS DE DÉTAIL. CETTE EXPRESSION NE DÉCRIT PAS LA LONGUEUR DES CIGARETTES 
(LONGUES OU « KING SIZE » C. RÉGULIÈRES). VEILLER À CE QUE LES RÉPONDANTS 
COMPRENNENT BIEN CETTE EXPRESSION.  
 
IL SERA POSSIBLE DE RÉPONDRE À TOUTES LES QUESTIONS DU SONDAGE PAR « NE SAIS PAS/PAS 
DE RÉPONSE ».  
 

 
Section A : Comportement lié à l’usage du tabac  
 
1. Actuellement, fumez-vous la cigarette tous les jours, à l’occasion ou jamais? 
 

Tous les jours      1 FUMEUR QUOTIDIEN 
À l’occasion (moins souvent qu’une fois par jour) 2  FUMEUR  

OCCASIONNEL 
Jamais    3 REMERCIER ET 

ACHEVER 
     

2. Les jours où vous fumez, combien de cigarettes fumez-vous habituellement? OBTENIR UN 
CHIFFRE PRÉCIS. SI LE RÉPONDANT INDIQUE FUMER UN PAQUET PAR JOUR, DEMANDER 
COMBIEN DE CIGARETTES CONTIENT UN PAQUET. 
 

[__ __] cigarettes par jour  (RÉPONSE OBLIGATOIREMENT NUMÉRIQUE. 
NE PAS ACCEPTER UNE PLAGE) 

Section B : Comportement lié à l’usage des cigarettes de marque moins chère  
Vous avez indiqué que vous avez acheté au moins un type de « cigarettes de marque moins 
chère » au cours des six derniers mois. Pour les besoins du présent sondage, l’expression 
« cigarettes de marque moins chère » désigne les types de cigarettes que voici : 

• Type 1. Des cigarettes vendues moins chères, dans les magasins de détail ordinaires, que 
produisent les grandes sociétés de tabac.   

• Type 2. Des cigarettes qui ont été fabriquées ou vendues dans une collectivité des 
Premières nations ou qui en proviennent, y compris les cigarettes génériques ou 
autochtones, qu’elles soient emballées ou qu’elles soient vendues en vrac, dans des sacs. 
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• Type 3. Des cigarettes de contrebande ou des cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en 
fraude.   

 
Veuillez bien noter que tout au long du sondage, sauf indication contraire, à chaque fois qu’il sera 
question de cigarettes de marque moins chère, cela englobera les trois types dont je viens de vous 
parler. Est-ce que c’est clair? RÉPÉTER LES DÉFINITIONS AU BESOIN. 

 
3. Depuis quand achetez-vous des cigarettes de marque moins chère? LIRE LA LISTE 
 

Moins d’un an     1 
1-2 ans      2 
3-5 ans      3 
6-10 ans     4 
11-20 ans     5 
Plus de 20 ans     6 

 
4. À l’heure actuelle, est-ce que vous achetez des cigarettes de marque moins chère seulement, 

ou achetez-vous également des marques de cigarettes ordinaires? 
 

Cigarettes de marque moins chère seulement  1 
Marques de cigarettes ordinaires également  2 

 
NE POSEZ LA QUESTION SUIVANTE QU’AUX RÉPONDANTS QUI FUMENT PLUS QU’UNE SORTE DE 
CIGARETTE (C.A.D. AU MOINS DEUX DES SUIVANTES: CIGARETTES DE MARQUE MOINS CHERE 
VENDUES DANS MAGASINS DE DÉTAIL, CIGARETTES DES PREMIERES NATIONS, CIGARETTES DE 
CONTREBANDE/FRAUDULEUSES, ET CIGARETTES ORDINAIRES).  

 
5. Au cours des six derniers mois, environ quel pourcentage des cigarettes que vous avez 

achetées faisaient partie des types suivants? Quel pourcentage pour les…? LIRE LA LISTE; 
ÉNONCER SEULEMENT LES ÉLÉMENTS INDIQUÉS PRÉCÉDEMMENT [QUESTIONS D ET 4] 

 
Type de cigarettes* Pourcentage**

Marques de cigarettes ordinaires  
Marques vendues dans les magasins de détail (c.-à-d. des 
cigarettes d’une grande société du tabac qui coûtent moins cher 
que les marques de cigarettes ordinaires). 

 

Cigarettes des Premières nations (c.-à-d. des cigarettes 
fabriquées ou vendues dans une collectivités des Premières nations 
ou qui en proviennent, y compris les cigarettes génériques ou 
autochtones, qu’elles soient emballées ou qu’elles soient vendues 
en vrac, dans des sacs). 

 

Cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en fraude  
Total (doit s’élever à 100 %)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*LIRE LA DESCRIPTION SUPPLÉMENTAIRE AU BESOIN. VEILLER À CE QUE CHAQUE TYPE 
SOIT BIEN COMPRIS. 

**SELON LE NOMBRE TOTAL DE CIGARETTES. DEMANDER AU RÉPONDANT D’ÉTABLIR LA 
MEILLEURE ESTIMATION POSSIBLE. 
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6. Quelle marque de cigarettes de marque moins chère achetez-vous habituellement? Est-ce qu’il 
y en a d’autres? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER AU PLUS TROIS RÉPONSES. 

 
Sans nom/sans marque  
Cigarettes vendues en sac – 
APPROFONDIR POUR VÉRIFIER SI 
ELLES ONT UN NOM OU SI LE 
RÉPONDANT CONNAÎT PLUS DE 
DÉTAILS  
J’ai oublié  
Noms :  
ADVANTAGE  MARK TEN  
BAILEY'S  MATINEE  
BELVEDERE  MEDALLION  
CANADIAN CLASSICS  MY BRAND  
CANYON  NUMBER 7  
DAKAR  PETER JACKSON  
DISCRETION  PIHTWA  
DK'S  PODIUM  
DREAMS  PULSAR  
FAMILY  PUTTER'S  
FINE  RACING  
GIIMAA  RODEO  
GIPSY  SAGO  
GOLD LEAF  SELESTA  
HALF AND HALF  SMOKING  
ITR  STUDIO  
JAZZ  SUPREME  
JOHN PLAYERS SPECIAL  TABEC  
KISTEMAW  TREMBLAY  
LEGEND  VANTAGE  
MACDONALD  Autre (précisez)  

  
QUESTION POUR CEUX QUI ONT ACHETÉ DES CIGARETTES DES PREMIÈRES NATIONS (QD) 
QUESTIONS 7-10 : 

7. Si vous remontez au moment où vous avez commencé à acheter des cigarettes des Premières 
nations, comment aviez-vous appris qu’il était possible d’acheter ce genre de cigarettes? NE 
PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER UNE SEULE RÉPONSE. 

 
Ami      1 
Membre de la famille    2 
Collègue     3 
Bouche-à-oreille    4 
Enseignes dans les réserves   5 
Autre (veuillez préciser) :_____________  

 
8. Lorsque vous achetez des cigarettes des Premières nations, en général, les cigarettes que vous 

vous procurez sont-elles emballées ou sont-elles vendues en vrac, dans des sacs? NE PAS LIRE 
LA LISTE.  
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Paquets         1 
En vrac, dans des sacs        2 

RÉPONSE SPONTANÉE : Les deux, dans des proportions à peu près égales 3 
 

9. Combien cela coûte-t-il habituellement pour acheter des cigarettes des Premières nations, par 
exemple, pour un paquet de 20 cigarettes, un carton de 10 paquets ou un sac de 200 
cigarettes? LAISSER LE RÉPONDANT RÉPONDRE SELON LA MESURE QU’IL PRÉFÈRE. 
RECUEILLIR LE RÉSULTAT POUR UNE SEULE MESURE. 

 
Coût d’un paquet :  ______________ 
Coût d’un carton :  ______________ 
Coût d’un sac :  ______________ 

 
10. Je vais vous lire une série d’énoncés qui s’appliquent peut-être à vos habitudes d’achat en ce 

qui concerne les cigarettes des Premières nations. Veuillez indiquer pour chacun des énoncés 
que je vais lire s’il s’applique toujours, souvent, à l’occasion, rarement ou jamais à vos 
habitudes d’achat. LIRE/ ASSURER LA ROTATION DE LA LISTE. AU BESOIN, RAPPELER AU 
RÉPONDANT QUE LA QUESTION PORTE SUR LES CIGARETTES DES PREMIÈRES NATIONS.  

 
a) Vous remettez de l’argent à quelqu’un qui achètera les cigarettes pour vous.       
b) Une ou plusieurs personnes vous remettent de l’argent pour que vous leur achetiez des 
cigarettes. 
c) En général, vous achetez toujours vos cigarettes de la même source.  
d) Vous achetez en vrac les cigarettes que vous fumerez… c.-à-d. de nombreux cartons ou 
des sacs de cigarettes à chaque fois. 
e) Quelqu’un livre les cigarettes à votre domicile ou à votre milieu de travail. 

 

QUESTION POUR TOUS : 

11. Selon vous, étant donné que vous achetez des cigarettes de marque moins chère, fumez-vous 
plus, fumez-vous moins ou diriez-vous que vous fumez le même nombre de cigarettes que 
lorsque vous n’achetiez que des cigarettes de marque?  

 
Plus    1 
Même quantité  2 
Moins    3 

 
QUESTION POUR LES RÉPONDANTS QUI FUMENT PLUS : 

12. a) Pourquoi fumez-vous davantage? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE. ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 
 

Les cigarettes sont moins chères/je peux me permettre d’en acheter plus 1 
- dresser la liste au cours du travail sur le terrain  
Autre (veuillez préciser) :_____________  

 
QUESTION POUR LES RÉPONDANTS QUI FUMENT MOINS : 

12. b) Pourquoi fumez-vous moins? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE. ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 
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Plus fortes/dures pour la gorge      1 
Fume moins en général       2 
Interdit de fumer dans de nombreux endroits (milieu de travail, bars, etc.) 3 
- dresser la liste au cours du travail sur le terrain 
Autre (veuillez préciser) :_____________  

 

Section C : Connaissances sur les cigarettes de marque moins chère 
13. En ce qui concerne les risques pour la santé liés aux cigarettes en général, dans quelle mesure 

vous préoccupez-vous des effets du tabagisme sur la santé? Veuillez répondre selon une 
échelle de 1 à 5, où  « 1 » signifie que vous ne vous en préoccupez pas du tout et « 5 », que 
vous vous en préoccupez vivement. 

 
Résultat (1 à 5) : _____ 

 
ASSURER LA ROTATION DES TROIS PROCHAINES QUESTIONS (DEMANDER À TOUS LES 
RÉPONDANTS) : 

NOTE POUR L’ENQUÊTEUR: POUR LES QUESTIONS SUIVANTES (Q14-Q18), SI LES RÉPONDANTS 
HÉSITENT OU ONT DE LA DIFFICULTÉ A RÉPONDRE, RAPPELEZ LEUR QUE NOUS CHERCHONS CE 
QU’ILS PENSENT, PAS CE QU’ILS SAVENT. ENCOURAGEZ LES RÉPONDANTS D’OFFRIR LEURS 
OPINIONS MÊME S’ILS SONT INCERTAINS. 
 
En ce qui concerne les risques pour la santé liés au tabagisme,  
 
14. Selon vous, les cigarettes vendues moins chères dans les magasins de détail comportent-elles 

plus de risques, moins de risques ou les mêmes risques que les marques de cigarettes 
ordinaires? 

 
 Plus de risques      1 
 Les mêmes risques      2 
 Moins de risques      3 

15. Selon vous, les cigarettes des Premières nations comportent-elles plus de risques, moins de 
risques ou les mêmes risques que les marques de cigarettes ordinaires? 

 
 Plus de risques      1 
 Les mêmes risques      2 
 Moins de risques      3 
 
16. Selon vous, les cigarettes introduites en fraude et cigarettes de contrebande comportent-elles 

plus de risques, moins de risques ou les mêmes risques que les marques de cigarettes 
ordinaires? 

 
 Plus de risques      1 
 Les mêmes risques      2 
 Moins de risques      3 
 
17. Pour autant que vous sachiez, les membres de la population en général peuvent-ils acheter des 

cigarettes de marque moins chère dans les collectivités des Premières nations en toute 
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légalité? SI LES RÉPONDANTS ONT DE LA DIFFICULTÉ, ENCOURAGEZ- LES D’OFFRIR LEURS 
OPINIONS MÊME S’ILS SONT INCERTAINS. RAPPELEZ LEUR QUE NOUS CHERCHONS CE QU’ILS 
PENSENT, PAS CE QU’ILS SAVENT. 

 
 Oui    1 
 Non    2 

RÉPONSE SPONTANÉE : Incertain 3 
 

SI C’EST « OUI », DEMANDER LA QUESTION CI-DESSOUS : 

18. Et pourquoi donc? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 
 

Les enseignes dans les réserves/activité très ouverte, non dissimulée 1 
Jamais entendu parler d’une arrestation     2 
Ne voit pas les policiers faire quelque chose à ce sujet   3 
Mises en garde sur les cigarettes      4 
Autre (veuillez préciser) :_____________  

  

Section D : Attitudes à l’égard des cigarettes de marque moins chère  
19. Dans la vie, il y a beaucoup de choses qui présentent tant des avantages que des 

inconvénients. Selon vous, en ce qui concerne l’achat et l’usage de cigarettes de marque 
moins chère, quels sont les principaux avantages? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER 
PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 

 
Prix/économies       1 
Plus fortes        2 
Ne pas payer les taxes au gouvernement/question de principe 
/taxes trop élevées       3 
Donner de l’argent/créer de l’emploi dans les Premières nations, 
plutôt que de donner de l’argent aux sociétés de tabac  4 
Durent plus longtemps/se consument plus lentement   5 
Meilleure qualité       6 
Personne ne vous emprunte des cigarettes    7 
Plus de saveur/meilleur goût      8 
Aucun avantage       9 
Autre (veuillez préciser) :______________  
 

20. Et quels sont les principaux inconvénients liés à l’achat et à l’usage de cigarettes de marque 
moins chère? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 

 
Moindre/mauvaise qualité      1 
Trop fortes        2 
Trop de bois/de sciage      3 
Souvent les cigarettes ne sont plus fraîches    4 
Combustion non uniforme      5 
Dérangements (déplacements, disponibilité)    6 
Je ne sais pas ce qu’elles contiennent/quels sont les ingrédients 7 
Flétrissure sociale/avoir l’air pauvre     8 
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Plus grands risques pour la santé     9 
Variabilité aux chapitres de la disponibilité/des types  10 
Illégales        11 
Aucun inconvénient       12 
Autre (veuillez préciser) :___________________  

  

SI PREMIÈRES NATIONS = 0 ET INTRODUITES EN FRAUDE = 0 ET VENDUES AU DÉTAIL = 1, POSER 
LES DEUX PROCHAINES QUESTIONS : 

21. Vous avez signalé que vous n’achetez que des marques de cigarettes de marque moins chère 
offertes dans des magasins de détail ordinaires. Pourquoi achetez-vous ces cigarettes de 
marque moins chère mais n’achetez-vous pas les cigarettes disponibles dans les collectivités 
des Premières nations, ou encore des cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en fraude? NE 
PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 

 
Préoccupations relatives à la légalité    1 
Elles ne sont pas accessibles/ne sais pas 
trop comment les obtenir     2 
Qualité du produit      3 
Risques pour la santé liés au produit    4 
Commodité/accessibilité     5 
Craintes pour la sécurité     6 
Aucune connaissance des cigarettes des Premières nations 7 
Autre (veuillez préciser) :_______________  
 

22. Si l’occasion se présentait, pensez-vous que vous achèteriez des cigarettes des Premières 
nations ou des cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en fraude? 

 
Certainement     1 
Probablement     2 
Probablement pas    3 
Certainement pas    4 

 
23. Je vais maintenant vous lire des énoncés au sujet des cigarettes de marque moins chère. 

Veuillez indiquer dans chaque cas si vous êtes d’accord ou en désaccord avec l’énoncé selon 
une échelle de 5 points, où « 1 » signifie fortement en désaccord, « 5 », fortement d’accord et 
« 3 », ni l’un, ni l’autre. Si un énoncé ne vous concerne pas, veuillez simplement le signaler. 
LIRE/ASSURER LA ROTATION DES ÉNONCÉS. CONSIGNER LES RÉPONSES « SANS OBJET » 
SÉPARÉMENT DES RÉPONSES « NE SAIS PAS ». 

a) Le prix est vraiment la seule raison pour laquelle je fume des cigarettes de marque 
moins chère. 

b) Il m’arrive de m’offrir une marque de cigarettes ordinaires pour le plaisir ou parce 
que j'ai un peu plus d’argent.  

c) Il m’arrive de me sentir malade après avoir fumé des cigarettes de marque moins 
chère. 

d) Les cigarettes des Premières nations contiennent moins de produits chimiques et 
sont plus naturelles ou biologiques que les cigarettes ordinaires.   

e) L’une des raisons pour lesquelles j’achète des cigarettes de marque moins chère 
est une question de principe, parce que le gouvernement taxe trop les cigarettes. 
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f) Ça m’a pris un certain temps à m’habituer à fumer des cigarettes de marque moins 
chère. 

g) Les risques pour la santé sont à peu près les mêmes, quel que soit le type de 
cigarettes.  

h) QUESTION SEULEMENT POUR LES RÉPONDANTS QUI ACHÈTENT DES CIGARETTES 
DES PREMIÈRES NATIONS : Ça ne me dérangerais pas que l’achat de cigarettes des 
Premières nations soit contraire à la loi; je les achèterais de toute façon.  

i) Il m’arrive souvent de faire quelque chose pour camoufler le fait que j’ai acheté 
des cigarettes de marque moins chère.  

j) J’ai acheté des cigarettes introduites en fraude au début des années 90, lorsque le 
gouvernement a considérablement augmenté les taxes applicables aux cigarettes.  

 
Au Canada, les paquets de cigarettes vendus en toute légalité portent les renseignements et 
messages relatifs à la santé de Santé Canada ainsi que l'estampille indiquant que les droits 
d'accise ont été acquittés. Les cigarettes légales sont vendues dans des points de vente au détail 
qui affichent un permis de vente pour ces produits au Canada. À l'achat de cigarettes vendues 
légalement, vous devrez payerez des taxes. Toutes cigarettes vendues sans ces mentions, 
estampilles, dans un autre type de point de vente ou sans taxes de vente sont illégales. 
 
24. J’aimerais savoir si les énoncés que je vais vous lire soulèvent chez vous des préoccupations 

en ce qui concerne les cigarettes des Premières nations. Pour chaque énoncé, veuillez recourir 
à une échelle de 5 points, où « 1 » signifie pas préoccupé du tout et « 5 », vivement 
préoccupé. Dans quelle mesure vous préoccupez-vous… LIRE/ASSURER LA ROTATION DES 
ÉNONCÉS 

 
a) de l’éventualité de contrevenir à la loi quand vous achetez ce genre de cigarettes? 
b) de ce que ces cigarettes ne font peut-être pas l’objet de contrôles des ingrédients 

ou des émissions? 
c) de ce que les taxes qui s’appliquent à ces cigarettes n’ont peut-être pas été payées? 

 
QUESTION POUR LES RÉPONDANTS AYANT ACHETÉ DES CIGARETTES INTRODUITES EN 
FRAUDE/DE CONTREBANDE (QD) QUESTIONS 25-27:  

25. Tantôt, vous avez signalé être d’avis qu’au cours des six derniers mois, vous avez acheté des 
cigarettes qui ont peut-être été introduites en fraude. Dans quelle mesure êtes-vous certain que 
ces cigarettes avaient été introduites en fraude? 

 
Absolument certain    1 
Relativement certain    2 
Pas trop certain    3 
Pas certain du tout    4 

 
SI LE RÉPONDANT EST ABSOLUMENT CERTAIN/RELATIVEMENT CERTAIN, DEMANDER : 

26. Et pourquoi donc? NE PAS LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 
 

Connais le vendeur/crois ce qu’il/elle dit  1 
Inscriptions sur les emballages de cigarettes  2 
Bas prix      3 
Autre (veuillez préciser) : _____________  
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27. Où achetez-vous les cigarettes introduites en fraude? Nous ne voulons pas obtenir des noms 

ou des adresses en particulier. Nous nous intéressons simplement à obtenir des 
renseignements généraux au sujet de l'endroit où vous vous les procurez. NE PAS LIRE LA 
LISTE; ACCEPTER PLUSIEURS RÉPONSES. 

 
Ne sais pas trop; quelqu’un se les procure pour moi 1 
Dans un bar/une brasserie    2 
Dans un magasin de détail    3 
Quelqu’un me les livre    4 
Réserve/collectivité des Premières nations  5 
Autre (veuillez préciser) : _____________  

 

Section E : Données démographiques 
Pour terminer, j’aimerais vous poser quelques questions de base qui nous aideront à analyser les 
résultats du sondage. N’oubliez pas que toutes vos réponses sont confidentielles.  
 
28. De quelle catégorie d’âge faites-vous partie? Avez-vous…? 
 

18-24 ans    1 
25-34 ans    2 
35-44 ans    3 
45-54 ans    4 
55-64 ans    5 
65 ans et plus    6 

 Préfère s’abstenir   99 
 

29. Quel est le plus haut niveau de scolarité que vous avez atteint? [NE PAS LIRE; ACCEPTER UNE 
RÉPONSE] 

 
Études primaires partielles      1 
Études primaires terminées      2 
Études secondaires partielles      3 
Études secondaires terminées      4 
Collège communautaire/études professionnelles/ 
école de métier/cégep       5 
Études universitaires partielles     6 
Études universitaires terminées     7 
Diplôme de deuxième ou troisième cycle/ 
accréditation professionnelle*     8 

 Préfère s'abstenir       99 
*NOTE : COMPREND LE BARREAU, LA MÉDECINE, LA COMPTABILITÉ ET D’AUTRES PROFESSIONS 
DU MÊME GENRE. 
 
30. Lequel des énoncés suivants décrit le mieux votre situation d’emploi? Êtes-vous…? [LIRE LA 

LISTE; ACCEPTER UNE RÉPONSE] 
 
Employé à temps plein (au moins 30 heures par semaine)  1  
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Employé à temps partiel (moins de 30 heures par semaine)  2  
Travailleur autonome        3  
Étudiant         4  
Sans emploi         5  
Personne au foyer       6  
Retraité        7  
Autre (veuillez préciser) :____________   

 
31. Êtes-vous …?  [LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER UNE RÉPONSE] 

 
Marié ou en couple   1 
Célibataire    2 
Veuf/veuve    3 
Séparé     4 
Divorcé    5 

  
32. Qu’est-ce qui décrirait le mieux le revenu total de tous les membres de votre foyer en 2006, 

avant impôts et déductions? LIRE LA LISTE; ACCEPTER UNE SEULE RÉPONSE 
 
Moins de 20 000$   1 
20 000$ à 29 999$   2 
30 000$ à 39 999$   3 
40 000$ à 59 999$   4 
60 000$ à 79 999$   5 
80 000$ à 99 999$   6 
100 000 et plus   7 
Refus/NSP/PDR   99 
 

C’est la fin du sondage. Merci beaucoup de vos commentaires pertinents.  
Nous vous en sommes très reconnaissants.  
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